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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Since 1909, Rosario has welcomed visitors to its stately
Moran Mansion to enjoy the incomparable beauty of the
San Juan Islands. First built as a private estate, Rosario
became a resort open to the public in 1960. Now, in
2007, the resort owners are looking to the future and
planning to extend the benefits of Rosario to a wide
variety of owners and visitors. Their vision of the future for
Rosario is contained in this Master Plan.
The State of Washington requires that future growth be
effectively managed through planning. San Juan County
addresses this mandate as it applies to self-contained
resorts such as Rosario by requiring each resort to prepare
a Resort Master Plan for adoption into law by the County.
Rosario’s Resort Master Plan will be used by the San
Juan County Community Development and Planning
Department, Public Works Department, Permit Center, and
other local government agencies to regulate land uses
and development as part of the permitting process for all
parcels within the Rosario Master Planned Resort (MPR)
designation. This Resort Master Plan (RMP) has been
prepared by the owners of Rosario Resort and Cascade
Harbor Inn (hereafter collectively referred to as “the
Resort”) for adoption by San Juan County.
Beyond “compliance” with legal requirements, the
purpose of the Rosario Resort Master Plan is to provide
comprehensive guidance for redevelopment within the
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MPR boundaries in order to update the Resort to 21st
Century standards. For the Resort to be successful, guest
expectations must be met or exceeded, profitability must
be sustainable, and the natural and historical context of
the site must be protected. Each of these principles will
be achieved through a framework of guidelines based
on goals and objectives. Based on the Resort’s program
of use, the majority of the plan addresses design and
functional issues including Resort character, access,
circulation, parking, facilities, landscape, and utilities,
as well as implementation and phasing. The plan is
illustrated by numerous maps and other graphics.
1.1 Purpose of this Plan

Properties within the Rosario Master Planned Resort
designation include a collection of lands formerly part
of the Robert Moran estate and now dominated by the
Rosario Resort and Cascade Harbor Inn. Although
operated independently of one another, both hospitality
enterprises are linked by a common history, physical site,
and support infrastructure and are jointly responsible
for this Resort Master Plan. Both Rosario and Cascade
Harbor Inn have operated commercially for decades;
however, neither has ever had an overall plan to ensure
functional efficiency and design consistency. As a result,
the Resort’s general site layout is confusing, distances
between facilities are excessive, parts of the site have been
sold off, and physical design is inconsistent. The purpose
of this Resort Master Plan is to provide direction to the

 - Chapter 1.0 Introduction

Resort as it is restored, rebuilt, and expanded to fulfill its
potential. Emphasis of this plan is to ensure that guest
convenience is maximized and operations are efficient
while the natural amenities are protected.
This plan is also intended to comply with San Juan
County’s requirements. As implemented by the Unified
Development Code (UDC), the San Juan County
Comprehensive Plan accommodates the unique land
use needs of self-contained resorts, including planning
flexibility, with the special MPR land use designation.
Rather than applying static zoning standards, the MPR
designation is responsive to the needs of each resort area
based on a master plan developed by the resort and
adopted by the County. Accordingly, the master plan
serves as the vehicle for compliance with the County’s
Comprehensive Plan and land use regulations.
San Juan County defines a Master Planned Resort as
a “self-contained and fully integrated planned unit
development in a setting of natural amenities with primary
focus on destination resort facilities consisting of short-term
visitor accommodations associated with a range of on-site
indoor or outdoor recreation facilities. They may contain
other residential uses and commercial activities within their
boundaries, but only if these uses are integrated into and
support the on-site recreation nature of the resort.” All
necessary support commercial services are expected to be
contained on-site.

Rosario Resort Master Plan
Table 1.1-1: Required Contents of a Resort Master Plan.
No. Requirements

Applicable RMP Sections

1

Analysis and description of setting and natural amenities and recreational features
which attract people to the resort.

2.1, 2.7, 4.1

2

Analysis and description of destination resort facilities including visitor
accommodations, indoor and outdoor recreation facilities, off-site excursion
opportunities, and commercial and support services.

2.7, 4.1, 4.3

3

Analysis and description of functional features and how landscaping, open space,
recreation facilities, roads and parking, and capital facilities work together and
further the goals of the County’s Comprehensive Plan.

2.7, 2.8, 3.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.3

4

Detailed program of allowable uses and maximum densities and discussion of
how proposed uses meet resort’s needs.

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 6.1, 6.2

5

Description of location-specific standards that retain and enhance the resort’s
character.

4.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.1

6

Description and schedule of development phasing and discussion of how resort
will function and meet environmental protection and concurrency requirements at
each phase of development.

7.1, 7.2, FEIS

7

Maps that illustrate the completed facilities and services of the completed resort.

Figures 4.1-1, 4.7-1, 4.7-2

8

Maps, drawings, and illustrations visualizing the design and operation of the
resort, including landscaping, protection of Environmentally Sensitive Areas, and
other features of development.

Figures 2.5-1, 2.6-1, 2.7-1,
2.8-1, 4.1-1, 4.4-1, 4.4-2,
4.5-1 through 4.5-4, 4.6-1,
4.7-1, 4.7-2, 5.0-1, 5.1-1,
5.1-2, 5.5-1, 5.5-2

9

Description of how the resort relates to surrounding properties, including efforts to
minimize incompatibility.

2.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.3

10

Analysis and description of specific values and supportive information and
rationale for the choices made for proposed flexible standards.

6.1, 6.2

11

Demonstration that facilities and services will be sufficient to meet concurrency
requirements.

FEIS

12

Description of the Environmentally Sensitive Areas of the project area and
measures to protect them.

2.5, 4.2, 6.1, 6.2, FEIS

Because the County uses the master plan to regulate
land uses within the boundaries of the MPR designation
and to provide the basis for environmental review of
those uses and activities, the master plan must contain a
physical description of the resort, including all facilities,
supporting infrastructure, and functions that interrelate with
one another and with their surroundings. Specific Resort
Master Plan components required by Section 18.90.060
of the County’s Unified Development Code are listed in
Table 1.1-1. Additional requirements mandated by San
Juan County as part of the RMP approval process are
listed in the appendix and incorporated in appropriate
sections of the RMP.
To optimize regulatory compliance and to assist plan
implementation, this RMP includes numerous specific
references to applicable federal, state, and local code
citations throughout the text. These are summarized and
listed in Table 1.1-2.
Resort Master Plans are also subject to environmental
review under the Washington State Environmental Policy
Act (SEPA) and the State Growth Management Act (GMA);
thus, the master plan must address how the plan will
protect Environmentally Sensitive Areas and meet GMA
requirements. This is addressed in an Environmental
Impact Statement completed for this project.

Source: San Juan County Code (SJCC) 18.90.060(C.)
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Table 1.1-2: Specifically Referenced Federal, State, and Local Code Citations.
RMP Section

Citation

Discussion

1.2 Concept Introduction

1.1 and Table 1.1-1

18.90.060

Addresses required contents of Resort Master Plan

Former Seattle shipbuilding magnate and civic leader
Robert Moran built Rosario as a private estate nearly a
century ago to recover from the considerable physical
and emotional stresses his highly successful, but arduous,
life had produced. In 1909, Moran described Rosario
as “a wonderful place to get back to nature…to regain
health—physical, mental, and spiritual.“ Indeed, Rosario
more than lived up to Moran’s description by extending
his life several decades and providing an unparalleled
venue for extending hospitality to guests. Consistent
with the spirit of its creation, the Resort will continue to
bring guests and nature together while restoring physical,
mental, and spiritual health. Accordingly, a major theme
reflected throughout the plan includes enhancing historic
and natural integrity and physical beauty while extending
the Resort’s welcome to the guests of varying needs and
expectations.

3.2.2

SMP Sections 3.2 and 3.3

Shoreline goals and policies and Rural Conservancy Environments

4.2.4

18.60.190 A 11

Required incorporation of open space

4.2.4

18.60.190 A 10

Habitat preservation requirements

5.1.1

18.60.110

Pathway and trail width requirements

5.1.3

18.60.080-140

Road design standards

5.1.4 and Table 5.1-1

18.60.120, Table 6.4

5.1.4 and Exhibit 5-1

18.50.090 and 18.60.130

5.3

18.60.160

Minimum parking requirements
Shoreline-specific parking requirements
Bicycle Parking requirements
Reference to general compliance

5.3.3

18.50.120 and 18.40.370-400

Signage within the shoreline zone road sign requirements

5.3.5

18.60.170

Glare and light pollution avoidance requirements

5.3.6

18.60.190 A. 11

Significant tree and buffer requirements

5.3.7

18.60.200

Regulations governing breakwaters, jetties, and groins

5.3.9

18.60.160 and 18.60.190

Buffering and Visual Screening requirements

5.5

18.50.190

Boating facility requirements

Much of the existing accommodations and amenities will
be extensively upgraded, reconfigured, or replaced. The
Resort will offer a broader choice of accommodations
ranging from luxurious waterfront cottages and minimansions near the Moran Mansion, to family cottages and
condos clustered in the Marina Village, to economical
hotel rooms and condominiums with private decks and
prime water views. Drawing guests to the Resort will
be an expanded variety of greatly improved amenities,
a variety of real estate products, and a restored Moran

Exhibit 5-5

36 CFR 67

The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation

Exhibit 5-6

36 CFR 67

The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Restoration

6.0

18.60.190 B and 18.90.060 C.4

MPR flexible land use and development standards

7.2.1

18.50, 18.80.110

Shoreline Master Program compliance

7.2.2

18.90.060 D.2

Planned Unit Development requirements

7.2.3 and Exhibit 5-1

18.60.190 A. 11 and 18.60.160

Landscape and tree protection

7.2.5

15.04.515

Construction permitting

7.2.6

WAC 197-11-060(5)

Phased SEPA Environmental Review

Exhibit 7-1

RCW 27.53.060 and RCW 27.44

State-mandated archaeological procedures

Note: In addition to the above citations, consistency with the goals and policies of the San Juan County Comprehensive Plan is addressed in
Section 3.2 of this Resort Master Plan.
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Mansion. An improved restaurant will revive a tradition
of culinary excellence, a new “Cabana Complex“ will
provide a center of activity for families, and the spa will
be reconstructed to support an expanded program of
services. The significant changes will include a greatly
improved and expanded Marina with over 165 transient
and permanent moorage slips, hosting active sailing and
diving activities.

A lengthy question-and-answer session followed the
presentation. The discussion addressed such concerns as
traffic, circulation, lighting, views, the future of the Utility
Tract, reuse of the Boatel building and swimming pool,
utility capacity, restoration of Marina facilities, employee
housing, possible subdivision of land or time-share
conversions, development phasing, and the San Juan
County’s resort master planning process itself.

1.3 Public Involvement

Following a complete overhaul of the Rosario Resort
Master Plan, the Resort hosted a second public
workshop conducted the evening of May 14, 2003
that was attended by a significant percentage of those
who attended the first workshop, as well as many new
participants. During this workshop the new, completely
revised Resort Master Plan was presented and discussed.
Feedback was generally positive due to community support
for the Resort’s continued financial success, and one
suggestion to cover the swimming pool for year round use
was incorporated into revisions to the Resort Master Plan
following the workshop. In addition, the proposed Marina
expansion seemed to generate widespread support among
those in attendance. Concerns related to the impacts of
growth on the community, especially related to increased
water consumption, were also expressed. The issue of
water allocation and utility rates among the customers
of Rosario Utilities has long been a public concern
indirectly related to the Resort Master Plan that generated
considerable discussion at the workshop.

Development and approval of the Rosario Resort Master
Plan was the subject of an extensive public process
summarized in Table 1.3-1 and discussed below.
Economist Jon Peterson presents economic model at the
third Public Workshop, May 14, 2004

Public involvement activities associated with the Rosario
Resort Master Plan were initiated on September 14,
2000 with a two-hour public workshop on an initial draft
of this plan, hosted by Rosario Resort. Representatives
from Rosario’s owners and the planning team presented
an overview of the plan, illustrated with a number of
graphic displays. The meeting was well attended, with an
estimated audience of 40-60, many of whom identified
themselves as neighbors. The workshop was announced
through invitations mailed to over 200 residents in
the vicinity of the MPR boundaries as well as through
display ads and newspaper announcements published in
consecutive issues of the Island Sounder.
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In response to the May 14 public workshop, the Rosario
Property Owners Association, a group representing
many in the community, delivered a letter summarizing
community concerns to Rosario’s General Manager. In
this letter, the Association expressed community opposition
to redevelopment of the tennis court site into the proposed
cluster of lakefront cottages due to concerns over density,
water quality, public safety, and recreational quality. The
Association also raised concerns over the proposed
Woodland Cottages due to septic function, access,
and aesthetics. Other issues addressed in the letter
included water supply, sewage treatment capacity, traffic,
emergency service volunteers, and employee housing.
A third public workshop was conducted on May 3, 2004.
Many of the workshop’s 40 participants had attended
one or both previous public forums on the Resort Master
Plan. The consultant team presented an overview of the
history of the RMP planning effort to date and described
the latest concept in the context of previous approaches
to redevelopment. Additional specific topics included
compliance with the State’s GMA, landscape and site
feature design elements, how redevelopment would
affect views, and infrastructure concurrency. An overview
of an economic feasibility study that supported the
fractional ownership concept was also presented by the
study’s author. His presentation addressed an analysis
of challenges traditionally facing Rosario, such as resort
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market seasonality coupled with access challenges. He
also provided an explanation of the proposed fractional
ownership concept as a strategy to minimize these
impacts.
An interactive question and answer session followed
the presentations. Discussions focused on such issues
as the viability of the fractional concept, the project
implementation timeframe, the relationship of the Marina
to the proposal, density-related issues, loss of open space,
impacts on views, additional use of Cliffhouse Court,
and others. Concerns regarding utility capacity including
provision of water and sewer services were addressed at
the end of the session. The workshop was also attended
by the County’s Senior Planner who suggested the creation
of a formal advisory committee to provide a sounding
board for future plan refinement decisions.
Handouts distributed at the workshop included a summary
of concept highlights and a generalized layout diagram
of how the proposed redevelopment components could
be distributed on the site. In addition, each handout
contained a one-page feedback form intended to solicit
specific feedback on the proposed RMP concept. Three
feedback forms and two letters were returned. The
comments varied, but general themes included support
for the Resort’s success, but skepticism regarding the
proposed fractional ownership concept and caution
against removal of the Discovery House and the resulting
loss in service to the conference market. There was also

Advisory Committee discussing revisions to Resort Master Plan
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general resistance to significant growth and increased
density, with particular concerns expressed over water and
sewer infrastructure. Other concerns included parking,
design issues, and a mixture of support for, and opposition
to, the proposed Marina expansion.

Advisory Committee members inspecting Poet’s Cove
on site visit to Pender Island

A number of changes in the Resort Master Plan have
resulted from the comments voiced at the workshop and
subsequently expressed by the Rosario Property Owners
Association. In addition to the year-round swimming pool
mentioned previously, the most dramatic change is the
decision to eliminate the five lakefront cottages that were
proposed for the tennis court site. Instead, this site will
remain in recreational use. Most of the other concerns
address issues that are more specific than those addressed
by the Resort Master Plan itself but are addressed by the
plan’s FEIS or by specific studies (listed in Chapter 7) that
will be required as part of plan implementation.
An Advisory Committee consisting of representatives from
the surrounding neighborhood, Rosario and Cascade
Harbor Inn, Rosario condominium owners, San Juan
County government, the Lummi Tribe, and State agencies
was formed following the third public workshop. The
Advisory Committee reviewed preliminary versions of the
Resort Master Plan and convened a series of meetings
and site visits to critique and discuss improvements to the
plan. Advisory Committee members individually reviewed
the plan and provided detailed comments to the planning
consultant who consolidated the comments and updated

the plan accordingly. As a result of this process, the
site plan was extensively and repeatedly re-drawn and
numerous changes to the text were made to address as
many Advisory Committee suggestions as possible. The
following is a partial list of specific plan changes based on
Advisory Committee input.
Rosario Point
Christopher Peacock, Mari Gardner, Stephen Mathison,
and others expressed concerns that the Rosario Point
should be kept public and left undisturbed. Christopher
also suggested that the restaurant be relocated to take
advantage of the sunsets. To address this, we moved
the five small Waterfront Cottages east and moved the
restaurant and inn west to the ridge north of Rosario Point.
This building would be connected to the Mansion with an
enclosed verandah and bar over the expanded spa.
Cliffhouse Court
Gregg Bronn raised a number of access and design
concerns regarding commercial uses accessed from
Cliffhouse Court. To address these issues, the five formerly
proposed cottages were replaced with three homes
intended to serve as a buffer between the Resort and the
surrounding residential neighborhood.
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Marina Village

Expanded Employee Housing

Sarah Geiser, Stephen Mathison, and others expressed
concerns over density and preservation of existing open
space. In response, we protected a central lawn area and
clustered some of the cottages into duplex pairs. We also
modestly expanded the parking at Sarah’s suggestion. To
comply with the Shoreline Master Program, this parking lot
is as far from the shoreline as possible.

Jim Bankson raised concerns regarding the existing
shortage of affordable employee and construction worker
housing on Orcas Island. To address this problem, he
suggested that the number of employee housing units
be expanded to 60 rather than the 40 two-bed units as
previously proposed. He also recommended inclusion
of a cafeteria, kitchen, and recreation facility on the
Hilltop. This facility is initially intended to serve workers
during Resort construction. Later it would house Resort
employees.

Figure 8 Lagoon
As Mike Stollmeier pointed out, the Figure 8 Lagoon has
been used as a fish hatchery in the past. With his input,
we added fish passage to Cascade Bay, however this idea
later proved infeasible due to water limitations.
Re-oriented Marina and Cabana
Nelson Moulton suggested that the Cabana and Marina
Activity Center be co-located at the entrance to the
Marina. Likewise, Stephen Mathison stated that the Boatel
is a contributing historic resource worthy of preservation
and reuse. Combining these ideas, the Boatel would (if
structurally sound) be converted into the Marina Activity
Center building, and the Cabana Complex pool would
be combined with the Marina View Condo pool into
one expanded facility in a more central location. One
additional advantage of this concept is that this potentially
boisterous center of family activity would be located farther
from most neighbors and proposed cottages.
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Community Connections
A number of community representatives expressed a
desire for the RMP to specifically address the longstanding
relationship between the Resort and the community. Mari
Gardner, Sarah Geiser, and Rolf Nedelmann provided
information on the historical relationship between the
Resort and the community for inclusion in Sections 2.1.2,
2.1-4, and 2.4 of the plan. Larry Lindberg identified a
number of direct benefits to be extended by the Resort to
local residents such as special discounts to neighborhood
residents, a community boat launch for small boats,
access to the shores of Cascade Bay, use of open space,
recreational amenities, and the Moran Mansion among
others. (These are listed in Chapter 4; see Exhibit 4-2.)
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1.4 SEPA Review

The Resort Master Plan was extensively revised to
incorporate the numerous changes suggested by the
Advisory Committee (discussed above in Section 1.3).
Following an affirmative vote by the Advisory Committee,
the plan was submitted to the County in September of
2004. The County completed this second round of
completeness review on December 17, 2004. Revisions
to the plan were made in response to the County’s
concerns, and the plan was formally resubmitted to the
County in March of 2005. Following this re-submission,
San Juan County conducted a Threshold Determination
as mandated by SEPA, issuing a Determination of
Significance (DS) on May 25, 2005. A well-attended
public scoping workshop was held on June 6, 2005,
during which the revised plan was presented and input
regarding the scope of the environmental review was
publicly solicited.

The Resort Master Plan was presented and
the scope of the environmental review
discussed at the public scoping workshop,
June 6, 2005.

San Juan County published the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) on August 19, 2005. This was
followed by a 6-week public agency comment period
on the DEIS that ended on October 6, 2005. During
the comment period, San Juan County received a total
of 52 comment letters, some of which addressed the
DEIS specifically, while others addressed support or
opposition to various components of the proposed Resort
Master Plan. In addition to these comment letters, oral
comments on the DEIS, specifically, were solicited at two

public workshops held at Rosario, including one hosted
by the San Juan County Planning Commission on August
29, 2005 and a second hosted by the San Juan County
Community Development and Planning Department on
October 6, 2005.
As a result of these comments, numerous changes were
made to the Environmental Impact Statement as well as
the Resort Master Plan. Changes to the Resort Master
Plan made in response to public and agency comments,
include the following:
• Updated parking and traffic data;
• Removed the proposed owner’s pavilion from the
tennis court site;
• Removed the proposed equestrian facility from the
Hilltop;
• Removed the proposed fish hatchery from the
Figure-8 Lagoon;
• Reduced the size of the proposed woodland
cottages from 5 to 3-bedrooms;
• Moved the proposed laundry, housekeeping,
maintenance, storage, administrative offices and
parking from the Utility Tract to the Hilltop and
updated the land use tables accordingly;
• Reduced permitted development densities;
• Addressed development phasing in greater detail;
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• Made numerous modifications to Chapter 7 to
update the project implementation schedule and
actions;
• Incorporated applicable environmental mitigation
measures and other management practices from
the EIS into appropriate sections of Chapters 5 and
7.
1.5 RMP Organization

This plan is comprised of seven distinct chapters. The
first chapter contains introductory information, including
why this plan was prepared and a discussion of the public
involvement process. Chapter 2 documents the existing
baseline conditions at the Resort, including a discussion
of land use and ownership, an overview of historical and
environmental background, as well as a review of existing
physical character, facilities, activities, and infrastructure.
Chapter 3 provides the Resort Master Plan (RMP) and
the goals and objectives that serve as the basis for the
plan, along with a discussion of consistency with San
Juan County plans and policies. Chapter 4 outlines the
basic program of proposed redevelopment and new
uses. This chapter organizes the information by program,
character, and geography. Chapter 5 addresses each of
the principal design and functional issues in specific detail.
Chapter 6 consists entirely of development standards and
land use mandates for the County’s regulatory application.
Chapter 7 presents specific actions to implement the RMP
and addresses phasing.
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Table 1.3-1: RMP Planning Public Process Summary.
No.

Date

Public Meeting

Highlights

1.

September 14, 2000 community workshop on the plan #1

2000 RMP publicly presented and discussed

2.

May 14, 2003

community workshop on the plan #2

New, completely revised RMP presented and discussed

3.

May 3, 2004

community workshop on the plan #3

Third completely revised RMP presented and discussed

4.

June 22, 2004

Advisory Committee workshop #1

Review of draft RMP

5.

July 14, 2004

Advisory Committee workshop #2

revisions to draft RMP

6.

August 11, 2004

RPOA Board Meeting

Presentation of RMP to RPOA Board

7.

August 16, 2004

Annual RPOA Luncheon

Presentation of RMP to RPOA members

8.

August 26, 2004

Advisory Committee workshop #3

follow-up revisions to draft RMP

9.

August 27, 2004

Advisory Committee workshop #4

Visit to Poet’s Cove & Roche Harbor to study these resorts

10.

August 30, 2004

Advisory Committee workshop #5

Vote on final RMP submittal

11.

June 6, 2005

DEIS Scoping Meeting

RMP presented and SEPA issues discussed

12.

June 16, 2005:

Advisory Committee workshop #6

Review of preliminary draft EIS

13.

August 24, 2005

RPOA’s Emergency DEIS Meeting

Presentation to community–sponsored meeting on DEIS

14.

August 29, 2005

Planning Commission DEIS Hearing

County Planning Commission takes public comment on DEIS

15.

October 6, 2005

Planning Department DEIS meeting

County Planning staff takes public comment on DEIS

16.

December 6, 2006

community workshop on the plan #4

Revisions to RMP in response to DEIS comments discussed

17.

January 30, 2007

Planning Commission RMP Hearing

County Planning Commission takes public comment on RMP

18.

February 26, 2007

Planning Commission RMP Hearing

County Planning Commission deliberates on RMP

19.

March 7, 2007

Planning Commission RMP Hearing

County Planning Commission votes in favor of RMP

20.

March 30, 2007

County Council Hearing on RMP

County Council takes public comment on RMP

21.

April 10, 2007

County Council Hearing on RMP

County Council takes additional public comment on RMP

22.

April 16, 2007

County Council Hearing on RMP

County Council deliberates on RMP

23.

May 7, 2007

County Council Hearing on RMP

County Council continues deliberations on RMP

24.

June 4, 2007

County Council Hearing on RMP

County Council continues deliberations on RMP

25.

June 11, 2007

Final County Council Hearing on RMP

Council Adopts RMP by Ordinance
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2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS
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2.1.1 Regional Setting
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This chapter includes a detailed discussion of Rosario’s
setting, land use and ownership, facilities, aesthetics, and
infrastructure. An overview of Rosario’s history and a
brief discussion of the site’s natural environment are also
included.
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The Resort is located on Orcas Island, the largest island
in the San Juan Archipelago in northwestern Washington
State (Figure 2.1-1). The San Juan Archipelago consists
of 172 islands located above the northernmost reach of
Puget Sound, between Canada’s Vancouver Island and
the Washington mainland. The island grouping makes up
some 180 square miles of land surface, of which nearly
75% is concentrated in the three large islands of San Juan,
Orcas, and Lopez.
Shielded by the Olympic Mountain Range, the San Juans
are relatively protected from the precipitation and cloud
cover to which the Puget Sound and other portions of the
coastal lowlands are subject. This contributes to superior
year-round Northwest weather conditions, especially
during the peak tourist season from June to September.

WASHINGTON
Figure 2.1-1: Location Map
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Orcas, a saddlebag-shaped island of 56 square miles,
is bounded on the north by the Strait of Georgia, on the
east by Rosario Straight, and by numerous other islands
on the other sides. Orcas Island has long been a favorite
destination for generations of vacationers attracted by its
scenic beauty and mild weather. With its mountainous
scenery, fjord-like bays, and accessible lakes, streams, and
waterfalls, Orcas is considered the most beautiful of all the
San Juan Islands and is often referred to as "the Gem of
the San Juans."
Orcas Island can be accessed by the Washington State
Ferry System as well as regularly scheduled flights to the
Eastsound Airport via San Juan Airlines. Rosario can be
accessed directly via Kenmore Air’s scheduled float-plane
service, foot ferry, or by private boat.
2.1.2 Surrounding Neighborhood

The Resort is surrounded on the uphill side by a
neighborhood of single-family homes within several
Rosario plats. The majority of these homes were built on
0.2- to 5-acre lots platted from the late 1950s through
early 1980s on land that was formerly part of the Moran
estate. Due to the steeply sloping topography, the homes
are accessed by narrow, winding roads that connect with
the County’s Rosario Road, which also provides road
access to the Resort. The hillside topography also provides
many of these homes with dramatic views overlooking
the Resort, Cascade Bay, and East Sound. Many of these
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local residents maintain connections to the Resort, either
through employment, membership in the Rosario Property
Owners Association, spa membership, or through water or
sewer hookups to Rosario Utilities.
The neighborhoods surrounding the Resort have
had a long but uneven historical relationship with
Rosario. During the Resort’s first few years in the early
1960s, Rosario remained relatively small with a close
relationship with the Rosario residents and the Orcas
Island community. The proximity to the Resort facilities was
appealing to the purchasers of property. Gilbert Geiser,
the Resort’s founder, also developed the plat of Rosario
Estates, eventually developing five other plats in the
surrounding properties.
At the time, the existing homes in the Rosario area were
owned by individuals as their permanent residence, and
many of these individuals were employed at Rosario.
Some purchasers were frequent visitors to the Resort who
were also looking ahead to retirement, and some came
and stayed at the Resort for long periods while planning
their homes. As the hub of activity, Rosario provided a
place for property owners to become well acquainted with
the staff, and this contributed to a close-knit community.
The Geisers were permanent Island residents who were
much in evidence, working at the Resort as well as being
involved in the Orcas Island community. The small
permanent staff consisted of many Islanders, and during
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the summer months the staff was supplemented by young
Islanders out of school, many of whom returned each
summer through their college years. A number of Rosario
employees were volunteer fire fighters and/or Emergency
Medical Technicians, contributing to the prevailing Rosario
atmosphere of "neighbor helping neighbor."
The Geisers’ original plat was marketed as part of a resort
community and sold with deeded benefits such as access
to the Resort’s recreational facilities as well as connections
to Rosario’s water. Over the years, the level of benefits
fluctuated as the Resort’s ownership and management
repeatedly changed hands. Benefits such as discount cards
for food and beverages, discounts on spa membership,
eligibility for year-round moorage, use of free meeting
space, etc. have been enjoyed at various times by the
community. Over time, a sense of un-met expectations
and distrust resulting from inconsistent benefits became a
common sentiment within the community, which continues
to this day.
2.1.3 Site Context

Rosario Resort and Cascade Harbor Inn are situated
on either end of Cascade Bay, a small cove which is
approximately 1,800 feet across. A small 34-slip Marina
is located inside the cove, protected from the prevailing
winds by a stone jetty. A swath of manicured lawn and
narrow beach encircles the bay. On the west end of the
site is the rocky promontory of Rosario Point, and on

the east are the Cascade Harbor Inn and several other
privately held parcels. Forested hillsides rise steeply to an
elevation of several hundred feet above the bay, traversed
by narrow winding roads accessing the majority of the
Resort’s lodging units.
The natural splendor that attracted Robert Moran to
the site nearly a century ago continues to draw visitors
today. Expansive views of open water are framed by
towering, mature evergreens that climb the adjoining
slopes, buffering the Resort from adjacent residential
encroachment. Grazing black-tailed deer, curious harbor
seals, and soaring bald eagles are common sights, even
during the busy season.
The Resort is ideally situated between the semi-protected
fjord of East Sound to the southwest and Moran State
Park to the northeast. Surrounded on either side by
the hilly shorelines of Orcas Island, the Venturi effect
created by this scenic fjord makes East Sound a sailor’s
paradise—even when the rest of the San Juan Archipelago
is becalmed, East Sound is likely to benefit from the
dependable breezes created by the local geography. East
Sound is also a popular diver’s destination. Below the
surface, the waters around Rosario are renowned for
clarity and abundant marine life, including giant octopuses
along with the dramatic “Rosario Wall,” earning the area
national rankings for scuba diving. Nearby Moran State
Park is also a popular destination, with two large lakes
and 30 miles of hiking trails. Several of these trails and
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a road popular with cyclists and motorists alike lead to
the top of 2,027-foot Mount Constitution, which affords
dramatic 360 degree views of surrounding islands, straits,
and mountains.
2.1.4 Rosario Property Owners Association

The Rosario Property Owners Association (RPOA) was
formed as a social organization after the original Moran
Estate was subdivided. Property owners were able to join
RPOA on a voluntary basis.
With ongoing property development in the Rosario area
over the years, RPOA took on a greater role in the affairs
of the community. To this day, it remains an association
of property owners who join voluntarily. RPOA represents
the interests of property owners on a number of topics
and issues, including those resulting from Resort property
development and the impact of the operations of the
Resort and its wholly-owned water utility on the residential
community. RPOA is an advocate of property rights, utility
matters regarding water supply, the cost of water, septic
systems, and maintaining the general ambience of the
area in which they live.
While RPOA maintains a regular liaison, it remains an
organization independent of the Rosario Resort. Liaison is
facilitated through an open invitation to the Resort General
Manager to join its board meetings and to write about
items of interest for publication in the RPOA newsletter
Rosario Views.
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2.2 Land Use and Ownership
2.2.1 Applicable Land Use and Regulations

Consistent with the State’s Growth Management Act, land
use at and around the Resort is governed by the County’s
Comprehensive Plan. Due to the mix of land uses
commonly associated with resorts, Rosario and Cascade
Harbor Inn are within the special use Master Planned
Resort designation. Resort Master Plans are subject
to numerous regulations, most notably the procedural
requirements of the land use and development provisions
of San Juan County’s Comprehensive Plan, San Juan
County’s Unified Development Code, SEPA, and the
County’s Shoreline Master Program (see Section 1.1 for
further discussion of Master Planned Resort requirements).
Most land uses may be permitted within this designation
subject to an amendment to the Resort Master Plan or
subject to administrative permit approval.
2.2.2 Surrounding Land Uses

San Juan County land use designations in the vicinity of
Rosario are mapped in Figure 2.2-1. Land bordering
the Rosario Resort MPR designation to the north consists
of single-family homes and home sites on property
subdivided from the original Moran estate holdings in
the late 1950s. Most of these parcels are ½ acre in size
or slightly larger and comprise a significant portion of
the North Rosario Residential Activity Center, a LAMIRD
(Limited Area of More Intensive Rural Development)
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as designated by the County’s Comprehensive Plan.
GMA does not allow urban or suburban development
in rural lands, except in limited areas of more intensive
rural developments, which are areas that have already
developed at non-rural densities and uses. The intent is
to allow infill development at the same density and pattern
of use as previously established. LAMIRDs may include
shorelines, activity centers, and crossroad developments.
Importantly, GMA does not allow LAMIRDs to expand
beyond their existing developed areas.
Land to the east abutting the MPR is designated Rural
Residential under the County's comprehensive plan.
Properties abutting and in the vicinity of the eastern
boundary of the resort include a number of privately
owned platted parcels to the southeast and large acreage
tracts to the east abutting Cascade Lake. The large
acreage tracts were once part of Rosario but are now a
part of Moran State Park. Rosario sold approximately 4060 acres of this land to the Trust for Public Lands in 1995
and 1996, who in turn sold it to the Parks Commission
by 1998. Several hundred additional acres were sold to
individuals; portions bordering Cascade Lake were later
deeded to Moran State Park.
The County's Rural Residential designation is generally
applied to established residential subdivisions with a smalllot development pattern. It allows single-family residential
uses and home occupations, but most non-residential uses
are not allowed. Residential development at densities of
Figure 2.2-1: Surrounding Land Use Map
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Table 2.2-1: Parcels Comprising Rosario RMP (Prior to RMP approval).
Key Description

Use

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Resort Core & Rosario Point
The “Roundhouse”*
Undeveloped forested woodland
1700 & 1900 Buildings
Former Satellite Hall
2000 Building
2100 Building
1500 & 1600 Buildings
Cascade Harbor Inn
Robert Scharnhorst residence***
Gieser/Meade property***
Undeveloped forested woodland
Waterfront on Cascade Lake

14

Utility Tract

15

“The Hilltop”**
Total:

Moran Mansion
guest suite
open space
guest rooms
maintenance & laundry
guest rooms & suites
guest rooms & suites
guest rooms
guest rooms & suites
residence
open space
open space
tennis courts
water and sewer
treatment
employee housing

Acreage Parcel I.D.

Ownership

160621001000
173134003000
173134005000
MATIA/ROSARIO
SATELLITE HALL
PATOS/ROSARIO
SKIPJACK/ROSARIO
SUCIA/ROSARIO
ROSARIO HARBOR
173143001000
173134002000
173142001000
173142002000

Oly Rose, LLC
Oly Rose, LLC
Oly Rose, LLC
Oly Rose, LLC
Oly Rose, LLC
condominium
condominium
condominium
D. & T. Morrison
Robert Scharnhorst
Meade Rosario Trust
Oly Rose, LLC
Oly Rose, LLC

8.0

173113004000

Oly Rose, LLC

40.2

173043001000

Oly Rose, LLC

15.1
0.1
4.7
1.9
0.4
1.5
2.9
1.0
9.1
1.4
0.4
13.3
2.4

102.4

*This parcel will be consolidated with Parcel I.D. 16021001000 through a proposed boundary line adjustment.
**The Hilltop parcel was not previously included within the MPR boundary, its inclusion resulted from RMP approval (see Section 4.3.11).
***These parcels were removed from the MPR designation by RMP approval.

Figure 2.2-2: Land Ownership Map prior to RMP approval
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Table 2.2-2: Summary of Condominium Ownership by Building.
Building

Owners

1500 Building
(12 units)

H. Watson
Marcia Ostyn
Bonnie Myers
L. Jensen
Sarah Geiser
T. Conver
JM Land LLC
Oly Rose LLC

3
3
3
3
3
3
6
12

SUCIA

Jo Cooper

12

MATIA

3
3
3
3
2
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

PATOS

1600 Building
(12 units

Cascade Bay as viewed from Rosario Point

1700 Building
(12 units)
1900 Building
(12 units)
2000 Building
(18 units)

2100 Building
(21 units)

Living room of the original Moran residence

Sarah Geiser
Kay Whiting
R. Duvall
L. Rivers
Cobb & Jacobs
JM Land LLC
Diane Cooper
Joe Cooper
Paulette Church
Roxie Duvall
Sarah Geiser
Kay Whiting
Skip & Jack Assoc.
Philip Storrer

(Condo) Units

Parcel

SUCIA

MATIA

SKIPJACK

one unit per five acres is allowed in this designation. In
addition, parcels near the MPR that front on Cascade Lake
are subject to compliance with the County’s Shoreline
Master Program. The shoreline of Cascade Lake is
designated Conservancy. The shoreline of East Sound
includes a number of different shoreline designations. The
designation depends on a number of factors including the
zoning designation of the abutting uplands. The shoreline
of Cascade Bay abutting the MPR is designated Rural.
2.2.3 Land Ownership

Prior to approval of this RMP, lands within the Master
Planned Resort designation contained a total of 14
individual parcels comprising approximately 63 acres, as
shown on Figure 2.2-2 and summarized in Table 2.2-1.
Six of these parcels, comprising slightly over 46 acres, are
owned by Rosario Resort. The largest parcel, a crescentshaped lot just shy of 16 acres (the Resort Core), includes
the Moran Mansion, Rosario Point, and the low elevation
land surrounding the harbor. The second largest parcel
is nearly 14 acres and mostly contains steeply sloping
undeveloped forest land and the tennis courts in the
eastern portion of the MPR designation. The remaining
Rosario-owned holdings include three steeply sloping
parcels of land above the central part of the Resort and the
non-contiguous 8-acre Utility Tract that contains the water
and sewage treatment plants, approximately 1/2 mile
north of the Main Resort Parcel accessed via Firehouse
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Lane. In addition to lands that formerly comprised the
MPR designation, a nearby 40.2-acre parcel called "the
Hilltop" contains 20 units of employee housing that was
developed by conditional use permit under the property's
former Rural zoning. The Hilltop was included within the
MPR through approval of this RMP. Allowable land uses
and development standards are addressed in Section
6.1.4.
Three parcels (Sucia, Patos and Skipjack) containing
slightly more than 5.4 acres are in condominium (mixed)
ownership. These have been developed into lodgings,
most of which are leased by Rosario Resort. Ownership of
condominiums is summarized in Table 2.2-2.
The three remaining parcels include a 9.1-acre parcel
owned by the Cascade Harbor Inn; a 1.4-acre parcel
containing a single-family residence (together, these
first two parcels occupy the southeast corner of the MPR
designation); and a 0.4-acre undeveloped parcel east of
the Resort Core.
Because use of these last two parcels is not related to
Resort operations, both were removed from San Juan
County’s MPR designation as a part of RMP approval.
Figure 2.3-1: Aerial Photos of Rosario Resort

P:\2E02501Rosario\GIS\Project\Graphics\Figure231Aerial.ai
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2.3 Resort Overview

The Resort is situated on the shore of Cascade Bay, a
remote and protected cove on Orcas Island in the San
Juan Archipelago, off the coast of Washington, as shown
in Figure 2.3-1. The Resort’s principal draw continues to
be its tranquil setting, spectacular views of East Sound and
Cascade Bay, and historic buildings and grounds. Rosario
Resort and Spa operates 131 lodging units in 12 guest
buildings, and Cascade Harbor Inn operates 45 of its 48
lodging units in its 2 buildings. Most of these are located
on a steeply sloping wooded hillside overlooking Cascade
Bay. Most rooms feature spectacular Cascade Bay and
East Sound views. Other facilities and amenities include a
gourmet restaurant, the Moran Museum, a small protected
harbor with 34 slips and 28 offshore moorage buoys,
hiking trails, tennis courts, three swimming pools, and a
spa and fitness center.
Rosario was originally developed as the centerpiece of
a 6,000+ acre private estate following its acquisition
in 1905 by renowned ship-builder and two-term Seattle
mayor Robert Moran. The foundation for the three-story
Mansion was hewn out of bedrock on a point of land
commanding a view of East Sound and the westerly reach
of the island beyond.
Robert Moran with his beloved Boston terrier in front of
the America figurehead

The Mansion, its furnishings, and the features of its
grounds were designed by Moran himself with a nautical/
Arts and Crafts influence. The Mansion currently
contains the Resort’s reception desk, the main restaurant

and lounge, retail outlets, spa facilities, museum, and
administrative offices.
Of the original holdings of more than 6,000 acres,
a private estate of 1,339 acres remained after the
dedication of Moran State Park in 1921. To help finance
Rosario’s redevelopment as a destination resort, plats on
the periphery of the estate were subdivided and sold for
homes beginning in 1959. Many of the historic features
developed by Moran remain within Rosario’s waterfront
core under single ownership.
The Resort faces a small deepwater cove known as
Cascade Bay. Inside the cove, a gentle slope rises from a
narrow sandy beach. On the west is the rocky promontory
of Rosario Point, and on the east are the sheer cliffs of
the ridge between Cascade Bay and a freshwater lake at
an elevation of 351 feet. Known as Cascade Lake, it is
the historic source of Rosario’s water and low voltage DC
hydroelectric power. From the slope occupied by Resort
buildings, the terrain rises on the north and west to the
summit of Rosario Hill, which is 806 feet in elevation.
Around this hill, the approach to Rosario Point descends
from the County Road. Much of the estate’s surrounding
forest backdrop is second-growth timber as the site was
previously occupied by a sawmill and box factory. A small
seasonal creek, Bowman’s Creek (a.k.a. Cold Creek),
cascades into the eastern part of the bay between Rosario
Resort and the Cascade Harbor Inn. This part of the bay
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is bordered by steep rock embankments that drop into the
bay with no beach.
The Resort caters to vacation travelers, groups, and small
conferences who come to enjoy the many recreational
opportunities and the wondrous views enhanced by
weather conditions superior to both Seattle and Vancouver.
In addition, Rosario’s Discovery House Conference Center
offers dedicated meeting space of over 5,000 square feet,
which allows conferences and groups to meet in a scenic
setting away from urban distractions. The Resort strives to
foster a relaxed, luxurious atmosphere for its guests and
visitors.
2.4 Historical Overview

Shell midden deposits provide evidence that the site was
occupied by Native Americans far back into prehistoric
times (see Archeological Resources under Section 4.2.1).
A small settlement on Cascade Bay known as Newhall
pre-dated Robert Moran’s acquisition of the site. Newhall
was home to the Cascade Bay Lumber and Manufacturing
Company incorporated in 1887 to manufacture barrel
stock, boxes, and dressed and rough lumber for local
trade. The name was attributed to the company
officers, brothers E.P. Newhall, president, and Andrew
Newhall, superintendent. A modest frame dwelling
dating from 1888, which may have been occupied by
the superintendent, is the only remaining structure of the
Newhall enterprise. The company appears to have been
in operation at least as late as 1901, and the property was
20 - Chapter 2.0 Existing Conditions

sold by Andrew Newhall to Robert Moran in 1905.
Robert Moran was a highly successful shipbuilding
magnate and Seattle politician. His Moran Brothers
shipyard produced a fleet of vessels vital to the Yukon
trade during the 1898 Alaska gold rush and built U.S.
naval warships, including the battleship Nebraska, the
first battleship launched from a Puget Sound shipyard. In
1887, Moran was elected to the Seattle City Council at
the age of 30 and successfully ran for Mayor the following
year, ultimately serving two terms in that office during and
after the great Seattle Fire of 1889. By 1904, the strain
of his stress-filled business and political life had taken its
toll on Moran. At the age of 46, he was mentally and
physically exhausted, and his doctors gave him only a
few years to live. Moran transferred his business to his
brothers, purchased over 6,000 acres of land on Orcas
Island, and built his retirement home, which he named
Rosario in 1906. Wealthy and free from the pressures of
his business, Moran recovered completely and lived to the
age of 86. He died on Orcas Island in 1943.
Moran planned his Mansion home with the same
dedication as one of his ocean-going vessels: massive
and solid, yet elegant and gracious. The Mansion was
designed to replicate the interior of a turn-of-the-century
luxury liner, complete with exotic woods, brass fittings, and
grand staircase. Many pieces of original Arts and Crafts
styled furniture and stained glass designed and made by
Moran remain in the Mansion today.

Rocky shoreline of Cascade Bay with outfall of
seasonal Bowman's Creek

Rosario Resort Master Plan

Potential wetland complex northwest of
employee housing

Field crew surveying important site features

Shortly after completing Rosario, Moran donated
approximately 3,000 acres of land to the State of
Washington, which became Moran State Park. In 1938,
Moran sold Rosario to Donald Rheem and moved to
smaller quarters elsewhere on the island. Rheem, a
California industrialist and inventor of the domestic water
heater, added the Carriage House and Honeymoon Suite
Cottage to Rosario. The Falcon Corporation bought
the Rosario property from the Rheems in 1958 with the
intention of creating a land development rather than a
hotel or resort. The Falcon Corporation created the first
plat known as Rosario Estates and sold several homes and
lots, when they ran into financial problems and sold the
entire Rosario properties to Gilbert H. Geiser of Seattle.
Geiser felt strongly the State of Washington should have a
year round resort - Rosario was the answer to his dream.
In April of 1960 when Geiser acquired the property,
there was only the Mansion, the Carriage House, and the
machine shop, now known as the Boatel, along with a
handful of homes situated in the immediate surrounding
area. Some of these homes were original to the Moran
era, some to the Rheem ownership, and a few during the
Falcon ownership. Gilbert Geiser sold the resort in 1980
and then resumed control in 1984 following an auction
attended by many well wishers who gave him a standing
ovation when it was announced he had re-acquired the
Resort. The Resort and Island communities lent their full
support to the re-establishment of Rosario as a prime
destination resort. The two buildings comprising the

Cascade Harbor Inn were built in 1982 by former owners
of Rosario as additional resort lodging. The 9.1-acre
parcel containing these buildings was sold to its current
owner in 1989. These buildings contain 48 lodging units,
three of which have been converted to uses other than
lodging.
Since Rosario’s opening as a public resort in 1960, a
number of recreational facilities and lodging units have
been added to the grounds. The first addition to the
Mansion itself was a two-story dining room wing with
flat roof and white painted plywood exterior veneer. In
1968, it was erected alongside the westerly portion of the
southwest end. The front part of the wing was built out
over the terrace to provide an unobstructed view of East
Sound and Cascade Bay on three sides. An irregularly
shaped swimming pool was constructed for adult use on
the terrace level at the base of the dining room wing. In
1971, the original kitchen at the core of the Mansion was
replaced by a concrete block kitchen wing that extended
from the southwest elevation of the new dining room wing.
The former kitchen area was then developed as storage
and lobby/office space.
Construction of detached lodging units began in 1965
with a single-story building comprised of staggered
multiple hotel units known as the 1100 Building off the
northeast end of the Mansion. The 1200 and 1300
Buildings, a pair of two-story buildings with balconies,
were sited farther to the east, near the Roundhouse. On
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the upper slope, outside the immediate environment of the
Mansion, are a number of housekeeping units connected
by a perimeter road. These were termed "investment
condos," as Rosario was offering a rental/management
agreement with each vacation unit. The prospective
purchasers were found on the Island as well as Resort
guests who had been coming year after year. A family
pool with concrete deck and bathhouse was added in
1962, as well as the Cascade Bay Grill, a frame building
on a concrete foundation with a wooden front deck built
in 1963. Tennis courts were added in 1968, and the
Discovery House Conference Center was erected in the
1970s.
2.5 Natural Environment

Rosario’s natural environment is typical of coastal areas
in the San Juan Islands, consisting of marine, intertidal,
and upland areas. In general, most of the shoreline at
Rosario has been developed, while steeply sloping upland
areas are covered by dense, mature second-growth mixed
coniferous forest (Figure 2.3-1). Lands comprising the
Rosario MPR designation contain no flood-prone areas or
significant aquifer recharge areas. Wetlands documented
by Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW)
in the vicinity of the Resort are limited to those associated
with Cascade Lake. Cascade Lake is drained by
Bowman’s Creek (a.k.a. Cold Creek), an intermittent
stream bisecting the center of the Resort. There is also a
considerable amount of deepwater marine habitat along
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the 2,166 feet of shoreline, as well as shallow water
habitat in Cascade Bay. In addition, a small percentage of
the designation has gradients exceeding 50% slopes. The
steepest parts of the site are shoreline bluffs and hillside
outcrops on the upper part of the site.
Portions of the site also contain terrestrial wildlife habitat.
Priority species known to occur in the vicinity of Rosario are
bald eagles, osprey, and great blue herons. Cascade Bay
is within territory transited by bald eagles, but observed
nesting sites are more than 2,000 feet away from the
center of the Resort. The rocky cliff on the east margin
of the Rosario property is identified as priority habitat
associated with bald eagle and peregrine falcon nesting
sites. However, these species have not been observed
nesting on the Resort property.
A field reconnaissance of the entire MPR designation and
the Hilltop site divided the natural environment into five
general categories: Cascade Bay, Developed Waterfront,
Forested Upland, Bowman’s Creek, and the Hilltop.
Each of these is discussed briefly below and addressed in
greater detail in the FEIS.
2.5.1 Cascade Bay

Priority species identified by the Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) that utilize Cascade Bay are
Dungeness crab and pandalid shrimp. A review of the
WDFW Priority Habitat and Species database confirms
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open grassland with both native and exotic annual
and perennial grass species growing in shallow, winddeposited soil over shoreline bedrock. Tree species
occurring in this habitat type are typically limited to sparse,
weather-arrested hardy species such as shore pine and
madrona.
2.5.3 Forested Upland

Much of the eastern half of the site consists of steeply
sloping forested hillside, which climbs to an elevation of
351 feet. Since no clearcutting has occurred for many
years, many of the trees in this Douglas-fir dominated
forest are approximately a century old. Mature secondgrowth coniferous forest dominated by Douglas-fir is the
most common forested habitat type found throughout San
Juan County. In the vicinity of Rosario Resort, however, this
habitat type is unique for its age. The majority of the San
Juan Islands have been previously logged for timber, and
younger second-growth forest currently predominates in
most undeveloped areas. However, many of the forested
stands in this part of the Resort and in surrounding areas
have been preserved and protected since the construction
of the Resort. Thus, much of the coniferous forest and
isolated stands of Douglas-fir around the Resort and in the
contiguous forest of Moran State Park represent the oldest
forested areas on Orcas Island and in San Juan County.
With the age of much of this local forest estimated at over
a century, the value of this forested habitat to common
wildlife and special status species such as bald eagles
and osprey approaches that of old-growth. In addition, it

should be noted that this land is nearly contiguous to the
5,175.5-acre Moran State Park, the largest public land
holding in San Juan County.
2.5.4 Bowman’s Creek

Bowman’s Creek, a small intermittent stream that drains
Cascade Lake in Moran State Park, bisects the forested
part of the site. Originating at the Cascade Lake Dam
spillway, Bowman’s Creek descends through a steeply
forested ravine, crossing the County Road, Palisades
Drive, and finally Rosario Road via 48-inch culverts before
plummeting over a 15-foot waterfall onto the cobble
seashore of Cascade Bay near the Rosario/Cascade
Harbor Inn property line. According to the Washington
State Department of Fish and Wildlife's Priority Habitat and
Species Database, this stream has been identified to have
a “priority anadromous/resident fish presence.” However,
a recent field reconnaissance determined that the flow
regime and natural topography of Bowman’s Creek
likely prevent the passage of anadromous fish and the
establishment of resident fish stocks in the stream channel.
The Bowman’s Creek stream channel from Cascade Lake
to Cascade Bay largely consists of rugged, steep (greater
than 100% slope) exposed bedrock with a series of large
vertical-to-overhanging plunges and corrugated steel
culverts. Even prior to the placement of culverts and the
development of the Resort, the extreme topography of
the natural stream channel would have prevented the
establishment of anadromous fish runs in this portion
of Bowman’s Creek. Bowman’s Creek is not classified

Main intersection at Resort entrance

Moran Mansion as viewed from the
Resort entrance

Moran Mansion
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Original circular drive in front of the Moran Mansion
c.1920

Music Room Tiffany ceiling lamp

on San Juan County Environmentally Sensitive Areas
maps; however, the stream likely meets Washington State
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) criteria for a Type
4 Water and would be regulated under San Juan County
Code (SJCC) as a Freshwater Habitat Area, requiring
more detailed evaluation (discussed in Section 7.2.4) and
possibly development buffers.

Juan County requirements for a jurisdictional wetland
would most likely encompass these areas and would likely
be delineated as a Category II wetland, with Freshwater
Habitat Areas extending as corridors along the stream
channels leading to and from the wetland complex.

2.5.5 The Hilltop

The aesthetics of the Resort vary throughout the property,
ranging from manicured and formal to rustic and natural.
The aesthetic character of each component of the Resort
is discussed below. These areas and important viewsheds
are illustrated on Figure 2.6-1.

The Hilltop is an irregularly shaped 39-acre parcel being
added to the MPR designation to provide employee
housing and parking for the Resort. The Hilltop is located
at the base of a steep hillside characterized by forested
grasslands and moss and lichen-covered outcrops.
Some gradients on the upper part of the parcel incline
to greater than 50% slopes, meeting San Juan County
criteria for Geologically Hazardous Areas. A complex of
prefabricated employee housing is located near the center
of the parcel on a gently sloping clearing. Downslope
of this clearing, the site is dominated by low brush and
stands of small-diameter trees on gently sloping, poorly
drained soils. A potential wetland complex is located
northwest of the employee housing building, in a broad
forested drainage supported by a complex hydrology
of surface channels and piped springs. Although the
unnamed streams running through the drainage may meet
DNR criteria for Type 4 Waters and could individually
be designated as a Freshwater Habitat Area similar to
Bowman’s Creek, a larger contiguous area meeting San

2.6 Aesthetic Character and Views

2.6.1 Entrances

The Resort has always had two "front doors," since guests
and visitors arrive by boat or seaplane as well as by
road. Both entrances are rather understated. The drive
to the Resort follows roads with beautiful scenery all the
way from the ferry. At a turn clearly marked by a large
Rosario Resort sign, motorists approach the Resort down
a long and winding County-owned road. This attractive
winding road with peekaboo views increases the sense
of anticipation as the road descends the hill toward the
Resort. From the water, visitors arrive at Rosario Marina’s
wooden docks before boarding a van to the Mansion.
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2.6.2 The Mansion

Contour Line (20' Interval)
Master Planned Resort Designation Boundary

The area in the vicinity of the Moran Mansion has the most
formal aesthetic qualities. The Mansion itself is the site’s
principal landmark. It is a large, but well-proportioned,
former residence built of poured concrete and frame
construction, finished in white-painted stucco. The entire
first floor was once a verandah, with repeating arched
openings forming an arcade that have since been glazed
by large windows. The second floor is fenestrated by
moderately sized fixed center windows flanked by operable
side lights located just below the generous soffit. The
large hipped roof clad in standing-seam copper with
an aging green patina is visually enhanced by dormers
serving the third floor as well as a number of white-painted
chimneys.
From the land side, the Mansion is partly obscured by
vegetation, particularly a massive chestnut tree in the
center of the circular drive. From the water, the Mansion
towers above Cascade Bay and its rocky shoreline. The
landscaping surrounding three sides of the Mansion is
carefully manicured including large, mature shrubs, trees,
lawn areas, and planted beds. Along with these formal
plantings are a large circular drive and some historical
remnants such as the anchor-chain railing, the electric
cluster lights, and the thick poured concrete walkway.
Adjacent to the Resort’s focal point of the Mansion are
the small adjoining structures on the southwest. These
buildings are inconsistent with the Mansion’s architectural
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style, building form, quality materials, or general
proportions, and they obstruct potential views of Cascade
Bay.
2.6.3 Rosario Point

The Resort’s southwest corner is a point of land dividing
Cascade Bay from East Sound. A small, hedge-enclosed
lawn area occupies the center of this small peninsula,
offering extraordinary water, island, and sunset views. The
landscape below the lawn has been left in its natural state.
The rock outcrops and native salt-tolerant vegetation
reflect the natural aesthetics of the San Juan Islands.
2.6.4 The Harbor
Second floor stairs of the original Moran residence
Northend
Campground
To Eastsound

MORAN STATE PARK
Day use area
Midway
Campground
Primitive
Camp Area

Cascade Lake
To
Rosario
Resort

Lagoon

To Rosario
Pallisades

South End
Campground
Camp Moran

Moran State Park is adjacent to Rosario

Park Office

At the head of Cascade Bay is Rosario Harbor. The
center of the harbor consists of a small Marina with a
central floating dock flanked on both sides by finger
piers. The slips are enclosed by a riprap jetty to the south
which terminates in a flagpole mounted on a concrete
pad. The rest of the harbor’s shoreline is characterized
by a revetment backed by a gravel access road. A small
grill/cafe surrounded by a fenced enclosure overlooks
the dock. The Harbormaster’s Office and grocery store
occupy a modest building that sits on the wharf to the east
along with a complex of fuel docks. By nature of its small
scale, the Marina has a rustic charm that seems somewhat
incongruous with the Resort it attempts to serve.

2.6.5 The Green

A generous lawn area extends from near the entrance
to the Mansion all the way past the Discovery House
Conference Center to the edge of the hillside. This swath
of flat or gently sloping land is bordered by a path running
parallel with the Cascade Bay shoreline and the Resort
access road on the other side. The area also includes an
enclosed swimming pool complex, the Figure 8 lagoon,
the Boatel, and the Discovery House Conference Center.
The Green serves as the Resort’s principal usable open
space, connecting the Mansion area to the rest of the
Resort. As irrigated lawn, the Green provides a sense
of lushness during the busy but dry summer season. In
addition, the Figure 8 lagoon provides a unique water
feature that contributes to the resort-like scale of the
setting.
2.6.6 Buildings 1500 – 2100 and Cascade
Harbor Inn

A scattered collection of newer buildings contrast visually
with the historic parts of the Resort clustered below. Unlike
the white-painted buildings and trimmed landscaping
elsewhere on the Resort, these guest accommodations
have a rustic lodge appearance. The uphill side of each
two-story, single-loaded building faces a parking lot, while
the other opens onto a balcony overlooking the impressive
views. Building materials include moss-covered shake
roofs, stained and painted wooded surfaces, and sliding
glass doors.
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2.6.7 Upper Basin

generous vegetative buffer.

Much of the eastern half of the site consists of steeply
sloping forested hillside, which climbs to an elevation of
351 feet. Most of this area remains in its natural state,
forested by century-old Douglas-firs. In the central portion
of the Upper Resort, a more gently graded and semicleared area is accessed from above by an old road. This
area is bordered to the north by a steep ravine drained by
Bowman’s Creek.

2.7 Facilities and Activities

2.6.8 Utility Tract

The site of Rosario’s water and sewer treatment facilities
is an 8-acre parcel known as the Utility Tract. The Utility
Tract cannot be seen from Rosario Road and, with the
exception of several nearby residences, is generally
hidden from the public. Visually dominant features on the
site include a small metal building and two wastewater
aeration ponds.
2.6.9 The Hilltop

The Hilltop is a 39-acre parcel accessed from the Orcas
to Olga Road – the main County road providing access to
the eastern half of Orcas Island. The Hilltop is accessed
from a gravel driveway immediately past the entrance
to Rosario Road. The only building on the site is a nondescript prefabricated dormitory building containing 20
units of employee housing and a gravel parking area near
the center of the parcel. The existing housing compound
is set back from the road and surrounded on all sides by a
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The Resort’s facilities and activities consist of lodging,
restaurants, a museum, spa, conference facility, a Marina,
retail, and a variety of indoor and outdoor recreation
facilities as mapped on Figure 2.7-1 and described below.
2.7.1 Moran Mansion

The Mansion is the centerpiece of Rosario Resort.
Completed in 1909, it is a steel-reinforced, concrete
structure comprised of three floors plus an attic and
basement. The foundation for the 54-room building is
cut into solid rock, 16 feet deep. The Mansion’s walls are
concrete. The solid Honduran mahogany doors are so
heavy that Moran had to invent self-lubricating butterfly
hinges to hold them. The upper three floors are paneled
in rich Honduran mahogany, and the upper two floors
contain Indian teak flooring covering over 6,000 square
feet.
The showcase Music Room features a large Tiffany ceiling
lamp, a stained-glass window imported from Brussels, a
1900 Steinway grand piano, and a magnificent 1,972
pipe Aeolian pipe organ, at that time the largest built in a
private home in the country. The first floor verandah has
long since been enclosed; however, most interior first-floor
windows and exterior second- and third-story windows are
the original 7/8-inch thick plate glass.

The Roundhouse has been refurbished as a luxury suite

Rosario Resort Master Plan

Rosario Resort Buildings
#
Name
1
Moran Mansion
		
2
Activity Center
3
Rosario Suite
4
1100 Building
5
1200 Building
6
1300 Building
7
Cascade Bay Grill
8
Boatel Building
9
Marina Pier
10 Discovery House
11 1500 Building
12 1600 Building
13 1700 Building
14 1900 Building
15 2000 Building
16 Satellite Hall Site
17 2100 Building
18 Roundhouse
19 Powerhouse

Description of Use
Resort desk, restaurants and lounge, spa,
museum, administrative offices
Offices & employee cafeteria
“Honeymoon Suite”
Guest rooms
Guest rooms
Guest rooms
Bar and Grill
Storage
Harbormaster's Office and Grocery
Conference center
Guest rooms
Guest rooms
Guest rooms
Guest rooms
Guest rooms and suites
Maintenance and laundry
Guest rooms and suites
Guest Suite
DC Hydroelectric Generator

Buildings Outside Rosario Ownership
#
20
21
22

Name
Cascade Harbor Inn
Cascade Harbor Inn
R. Scharnhorst residence

Other Resort Facilities

#
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Name
Rosario Point
Mansion Pool
Family Pool
Playground
Marina
Figure 8 Lagoon
Concrete Path
Cascade Lake Trail
Tennis Courts

Description of Use
Lawn used for weddings
Adult swimming & sunbathing
Swimming & marina showers
Tot lot
Boat moorage
Canoe pond
Waterfront Promenade
Trail to Moran State Park

Figure 2.7-1: Existing Facilities Map
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Today, the first floor contains the reception desk,
restaurant, and lounge. The second floor contains two
boardrooms, the former Moran family bedrooms (now
displayed as museum rooms with period furnishings), and
the Music Room. Keyboard performances resonate music
throughout the Mansion as part of regularly scheduled
(and very popular) historical presentations and concerts.
The third floor houses the Resort’s administrative offices.
The garden level contains the Spa Boutique and related
spa facilities, including treatment rooms, indoor pool,
whirlpool, aerobics, and fitness rooms.

2.7.3 Outdoor Recreation

2.7.2 Food and Beverage

Outdoor recreation opportunities are plentiful in the
Resort or in nearby areas. On-site facilities owned by
Rosario include two outdoor swimming pools and one
indoor pool; two tennis courts on the hill above the Resort;
volleyball, badminton, horseshoes, shuffle board, bocce
ball, and croquet on the Green; paddling on the Figure
8 Lagoon; walking paths; and 2,166 feet of waterfront
to explore on foot. In addition, concessionaires operate
day sails aboard a traditional ketch, kayak tours from
the harbor, sailing lessons and charters, whale watching
cruises, and scuba diving and snorkeling.

The Resort is known throughout the region for its
Northwest cuisine and extensive wine collection served
in several dining rooms with total seating capacity of
approximately 120 (or 160 with buffet). The Orcas Room
is the Resort’s main restaurant serving breakfast, lunch,
and dinner and features views of Cascade Bay and the
Resort’s grounds. The Moran Lounge & Verandah offers
cocktails, casual dining, and musical entertainment
with combined seating of 65. Wrapped in mahogany
paneling, the Moran Lounge has teak wood floors and a
dramatic fireplace designed by Moran. In addition, the
outdoor pool bar seats approximately 80, and limited
room service is available to Resort guests. In addition,
the Cascade Bay Grill serves casual menu items by the
Marina.

Recreational resources elsewhere on Orcas Island include
fishing, boating, sailing, hiking, camping, bicycling, golf,
and tennis. Moran State Park, bordering Rosario to the
northeast, is a regional scenic attraction also created by
Robert Moran. It contains 5,252 acres and provides more
than 38 miles of hiking trails ranging from easy nature
loops to remote out-of-the-way hikes along with 11 miles
of mountain bike trails and 6 miles of equestrian trails.
From mid-September to mid-May, 28 miles of trails are
open for mountain biking. Several lakes are also located
within the park including Cascade Lake and Mountain
Lake, as well as several camping areas. Water-based
recreation such as fishing, non-motorized boating, and
swimming are encouraged. A popular attraction within the
park is Cascade Falls, a 100-foot waterfall.
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Rosario's 50 by 70 foot combination suspension/pole
tent can accommodate groups up to 200 and is used
for gatherings such as "Festival Fridays"

Rosario Resort Master Plan

20 attached rooms currently house up to 40
seasonal employees on the Hilltop

One of Orcas Island’s greatest amenities is Mount
Constitution in Moran State Park. Mount Constitution
offers panoramic views of the archipelago, is surrounded
by miles of trails and sparkling lakes, and is located close
to Rosario Resort. The most popular attraction is the 4.3mile hike (each way) to the top of Mount Constitution,
the highest point of the San Juan Islands. This steep
trail quickly ascends to the 2,407-foot summit, where a
commanding, panoramic view from Vancouver, B.C. to
Mount Rainier may be enjoyed in fair weather. Rosario
provides the most direct connection between the waters of
East Sound and Moran State Park, facilitating park access
to the boating community.
2.7.4 Spa and Fitness

Postcard featuring Cascade Harbor Inn

Located on the Mansion’s garden level, the Resort’s spa
features a mirrored exercise and weight room, whirlpool,
sauna, indoor pool, treatment rooms, and the Spa
Boutique. The workout facility overlooks the Mansion pool
and contains exercise equipment such as stationary bikes,
treadmill, stair climber, rowing machine, Nordic Track, and
free weights. Massages and skin treatments are provided
by local licensed practitioners. Relaxing massages include
Swedish, aromatherapy, reflexology, shiatsu, and Reiki.
Skin treatments include facials (waxing, rehydrating,
and anti-aging). Herbal body wraps, manicures, and
pedicures are also available.

Spa membership is open to anyone, entitling members
to discounts on spa services, classes, and the use of the
pools, tennis courts, and exercise equipment.
2.7.5 Accommodations

There are 131 lodging units in Rosario Resort, exclusive
of the Cascade Harbor Inn. These lodging units are
contained within ten separate guest buildings. Of these
131 units, the Resort owns or manages a total of 118 as
guest rooms. Forty-two of these guest rooms are located
in three buildings (#1100, 1200, 1300), which are
located along the waterfront near the Moran Mansion. An
additional two guest rooms, each located in a seperate
detached building, one called the 'roundhouse' and the
other the 'Honeymoon Suite,' are located in the vicinity
of the other 42 units. The remaining eighty-seven guest
rooms are located in six buildings (#1500, 1600,
1700, 1900, 2000, and 2100) perched on the steeply
sloping wooded hillside on the easterly uplands of the
site, overlooking Cascade Harbor. The Resort owns
building #1700 which contains twelve guest rooms. The
twelve units in building #1700 are currently being used
for employee housing and are not available as guest
accommodations at this time. The remaining seventy-five
guest rooms are privately owned. Seventy-two of these
guest rooms are managed by the Resort. In addition to
the Resort owned or managed guest rooms, Cascade
Harbor Inn contains 48 hotel rooms (three of which have
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been converted to a use other than lodging units) in two
buildings along the shore of Cascade Bay.
Although there are a variety of floor plans, most guest
rooms are oversized and incorporate views of Cascade
Bay and East Sound framed by mature conifers. Typical
guest room amenities at Rosario include color televisions,
telephones (most with computer ports), stylish bathrobes,
coffee makers, and amenity baskets. Some guest rooms
(23 guest units) have whirlpool bathtubs. The two Kitchen
Suites have a kitchenette including an electric stove. Most
of Cascade Harbor Inn’s rooms include more modest
amenities. All the rooms have expansive water views from
both the room and balcony. In addition, the Cascade
Harbor Inn has two suites and a studio with fully equipped
kitchens, dining areas, and fireplaces.
The Honeymoon Suite is a separate guest cottage
operated by Rosario, adjacent to the Mansion on a small
bluff directly overlooking Cascade Bay. The Honeymoon
Suite was originally built by Rosario’s third owners, the
Geiser family.
The Roundhouse is another separate guest cottage also
operated by Rosario. It contains a bedroom, bathroom,
small living room, and circular verandah overlooking East
Sound. The Roundhouse is an historic building originally
built by Moran as a playhouse for his children.
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2.7.6 Harbor

Boat slips and offshore buoys are available for sail and
power boats up to 100 feet in length. There are 34
slips available, but the water depth is limited. There are
also 28 offshore moorage buoys available. Moorage
fees include limited water and electric hookup, laundry
facilities, the use of tennis courts, outdoor pools, and
restroom/shower facilities. Fuel service is also available to
boaters and Rosario-owned vehicles.
2.7.7 Retail

Rosario operates three retail outlets. The Spa Boutique
offers a selection of activewear and skin-care products.
The Gift Gallery offers gifts including crafts and collectibles
from artisans. The Dockside on the harbor sells groceries,
and boating provisions.

Washington State Ferry at Orcas Island

The town of Eastsound provides an alternative shopping
destination for Resort guests with dozens of small shops,
craft stores, and galleries, as well as a supermarket,
banks, and a Post Office. Eastsound is approximately 15
minutes from the Resort.
2.7.8 Conference Center

The Resort is commonly used for meetings and banquets,
from executive conferences to weddings. The Discovery
House Conference Center is the premier meeting facility
in the San Juan Islands with over 5,000 square feet

Rosario Resort guest shuttle vans

Rosario Resort Master Plan

of flexible meeting space. In addition, the Mariner’s
Deck, which contains approximately 1,050 square feet,
overlooks the harbor and offers a beautiful setting for
occasions such as an outside dinner or cocktail party.
Extensive upgrades were performed to the Discovery
House Conference Center in 1999. A paved parking lot
is located next to the building. The Mansion also offers
two boardrooms that can accommodate up to 10 people
each.
2.7.9 Support Functions

Orcas Island Shuttle offers scheduled transit service
between the Resort and other popular island
destinations including Orcas Ferry Landing

The Resort includes a variety of support infrastructure
including a laundry, shops and maintenance facilities,
storage, utilities, and employee housing. Housekeeping
and maintenance were previously housed near the center
of the Resort in a building called Satellite Hall. Following
destruction of Satellite Hall by fire in early 2002, these
functions have been relocated to a temporary structure on
the former site of Satellite Hall.
Utilities, including water and sewer treatment facilities,
are located on the Utility Tract, an 8-acre site accessed
by Firehouse Lane off of Rosario Road and secured by
a locked gate. Water is treated on the north end of the
Utility Tract in a green metal building that was built in
1999. Two aeration ponds are used to provide primary
and secondary wastewater treatment at the western end
of the site. Water and wastewater treatment facilities are
described in Section 2.10 of this plan.

Employee housing currently consists of a prefabricated
dormitory building with 20 units of employee housing
and a gravel parking area. Each unit contains two beds,
a bathroom, sink, and microwave and houses up to two
Rosario employees. The site is served with both water
and sewer by Rosario Utilities and with overhead power
and telephone lines. The site is well drained and its lower
portion has gentle grades.
2.7.10 Cascade Harbor Inn

Cascade Harbor Inn, located at the eastern end of the
MPR designation, is owned and operated independently of
Rosario. It consists of two free-standing buildings built in
1985. Cascade Harbor Inn is comprised of 48 individual
units, each with an interior entry, full bath, and sliding
glass door to a wood balcony overlooking the water. Each
unit has unobstructed views of Cascade Bay, the Moran
Mansion, and Rosario Resort. Twelve of the 48 units
have a fireplace and full kitchen with dining area. Three
of the 48 rooms are used for registration, guest lounge,
breakfast area and manager’s office.
Cascade Harbor Inn is sited on a parcel measuring about
8 acres in size, including 300 feet of high bank waterfront.
About half of the 8-acre site is steeply sloping wooded
hillside located to the northeast and upslope of the two
buildings. The site has 50 stalls of paved parking, a small
creek-side picnic area, and a ½-acre recreation lawn with
barbecue and is used for volleyball and related outdoor
activities.

Kenmore Air operations at Rosario
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Cascade Harbor Inn also has a recorded recreation
easement on lands owned by Rosario Resort. Other
recreational easements include hiking trails and most
other outdoor recreational facilities offered by Rosario
Resort.
The parcel containing the Cascade Harbor Inn has been
independent of Rosario Resort since 1985. Cascade
Harbor Inn has been in its current ownership (T.E.M.
Management) since 1990.
2.8 Access, Circulation, and Parking
2.8.1 Resort Access

Visitors to the Resort currently have four options for travel:
Washington State Ferry from Anacortes, commercial foot
ferry, private vessel water access, or via commercial or
private aircraft. Washington State Ferry passengers include
both private automobile travelers and walk-on passengers.
Walk-on ferry passengers can get to the Resort by local
transit, Resort-operated shuttle van, taxi or bicycle.
Overall, the mode split for Rosario visitors is summarized
below based on 2005 data shown in Table 2.8-1:
Washington State Ferry
Aircraft
Water Taxi
Private Water Vessel

66%
4%
8%
22%

For Cascade Harbor Inn, all guests drive to the Resort via
the Washington State Ferry since the Cascade Harbor Inn
has no docks or shuttle service.
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Washington State Ferry
The Washington State Ferry can be boarded at Anacortes
or at other islands in the archipelago. A van from the
Resort offers scheduled shuttle service for Rosario’s guests
to and from the ferry or airport, reducing the need for
guests to bring vehicles. Anacortes is a 1- to 2-hour drive
from Seattle depending on traffic conditions, and the ferry
trip lasts about 1 hour and 10 minutes. Ferry passengers
with cars can drive to the Resort from the ferry dock, a
scenic drive via Horseshoe Highway that lasts between 20
to 40 minutes depending on traffic conditions.
During the summer schedule, three “Super” class
ferries (Illahee, Kaleetan, and the Hyak) provide 10
departures daily from Anacortes, at approximately every
hour. Because the San Juan route serves Shaw, Lopez,
Orcas, and San Juan Islands, the system capacity is split
between these destinations. Not all vessel capacity is
“first come, first served” as some vehicle space allocation
is established on the ferries to ensure that each island is
served on every run. Ferry space for vehicles is limited
during the summer months, resulting in long waits of
several hours for popular Friday and Sunday sailings.
Reservations for vehicles are not available on the ferries,
although passengers can purchase tickets in advance.

The Island Express provides scheduled water taxi
service between Anacortes and Rosario

A float-plane pilot's view of the Resort
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The majority of visitors to the Resort who use the
Washington State Ferry System are drive-on passengers.
Once on Orcas Island, drive-on ferry travelers use Orcas
Road to the Village of Eastsound and Olga Road on to
the Resort. Just west of the Village of Eastsound, Orcas
Road averages 4,260 vehicle trips per day. Olga Road
(east of Eastsound) averages 3,355 trips per day based on
historical trends of average annual daily traffic.
Walk-on visitors are met at Orcas Landing by Rosario
Resort staff and transported to the Resort by one of the

Resort's three shuttle vans or by a shuttle bus operated
by the Orcas Island Shuttle. The Orcas Island Shuttle
schedule includes four eastbound and four westbound
daily trips during the summer. The shuttle route includes
stops at Lieber Haven, Olga, Moran State Park, Rosario,
Cascade Harbor Inn, Ship Bay, Eastsound Airport,
Eastsound village, Deer Harbor, Westsound, and the
Orcas Landing Ferry Dock. Orcas Island Shuttle also
conducts a special shuttle between the Resort and the top
of Mount Constitution during the summer.

Table 2.8-1: Existing Transportation Mode Split.
Overnight/Extended Stay Guests

Persons

% Person Trips

AVO*

Hotel/Condo/Guests
Air plane
Water Taxi
Walk on Ferry served by Taxi/Transit
Private Automobile

3,400
6,800
2,150
37,699

4.1%
8.2%
2.6%
45.4%

4
4
2.4
2.4

Stayed on Private Boats

18,000

21.7%

3

68,049

81.9%

3,500
11,500
15,000

4.2%
13.8%
18.1%

Total overnight Guests

Day Visitors
Shuttles, Taxi, Bike
Private Automobile
Total Day Visitors
Total Annual Guests
Note: AVO – Avg. Vehicle Occupancy
Source: Rosario Resort, 2005

83,049

3
2.4

Annual Vehicles

% Vehicles

850
1,700
896
15,708

2.7%
5.5%
2.9%
50.5%

6,000

19.3%

25,154

80.8%

1,167
4,792
5,958

3.7%
15.4%
19.2%

31,112
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Rosario’s management has established a fleet of
approximately 10 rental cars for Resort guests, which
allows walk-on access from the ferry and the convenience
of automobile access while on the island.
Aircraft Access
The quickest way to the Resort is by air, especially by
floatplanes, which fly directly to Rosario’s dock. The
Resort is roughly 55 minutes flying time from Seattle’s Lake
Union via Kenmore Air.
Kenmore Air operates six daily float-plane flights to and
from Seattle during the summer months. These floatplanes provide service directly to the Rosario Marina.
After the summer peak season, float-plane access directly
to Rosario’s dock is available four times daily in the
fall and spring and three times daily during the winter.
Kenmore Air flies four models of planes: piston and
turbine DeHavilland Beavers, turbine DeHavilland Otters,
and piston Cessna 180s. The Beavers have a capacity of
seven passengers, the Otters have a capacity of ten, and
the Cessnas carry three.
Orcas Island’s airport, located in the Village of Eastsound
about 15 minutes from the Resort, is a 1-hour scenic flight
from Boeing Field near Seattle via San Juan Airlines or a
chartered flight. Flights can also be arranged for a 15minute trip from Bellingham or Anacortes. Rosario Resort
and Orcas Island Shuttle vans can meet travelers at the
airport and provide transportation to the Resort.
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While faster, air travel can be unpredictable, since the
small propeller-driven aircraft used on these flights are at
the mercy of local weather conditions that can halt flights,
especially during the weather-prone off-season. These
flights are subject to Visual Flight Regulations (VFR) and
depend on daylight and clear weather for operation.
Typically, the peak summer month flights are not affected
by fog. Beginning in October, fog becomes a factor in ontime float-plane service delivery. Shortened daylight hours
limit the regular flight schedule during winter. Another
limiting factor for float-plane service is the condition of the
water as severe chop can prevent landing on East Sound,
forcing pilots to use the more sheltered waters of West
Sound, about 40 minutes driving time from the Resort.
Water Access
Cascade Bay is a small but popular harbor and a regular
destination for pleasure craft cruising the San Juan
Islands during the summer. By boat, the Resort is an easy
cruise from Anacortes, Bellingham, and Victoria and is
also a popular destination for boaters from Seattle and
Vancouver. Currently, the Marina has 34 slips and 28
offshore moorage buoys, and there is additional room for
anchoring in Cascade Bay.
The Island Express provides water taxi and freight service
throughout the San Juan Islands including scheduled
service to Rosario. The Island Express is a state-of-the-art
twin hull vessel with seating for 32 passengers inside the

Cascade Lake in Moran State Park – the Resort’s water
supply and convenient scenic and recreational amenity
for Resort guests
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heated cabin and 10 outdoor seats. The Island Express
departs from the Cap Sante Marina in Anacortes Friday
evenings at 7:15 pm and arrives at Rosario Marina 40
minutes later. Return service to Anacortes leaves at 1 pm
on Sunday. Passengers can park at Cap Sante Marina
free of charge.

La

ke

The principal modes of travel within the Resort are by
private automobile, Rosario-operated shuttle van, and
on foot. Rental bicycles are also available. On-site
circulation is facilitated by one main road as well as
pedestrian trails as shown in Figure 2.8-1. The Resort’s
road system connects to the County’s Rosario Road, which
accesses the Resort. A three-way intersection at the Resort
entrance distributes visitors south past angled parking
stalls to a traffic circle in front of the Moran Mansion,
east toward the harbor and parking lots serving Buildings
1100, 1200, and 1300, or northeast past the Green
area and Figure 8 Lagoon. This road continues parallel
with the waterfront past the Discovery House Conference
Center before ascending the steep hill to access other
lodging units. A loop of this road also provides access
to the Cascade Harbor Inn and the adjacent parcels
belonging to Robert Scharnhorst and Meade Rosario Trust
before climbing the hill and reconnecting with the other
road and Ocean Mist Way, a secondary access road that
joins the County Road west of the Resort property. These
roads are generally narrow with limited visibility, forcing

Figure 2.8-1: Existing Circulation Map
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vehicles to reduce speed to pass one another. The road
also lacks a shoulder, sidewalks, or streetlights, which can
create pedestrian/automobile conflicts.
Pedestrian paths and other facilities are limited at the
Resort, especially on the steeply sloping eastern half of the
site where most of the guest lodging is located. The most
significant of these is the Cascade Lake Trail, a pipeline
access trail that climbs the hill following the steep ravine to
the Cascade Lake Dam. From here, a smaller tract provides
direct access to the tennis courts and Moran State Park.
The historic core of the Resort is served by pedestrian trails
connecting the Moran Mansion to the harbor and trails
that parallel the shoreline between the Moran Mansion
and the breakwater, and from the harbor to the Discovery
House Conference Center. The path itself continues east
along the beach but was truncated by construction of
the conference center deck. In addition, a concrete path
encircles the Figure 8 Lagoon, including a bridge that
crosses the center of the water feature.
The Utility Tract is accessed from Firehouse Lane, a small
unpaved road connecting to Rosario Road. The Hilltop
fronts on Orcas Olga Road and is served by an unpaved
driveway.
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2.8.3 Parking

Surface parking is available for approximately 230 cars
at Rosario. Rather than a central parking lot, parking
is distributed throughout the site near each destination.
Parking facilities range from angle parking on the paved
turnaround in front of the Moran Mansion to an informal
dirt lot serving Building 1300. Cascade Harbor Inn has
50 paved parking stalls adjacent to both buildings. There
is currently no designated employee parking at the Resort,
although parking is ample at both the Hilltop and Utility
Tract.
2.9 Visitation and Operations

Rosario caters to vacation travelers, groups, and small
conferences who come to enjoy unparalleled access
to nature, history, and scenery as well as recreational
opportunities and fine dining. Although year-round
weather conditions in the San Juan Islands are generally
superior to both Seattle and Vancouver, Rosario has
traditionally generated the majority of its revenues during
the peak summer season with highest daily revenues
on weekends. Rosario’s busy season typically begins in
June and runs through September. August is the busiest
month, with over 91% of rooms occupied. During this
time, weekend occupancies average 95%, up from 75%
occupancy during the week. During the shoulder seasons
consisting of the months of April, May, and October,
occupancy averages approximately 52%. Weekend

The existing water treatment plant on the Utility Tract
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occupancies average 95% during these months as
compared with 35% occupancy during the week. During
the winter months (November through March), Rosario’s
occupancy drops to only 33.5% on average, or 10%
occupancy during the week and 85% on weekends.
Approximately 60% of Rosario’s guests are adults
without children, while families with children comprise
an estimated 30% of Resort guests. Seniors comprise an
estimated 10% of guests and visitors, but this is expected
to increase as the population ages.
Cascade Harbor Inn’s overall occupancy averages
between 40 and 50% over the course of the year, climbing
to 90% during the summer and falling to less than 20%
during the winter. The guest profile is comprised entirely of
individual guests, repeat guests, and small private groups.
The front desks of both Rosario and Cascade Harbor
Inn cooperate with one another on an informal basis by
referring overflow during peak periods. For example,
Cascade Harbor Inn occasionally takes a small overflow
from conventions which Rosario Resort otherwise could
not accommodate, and Cascade Harbor Inn refers its
guests to Rosario Resort’s facilities, primarily dining for
guests as food service at Cascade Harbor Inn is limited
to a continental breakfast. The markets served by
Cascade Harbor Inn and Rosario Resort differ significantly,
proportionate to amenity level and room rate.

2.10 Utilities

Domestic water and sanitary sewage are provided by
Rosario Utilities, a community utility company owned by
Oly Rose LLC that provides potable water and sewage
treatment to the Resort and residences within the
community service area. Water customers include Rosario
Resort, the Cascade Harbor Inn, and approximately 251
residential customers, including two wholesale customers
(both of which are homeowners’ associations). Rosario
Utilities also provides sewage treatment for the Resort
and for nine retail and residential customers, as well
as Moran State Park. Rosario Utilities has no service
area agreements, and the existing service area is not
anticipated to expand.
Although Rosario Utilities owns the surface water rights of
Cascade Lake, Orcas Island’s water supply is generally
limited. The ability to provide adequate supplies
of treated water is a significant constraint to future
development. The following sections provide information
obtained from Rosario Utilities’ 6-Year Water Plan that
identifies provisions to increase the utility’s water supply
and to accommodate potential future development. In
general, Rosario Utilities recognizes that additional
water and sewage treatment capacity will be necessary
to accommodate future growth. Existing utilities are
illustrated in Figure 2.10-1.
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2.10.1 Water

The sole source of supply for the Rosario Utilities’ water
system is Cascade Lake. Water is pumped from the west
edge of Cascade Lake to a water treatment facility on
the Utility Tract. The intake at Cascade Lake consists of
a 6-inch pipe and two pumps, one of which is used as
a backup. The primary pump is a 15 horse power (HP)
multi-stage vertical turbine pump, with a design capacity
of 220 gallons per minute (gpm). The backup pump is
a 20 HP pump. The discharge side of the pump consists
of 800 linear feet (LF) of 4-inch PVC pipe. A flow control
valve and meter are located on the raw water line before
it enters the water treatment facility. Plant flow is set by the
operator at either a nominal flow rate of 110 or 220 gpm.
Plant production is limited to 200 gpm at this time due to
hydraulic constraints of the 4-inch raw water line.
Rosario Utilities consumptive water rights encompass 4
feet of the surface area of Cascade Lake. This includes
the surface water between lake level elevations 347 to
351 feet during average years of precipitation. During
low run-off years, water rights include surface water
between 345 and 351 feet. These water rights are
regulated according to instantaneous withdrawal or
diversion and the annual water right (see Table 2.101). An instantaneous right represents the maximum
pumping capacity of a well or maximum diversion rate
for a spring or surface water source. The total domestic
use instantaneous withdrawal from Cascade Lake allowed
Figure 2.10-1: Existing Utility Systems Map
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Table 2.10-1: Existing Rosario Utilities Cascade Lake Water Rights.
Consumptive
Water Rights

Annual
Withdrawal (ac-ft/yr)

Power Generation
Irrigation

1,591

Instantaneous
Withdrawal (gpm)

1,264 (max.)

5

45

Domestic Use

283

330

Fire Protection

As needed

Total:

Comments

421 acre-feet/year from untreated waters of Cascade Lake; 1,170 acrefeet/year from stored water in Cascade Lake (from Cascade Creek)
Untreated water
Potable (treated) water
Untreated water

1,879

Note: Summary of existing water rights as outlined in Permit No. S1-27616 P. Source: Rosario Utilities 6-Year Water Plan, 2003

under these water rights is 330 gpm, which is equal to
475,200 gallons per day (gpd) (Report of Examination for
Change of Surface Water Certificate XIII-A, 2002). An
annual right represents the total quantity of water that may
be withdrawn or diverted during an entire year. The total
domestic annual withdrawal from Cascade Lake allowed
under these water rights is 283 acre-ft/year, which is equal
to 252,629 gpd.
The Rosario water treatment plant is a conventional
filtration plant with ozone disinfection. The Rosario water
treatment facility has three filter basins. After water is
filtered, it flows into a 550-gallon equalization tank, where
it is then pumped to the ozonator. Ozone, produced using
an oxygen stream and electricity, is injected into the flow
stream. To achieve adequate contact time, the ozonated
water goes through 200 linear feet (LF) of 12-inch PVC
pipe located underground outside the treatment building.

From there, treated water is pumped to the Utilities’
reservoirs via three 15 HP pumps, each with design points
of 130 gpm at 296 feet.
Rosario Utilities owns and operates four storage reservoirs
(tanks), with a total capacity of 362,000 gallons. The
Utilities’ two wholesale customers, Orcas Highlands
Association and Vusario Maintenance Corporation, own
their own reservoirs. The distribution system for this water
consists of approximately 40,250 LF of pipe, ranging in
size from 2 to 8 inches in diameter.
2.10.2 Sewer

Sewage effluent from the Resort is collected at various lift
stations and pumped to a central lift station with a 10,000gallon holding tank, located near the harbor. The rest of
the sewage treatment system is located on the Utility Tract.
Sewage is pumped into an aerated lagoon consisting of a
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3-day detention pond, a chlorination facility, and a 30day detention pond. The ponds have electric aerators,
and there is also a 10,000-gallon chlorine contact
chamber. The effluent is tested twice weekly with results
reported monthly to the State Department of Ecology.
This sewage system currently serves Rosario, Cascade
Harbor Inn, an adjacent 40-unit building (the Hilltop),
seven single-family residences, and Moran State Park.
This system has a capacity of approximately 70,000 gpd
and generally runs at about 65 to 70% of capacity during
the summer. It is possible that the capacity of the system
could be increased by adding a third pond. The presence
of this sewage system is an asset for the Resort, allowing
treatment of its own waste and providing a cost savings
to Rosario. This system is likely to remain operational
for the foreseeable future, given adequate maintenance
and periodic upgrades. If the sewer treatment plant were
to be expanded to serve development other than resort
properties, private ownership of the system may not be
permitted under the provisions of WAC 173-240.
2.10.3 Electricity and Gas

Electricity is provided by Orcas Power & Light Company at
service voltage of 120/240V, single-phase for the guest
rooms and 120/208 V, three phase for the Mansion,
maintenance and laundry, and Utility Tract. Northern
Energy Company provides propane gas. DC electric
power generated by on-site turbines is used by the
Mansion for heating and optional lighting.
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3.0 POLICY CONTEXT

This chapter provides the RMP with a policy context,
including the relationship of the RMP to the County
Comprehensive Plan and with Resort-specific goals and
objectives.
3.1 Goals and Objectives

The following Resort-specific goals, as applied though
corresponding objectives, serve as the basis for Resort
master planning and design decision-making.
GOAL 1: RE-ESTABLISH ROSARIO AS THE
NORTHWEST’S PREEMINENT ISLAND
RETREAT.
Objective 1.1:

Maintain consistently high standards
of guest service, meeting or exceeding
guest expectations.

Objective 1.2:

Establish new private residence clubs at
the Resort that attract and retain buyers
and guests from the Northwest and
beyond.

Objective 1.3:

Replace outdated existing facilities with
a new restaurant and lounge, spa and
pools, and Marina complex appropriate
to the high level of quality of the upscale
new Resort.
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Objective 1.4:

Strive to make the Resort fun,
memorable, convenient, and safe for
guests by providing pedestrian-oriented
connections to the mainland ferry
terminal, Moran State Park, and other
popular destinations.

Objective 1.5:

Foster a special experience by creating
an appropriate balance between intensity
of activity and serenity & solitude.

Objective 1.6:

Objective 1.7:

Employ the use of high quality
craftsmanship and materials during
maintenance of existing and construction
of new facilities.
Maximize safety, accessibility, and
convenience of guests, visitors, and
employees of all ages and physical
abilities.

Objective 1.8:

Facilitate excellent guest service by
maintaining a high quality work force.

Objective 1.9:

Expand activities and develop facilities
to attract and retain more buyers and
guests during off-season periods.
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GOAL 2: PRESERVE, RESTORE, AND ENHANCE
WHAT IS MOST UNIQUE AND
CHERISHED ABOUT ROSARIO,
ESPECIALLY THE WORKS OF ROBERT
MORAN.
Objective 2.1:

Objective 2.2:

Protect historic and archaeological
resources, restore recognized historic
features, and avoid actions that
compromise the historic integrity of the
site.
Restore the Moran Mansion to its
original splendor as the Resort’s
centerpiece while enhancing to provide
21st Century functionality.

Objective 2.3:

Maintain and enhance natural beauty by
protecting views of water, landscapes,
and sunsets, especially Cascade Bay,
East Sound, and the Moran Mansion by
limiting the scale of development within
view corridors.

Objective 2.4:

Maintain a distinct sense of place
through consistency of design with
special attention to quality, selection of
materials, and level of craftsmanship and
maintenance.

M

aintaining historic integrity is

critical to the Resort, whose very
identity is based on its glorious

past as recognized through its welladvertised listing on the National
Register of Historic Places and
membership in the Historic Hotels
of America (which is sponsored
by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation).
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Objective 2.5:

Objective 3.4:

Identify and pursue opportunities to
restore and improve natural functions.

Objective 3.5:

Reduce waste stream through efficient
use and reuse of resources.

Objective 3.6:

Incorporate environmental mitigations
such as shoreline restoration as
amenities into Resort design.

GOAL 3: PROTECT AND ENHANCE THE RESORT’S
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT AND
CONTEXT.

Objective 3.7:

Identify Environmentally Sensitive Areas
early in the design process to avoid siting
and permitting conflicts.

Objective 3.1:

Objective 3.8:

Avoid erosion and other sources of
contaminated runoff both during and
after construction.

Objective 3.9:

Minimize impacts on guests, Resort
operations, and the surrounding
community during Resort redevelopment,
operations, and maintenance.

Objective 2.6:

Objective 3.2:

Objective 3.3:

Maintain and expand the Resort’s
water-oriented character of existing and
planned Resort facilities and activities.
Maintain public access to the Cascade
Bay shoreline through restoration and
enhancement of pedestrian facilities for
the enjoyment of resort guests and the
general public alike.

Continue the Moran legacy of
environmental stewardship and resource
self-sufficiency through innovative
environmentally sensitive development
practices.
Protect and restore natural functions
and features within the Cascade
Bay watershed through careful use
of resources, selection of materials,
development siting, and landscaping
practices.
Protect natural habitats through
adequate buffering and water quality
protections.

Objective 3.10: Preserve the natural integrity of the site
by minimizing the use of impervious
surfaces.
Objective 3.11: Prioritize deer-resistant native plant
selection in landscaping.
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Objective 3.12: Strive for compatibility with surrounding
land uses and activities and continue
to be a valued part of the Orcas Island
community.

Objective 4.4:

Maximize efficiency and costeffectiveness of limited resources,
especially developable land, natural
open space, potable water, and energy.

Objective 3.13: Limit development within the Shoreline
Management Program's mandatory 100foot shoreline setback to water-oriented
uses, and other appropriate uses that
can be sited within the footprint of
existing buildings.

Objective 4.5:

Seek appropriate ways to coordinate
development and operations of Rosario
and Cascade Harbor Inn and provide
synergy between them.

Objective 4.6:

Maximize infrastructure capacity
whenever feasible by providing
expansion capability.

GOAL 4: MAXIMIZE THE RESORT’S LONG-TERM
VIABILITY.
Objective 4.1:

Objective 4.2:

Objective 4.3:

Overcome the challenges of seasonality
and access limitations by positioning
Rosario to serve the vacation-home real
estate market and independent travelers
rather than dependence on large grouporiented facilities.
Provide market-depth by serving more
than one market segment through
product differentiation.
Consider life-cycle cost implications in
all purchasing and capital improvement
decision-making.
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3.2 Consistency with County Plans and Policies

The Rosario Resort Master Plan was prepared to further the
goals and policies of the San Juan County Comprehensive
Plan. Accordingly, consistency between the Rosario Resort
Master Plan with relevant Comprehensive Plan elements is
evaluated below.
3.2.1 Land Use

The Rosario Resort Master Plan shares the Comprehensive
Plan’s goals of protecting natural beauty and natural
resources and promoting orderly land development. The
Comprehensive Plan’s future land use map designates
the area including Rosario as a Master Planned Resort, a
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type of Activity Center that includes diverse employment
opportunities and recreation in a concentrated
development pattern. Under this plan, the Resort will
continue to meet both the definition of an Activity Center,
as well as the more specific definition as a Master Planned
Resort, with its primary focus on "destination Resort
facilities consisting of short-term visitor accommodations
associated with a range of developed on-site indoor or
outdoor recreational facilities.“

The SMP designation for the marine waterfront adjacent
to Cascade Bay and Rosario Point is Rural Environment.
According to Section 3.3.B of the SMP:

3.2.2 Shoreline Master Program

The SMP designation for the small section of waterfront
adjacent to the tennis court site facing Cascade Lake is
Conservancy. According to Section 3.3.E of the SMP:

The San Juan County Shoreline Master Program (SMP)
governs lands within the County’s shoreline jurisdiction,
including all lands extending landward for 200 feet from
the ordinary high water mark. The SMP is intended to
protect San Juan County’s unique island character by
reserving the shorelines for water-oriented uses and
protecting the shoreline environment. Water-dependent,
water-related, and water-oriented uses are listed by the
SMP as preferred shoreline uses by the SMP’s overall
goals and policies (Section 3.2 of the San Juan County
SMP). Other SMP goals and policies recognize the
importance of a balanced and diversified local economy;
support public shoreline access; encourage bicycle and
pedestrian facilities along the shoreline; seek to optimize
opportunities for both passive and active water-oriented
recreation; encourage scenic view and open space
preservation; and protect shorelines with significant
archaeological, historical, educational, or scientific value.

The Rural Environment is intended for residential
development and other mixed use forms of
development such as marinas, restaurants,
resorts, and rural commercial and industrial
activities.

The purpose of the Conservancy designation is to
protect, conserve, and manage existing natural
resources and systems and/or valuable historic,
educational, or scientific research areas without
precluding compatible human uses…It should be
applied to those areas which would most benefit
the public if their existing character is maintained,
but which are also able to tolerate limited or
carefully planned development or resource use.

Rosario has historically been related to the water. Its
very construction was financed by the Moran Brothers’
shipbuilding fortune, and the design and construction of
the Moran Mansion itself reflects this nautical heritage.
Just as Robert Moran sited his Mansion to maximize
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proximity to and views of the water, Resort guests have
come to Rosario for generations to be close to the shores
of East Sound. Redevelopment of the Resort will continue
this tradition by focusing development on the Cascade Bay
waterfront consistent with the long-held expectations of
Resort guests and visitors. Improved water-dependent uses
will include an expanded Marina with both permanent
and transient slips, docks for seaplanes and water taxis,
a marine supplies store, fueling and pump-out facilities,
and water-dependent recreational activities. Water-related
facilities will include the refurbished waterfront promenade
and water-view restaurant and spa. The remainder of
Resort redevelopment will focus on water-enjoyment
uses such as water-view hotel rooms, cottages, and
condominiums. Together, this comprehensive program
of water-oriented improvements will continue to draw the
public to the shores of Cascade Bay, providing one of
the few shoreline access points on Orcas Island that is
accessible to the public.
3.2.3 Water Resources

The Water Resources element of the Comprehensive Plan
aims to establish a reasonable approach to water use and
protection, as well as guides relevant decision-making
and promotes water conservation. Similarly, the Rosario
Resort Master Plan recognizes that potable water is a
limited and valuable resource. Consistent with the County
Comprehensive Plan, the Resort Master Plan includes
numerous water conservation measures ranging from the
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continued use of water-efficient fixtures to the increased
reliance on xeriscaping (Section 5.3.6) to possible
alternative water sources.
3.2.4 Transportation

The Transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan
consists of an inventory of local transportation facilities
and provides adopted level of service (LOS) standards for
each. The Rosario Resort Master Plan is consistent with
the Transportation element of the Comprehensive Plan by
assessing the capacity of roads, trails, parking, marine,
and air facilities. In particular, alternative transportation
modes play prominently in the Resort Master Plan (Section
5.1), including walking and boat access; in addition, the
plan’s parking section (5.1.4) is based on County policies.
3.2.5 Capital Facilities

The Capital Facilities element of the San Juan County
Comprehensive Plan inventories existing public capital
facilities and specifies rural and urban level of service
standards for a variety of public services on each island.
This Comprehensive Plan element also addresses the
County’s concurrency requirements for "Category A"
capital facilities and services including those serving
Master Planned Resorts. Existing water and sanitary sewer
systems are addressed in Section 2.10 of the plan and
future utility expansion driven by concurrency requirements
are addressed in Appendix C of the FEIS.
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3.2.6 Utilities

The Utilities element of the Comprehensive Plan promotes
the adequate utility level of service and aims to reconcile
the needs of providing utility service with minimizing
environmental impact. The concurrency discussion in
Appendix C of the FEIS reiterates these goals and would
implement many of the Comprehensive Plan’s policies.
3.2.7 Historic and Archaeological Preservation

By protecting and enhancing the historic Moran Estate
and planning for the identification and management of
potential archaeological sites, the Rosario Resort Master
Plan is consistent with the goal of the Comprehensive
Plan’s Historic and Archaeological Preservation element,
specifically "to protect, preserve, and enhance the rich
history and cultural resources of San Juan County; more
particularly, its significant places, traditions, artifacts,
stories, family histories, and other important historical and
archaeological items."
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4.0 REDEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

The Resort will be rejuvenated through the comprehensive
redevelopment program described below.
4.1 Concept Overview

Rosario will be redeveloped as a high quality, carefully
designed, and tastefully developed Resort community
with an appealing theme, based largely on the Resort’s
unique history. Upon completion, the Resort will consist
of a mixture of Resort accommodations and vacation
residential units located on different parts of the site,
supplemented by quality food and beverage venues,
an appropriately sized marina, complementary retail
opportunities, a restored and expanded spa and fitness
center, and a variety of indoor and outdoor recreational
activities for adults, teens, and children. The physical
development of the Resort will complement Rosario’s
historic character and natural setting. The restored Moran
Mansion will remain the Resort’s centerpiece. Most of
the Resort’s other historic features will be retained and
identified with interpretive displays. New buildings and
other construction will be sited to preserve the site’s
outstanding water views and physical beauty, while
minimizing impacts on water quality and natural systems.
Concept highlights are explained below and illustrated
graphically on Figure 4.1-1.
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See footnote

Figure 4.1-1: Resort Conceptual Plan
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Table 4.1-1: Summary of Proposed Accommodations.
Description

Units

Notes

RESORT CORE AREA
Moran Club Total:

Luxury Guest Suites

48

21

Lodging in Moran Mansion Inn

Penthouse Suites

3

Luxury flats in Mansion Annex

Waterfront Cottages

9

Includes 5 new cottages, 2 attached cottages and existing
Honeymoon Suite and Roundhouse

Flats in Mini-Mansions
3 Bowman's Bluff Cottages
Marina Village Club Total:

12

2-story craftsman-style 4-plexes

3
51

Marina View Condos

32

Marina Village Cottages

17

Cliffhouse Court homes

2

Cabana and Jetty Site

HILLSIDE AREA
Hillside Total:

103

Existing Hillside Condo Units

87

Includes 1500, 1600, 1700, 1900, 2000, and 2100 Buildings

New Hillside Cottages

16

Located on developed pads

Cascade Harbor Inn Total:

96

Existing Rooms

48

Proposed Rooms/Suites

48

Upper Basin Total:

New Woodland Cottages
TOTAL

Includes three rooms converted to non-lodging use

21

21
319

Built under future expansion
Approximate net increase of 140 units

Concept Highlights
At full build-out, the Resort Master Plan anticipates a total
of up to 319 units of Resort lodging. Including existing
facilities, up to 223 of these will be part of Rosario, while
the remaining 96 units are associated with Cascade
Harbor Inn. This represents an increase of 140 units
over the 179 existing units currently operated by Rosario
and Cascade Harbor Inn. Table 4.1-1 lists proposed
breakdowns by unit type, corresponding with the graphic
representation in Figure 4.1-1.
• Restoration of Moran Mansion to its original
splendor as the Resort’s centerpiece. Following its
restoration, the Mansion will house the front desk
and concierge, spa with infinity-edged indoor/
outdoor swimming pool and hot tub, a gift shop,
the renovated Moran Room and Music Room, as
well as the historic museum, and new clubhouse for
Moran Club members;
• A new Mansion Annex will replace the existing
restaurant/kitchen wing. The Mansion Annex will
house a new fitness center, executive offices, sales
and functions rooms, approximately 21 luxury guest
suites, and 3 penthouse flats, as well as a new fine
dining restaurant and bar overlooking Rosario Point
and East Sound;
• Development a new "Moran Club at Rosario"
including luxurious and romantic Waterfront
Cottages and Mini-Mansion flats featuring
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breathtaking views of East Sound coupled with
exclusive use of a Club yacht, clubhouse, and other
amenities and services primarily targeted for highend fractional ownership;
• Development of a new "Marina Village Club"
at Rosario including high quality cottages and
condominiums overlooking the Marina sharing
a family-oriented swimming pool and Cabana
Complex and use of other amenities and services,
targeted primarily for moderately upscale fractional
and whole-ownership buyers;
• Expansion of Marina to approximately 165 slips
intended to facilitate Club watercraft, water shuttle
service, commercial float planes, and private
yacht berthing with conveniently located retail and
marine support facilities;
• Enhanced landscaping including attractive
xeriscaping (low water-use landscaping), shoreline
restoration for habitat improvement, improved
pedestrian trail networks, attractive wayfinding
signage and lighting, efficient surface parking, and
renovated tennis courts, all with improved yearround maintenance;
• Improved pedestrian circulation with a new network
of paths, trails, and promenades that not only
provide much needed site-wide circulation, but
also additional walking and hiking opportunities,
including improved foot access to neighboring
Moran State Park;
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• Improved support functions including expansion of
water and sewage treatment capacity at the Utility
Tract. New maintenance and storage facilities,
Resort administration, parking, and additional
employee housing and cafeteria, as well as parking
to be located on the Hilltop parcel; and
• Future Resort expansion of the Cascade Harbor
Inn and whole ownership cottages through
development of graded pads on the Hillside and in
the forested basin on the upper Hillside.
4.2 Resort Character

The preservation, restoration, and enhancement of
Rosario’s character are key directives of this plan. The
Resort Master Plan is focused on enhancing the six most
crucial character-defining elements about Rosario: historic
integrity, natural integrity, use of land, organization of open
space, protection of views, and architectural quality. Each
of these is discussed in detail below.
4.2.1 Historic Integrity

Robert Moran hosted family, friends, and notables at
his estate; thus, its ongoing use as a commercial Resort
could be seen as a continuation as a place of hospitality,
Rosario’s original intended purpose. Today, more than
60 years after being sold by Moran and four decades
of commercial resort operation under several different
owners, the core of Rosario Resort remains remarkably
intact as the luxury estate personally designed and
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developed by Robert Moran beginning in 1905. The
Moran Mansion was nominated to the National Register
of Historic Places in 1974 and retains most of its historic
integrity inside and out, including most of its original
furnishings. In addition, many other features remain at the
site that reinforce this connection with Rosario’s past, as
shown in Figure 4.2-1.
Contributing Buildings
Moran Mansion from Cascade Bay c.1920

Contributing buildings convey the important historical
patterns and architectural values related to Robert Moran
and later occupants of Rosario, and possess sufficient
integrity as related to the period of significance. Chief
architectural values are nautical Arts and Crafts themes
and design elements found in the original Moran Mansion,
as well as in the concrete material expression and boatbuilding heritage of Moran’s empire demonstrated by the
Roundhouse, Boatel, and powerhouse.
Contributing buildings listed in Table 4.2-1 include a
number of buildings that remain from the time when the
estate was owned by Moran. Of these, only the Moran
Mansion, the powerhouse, the Roundhouse, the root
cellar, the Boatel, and the original section of the Carriage
House/garage are located within the boundaries of
the MPR designation. The other contributing resources
are privately held and not subject to this plan, yet their
interrelationship is important to the entire site’s historical
integrity. Modifications to the Resort will be especially
sensitive to these.

Principal Contributing Features
In addition to the buildings listed above, a number of
other features at the site contribute to Rosario’s historic
integrity. Moran preferred to limit formal landscaping at
the Rosario Estate since his intent was to keep as much of
the natural setting as possible.
Accordingly, preserving the minimalist, nature-centric
landscaping that dominates much of Moran’s former
property would help maintain the historic landscape
integrity of the more natural parts of the site, especially
Rosario Point and the forested slopes on the eastern half of
the Resort. Nevertheless, Moran did create a few notable
landscape features, some of which survive near the more
developed parts of the site, such as the Figure 8 Lagoon
canoe pond and a network of concrete walkways near the
Moran Mansion and along the waterfront. Table 4.2-2
summarizes key features that contribute to the historic
integrity of the landscape. Modifications to the site will
be especially sensitive to these. In addition to protecting
Rosario’s historic resources, interpretive signs will be
installed to inform interested guests and visitors about
Rosario’s colorful history.
Non-Contributing Buildings
Non-contributing buildings are buildings and elements
that post-date the period of historical significance, or
which do not possess essential integrity. The period of
historical significance would correspond to the beginning
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Contributing Historic Resources
Potential Historic District Boundaries
Resort Master Plan Boundary

Figure 4.2-1: Historic and Cultural Resources Map
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Table 4.2-1: Major Contributing Historic Buildings.
Date of
Construction

Historic Resource

Historic Information Summary

c1909

Moran Mansion

Centerpiece of Moran Estate
designed by Robert Moran
and built under supervision of
Robert’s eldest son John from
1906-1909 and occupied by
the Moran family from 19091938.

1914

Roundhouse

Table 4.2-2: Contributing Historic Landscape Features.
Date

Historic Resource

Historic Information Summary

1907

General site layout and views of the water

Moran’s site layout emphasized minimal disturbance to natural setting,
views of and over Cascade Bay and East Sound, and open space.

1915

Canoe pond (Figure 8 Lagoon)

Robert Moran built the 360-foot long concrete figure 8 shaped lagoon
with an island at each end and a bridge crossing the center for his wife to
swim in.
Robert Moran installed the three-globe streetlights that were reportedly
salvaged from Seattle following the great fire of 1889.

c1909 Streetlights

Built of solid concrete by
Robert Moran as family
get-away and location for
children’s activities.

1907- Original concrete walkways and circulation
1950s systems
1909 Circular entrance drive with chestnut tree
and anchor chain railing

Roads and pathways of poured concrete were laid out by Moran.

1916

This figurehead was salvaged by Moran from the Clipper Ship America,
which wrecked on San Juan Island in 1915, and installed at its present
location by Moran the following year.
DC electricity from the powerhouse to the Mansion carried on overhead
lines built by Moran.
Recommended to Moran by J.C. Olmsted in 1907 and subsequently built
by Moran.
Extensively rebuilt by Rheem. Landscaping begun by Robert Moran and
continued during resort development.
1st pier served Cascade Lumber Co. at Newhall.
This is an historic archaeological feature and can be included because it
is within a logical boundary that extends to the cook’s house.

1926

Boatel

Built of concrete by Robert
Moran as workshop.

Unknown

The twin
craftsman style
bungalows1

Original homes built by Robert
Moran’s brothers, Frank and
Sherman.

1921

The powerhouse

Contains the generator
equipment installed by Robert
Moran to supply DC power to
the Moran Estate.

America figurehead

c1909 DC powerpoles with green glass insulators

c1910

The root cellar

Winter food storage built by
Robert Moran.

c1910

The cook’s house1

Home built for Rosario’s cook
by Robert Moran.

c19091952
19071950s
c1887
c19111930s

c1938

Original section
of Carriage
House/garage

Garage built by Donald
Rheem.

1950
“1950” marker, etc.
1880+ Historic plantings

1

These contributing historic buildings are privately owned and outside
MPR boundaries
1

Stone jetty
All rock walls and original rock features,
including the retaining wall to the point lawn
Original pier and/or pilings
Barn foundation remnants1

A high-grade rolled lawn created by the circular carriage drive in front
of the Mansion. The anchor chain used for a horse hitch came from the
Battleship Nebraska, built by Moran Brothers.

Marker placed by Donald Rheem during Marina construction.
Several plantings dating to the Newhall period include three Duchess
apple trees and Orcas pear and plantings by Moran including three
horse chestnut trees, naturalized German irises, Japanese peonies, and
rosebushes transplanted from the original rose garden.

These contributing historic landscape features are privately owned and outside MPR boundaries
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of Moran’s development of the Mansion and site and
extend through his life’s use of the site. Therefore, all
structures and buildings that do not relate to this period
and do not have architectural significance should be
classified "non-contributing." These include the adjacent
guest rooms (the 1100, 1200, and 1300 Buildings), the
Cascade Bay Grill building, the Hillside condos, as well as
other buildings and structures that are intrusive and do not
possess historical or architectural significance.
Archaeological Resources
There is currently one inventoried archaeological site
within the MPR boundaries. This site is identified in the
Department of Archaeological and Historic Preservation
(DAHP) files as 45SJ242. The site is a shell midden first
recorded in 1951 and is now highly disturbed. The area
was also noted in 1907 by John Charles Olmsted in field
notes and a site plan for Robert Moran. Human remains
have reportedly been found in association with the site.
The site was also inspected in 1991 during an attempt to
mitigate fuel leakage into a portion of the shell midden
deposits. In spite of the high level of disturbance of the
area, future development throughout the site needs to be
mindful of the potential for cultural deposits and human
remains in an area of long human occupation, both
prehistoric and historic. Appropriate procedures to follow
in the event of potential disturbances to archaeological
resources are presented in Exhibit 7-1, in Chapter 7.0.
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4.2.2 Natural Integrity

Rosario was built as "a wonderful place to get back to
nature…to regain health—physical, mental, and spiritual."
Moran was moved by nature and associated with some of
the foremost naturalists of his day including naturalist John
Muir, Professor Edmond Meany, and photographer Asahel
Curtis. Moran belonged to the Mountaineers and was a
trustee of the Washington National Parks Association. He
shunned killing wildlife and prohibited cutting trees for
firewood from his property. These qualities helped shape
the physical surroundings of the Resort and Moran State
Park and are among the key reasons these destinations are
so popular with visitors today.
In addition to being consistent with Moran’s legacy, efforts
to protect the Resort’s natural integrity will enhance its
appeal among the majority of guests seeking a sense of
nature. The "Natural Integrity Guidelines" (Exhibit 5-2)
are intended to minimize impacts to the Resort’s natural
resources that could potentially result as a consequence of
Resort development under this Resort Master Plan.
4.2.3 Use of Land

Consistent with the RMP goals and objectives, the
principles of historic and natural integrity, and longstanding guest expectations, the Resort’s land use concept
is to concentrate the highest level of guest activity close
to the Moran Mansion and harbor while reserving the
outlying portions of the Resort for quieter uses. For
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Careful site planning protects views of the marina at Poet's
Cove Resort, Pender Island B.C.

example, the Moran Mansion Inn, restaurant, spa,
Cabana Complex, Marina, retail, and most new lodging
will all be clustered in convenient proximity to one another
near the Mansion, while more passive uses such as
outdoor recreation and some lodging will be dispersed on
surrounding Hillsides. In addition, support functions will
be geographically separated from guest facilities by siting
these on separate parcels (the Utility Tract and Hilltop). To
implement this strategy, the Resort has been segregated
into four distinct land use areas consisting of the Resort
Core, Hillside, Utility Tract, and the Hilltop. As addressed
in detail in Chapter 6 of this RMP, San Juan County will
apply distinct development density and allowable use
requirements when regulating future development within
each of these respective areas.
4.2.4 Organization of Open Space

View toward the Marina from Cliffhouse Court

The Resort has always been defined as much by its open
space as by its facilities. Although more buildings will
be added as the Resort is redeveloped, the defining role
of open space will be enhanced through superior design
and improved maintenance. Consistent with County
requirements, "open space and landscaped areas shall
be designed as an integrated part of the MPR rather
than as an isolated element" (SJCC 18.60.190 A.11).
Accordingly, the Resort’s open space will serve a number
of interrelated functions, including passive and active
recreation, view enhancement, land use buffering, and
natural habitat and environmentally sensitive areas.

Passive Open Space
The setting for the majority of the Resort will continue to be
passive open space. From manicured lawn areas fringing
the Moran Mansion to the cobbled shoreline beaches to
the forested slopes above the bay, a mixture of landscaped
and natural greenery will ensure a feeling of tranquility
long considered synonymous with the San Juan Island
experience.
Active Open Space
Open spaces for active recreation will be provided for
a variety of recreational uses, ranging from volleyball
and court games, to outdoor weddings and receptions.
To meet this range of needs, a number of programmed
and unprogrammed outdoor areas are included in the
redevelopment plan. The most notable of these include
the Green, Rosario Point, the Cabana Complex, and
the tennis courts site, along with numerous decks and
lawn areas. All of the principal active open space and
recreation areas will be connected via a system of trails
and paths, including a waterfront promenade.
View Enhancement
As described in Section 4.2.5, proposed facilities will
be carefully sited to preserve and enhance important
view corridors. In addition to simply preventing view
obstruction, careful landscaping of open space can
enhance views by framing signature visual resources.
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Land Use Buffering

existing views are over any proposed buildings.

To provide a more graceful setting and prevent conflicts, a
generous swath of land will be left around each proposed
building to buffer it from other buildings, both within the
Resort and adjoining residences. Minimum buffer widths
are subject to setback regulations, listed in Table 6.1-1 of
this RMP.

In general, proposed new construction is limited to
modest building massing on most of the Resort. Most
new construction will be limited to one, one and a half,
or two stories. Taller structures such as the Marina View
Condos and Mansion Annex will be limited to areas that
have minimal effect on views due to location or local
topography, such as on the Discovery House site, west of
the Moran Mansion, or in the old quarry by the jetty.

Natural Habitat and Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Open space, particularly with natural vegetative cover,
provides valuable habitat functions. In addition, "The
legislative finding is that such areas contribute to the
value and appeal of the resort, and great emphasis is
given to the protection of such areas in the resort" (SJCC
18.60.190 A. 10). For these reasons, large portions of the
Resort will remain undeveloped and forested, especially
on the upper slopes surrounding the proposed Woodland
Cottages and on the Hilltop. The existing natural
environment is addressed in detail in Section 2.5, and
habitat protection measures are included in the Natural
Integrity Guidelines, as shown in Exhibit 5-2.
4.2.5 Protection of Views

Whenever possible, future development areas are located
to minimize impacts to existing views from existing
structures, including private homes. As illustrated in Figure
2.6-1, future building locations are sited horizontally, away
from existing view corridors, or lower on the slope where
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4.2.6 Architectural Quality

New structures will be built using architectural forms and
building materials that enhance the historic and natural
qualities of the site. Building siding, roofs, and glazing
systems will be compatible with the historic qualities of
the Mansion but may use contemporary materials. The
architectural quality of site features such as signage, light
standards, curb designs, and outdoor furniture will also
be selected to reinforce the site’s historic character. (See
Section 5.4 for further details.)
4.3 Proposed Program Elements

Consistent with Objective 3.1, the Resort Master Plan will
include a variety of complementary lodging and real estate
products catering to different segments of the resort and
second-home markets (Table 4.3-1). The product mix will
likely include traditional lodging units and fractional and
whole ownership units, most of which will likely be placed

The Twin Craftsman Bungalows will inspire the design of
future cottages and Mini-Mansions
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Moran Mansion Inn Suites

in the Resort’s rental program. In addition to the existing
hotel rooms comprising the Hillside Condominiums and
Cascade Harbor Inn, the Resort’s future products will
include free-standing cottages, stacked flats in MiniMansions and condominiums, and generous hotel suites
in the Moran Mansion Inn. Specific accommodations will
include hotel rooms and suites; convertible condominiumstyle units with kitchens; and 1-, 2-, and 3-bedroom
cottages and flats. Regardless of specific ownership and
physical configuration, all Resort accommodations will
likely be centrally managed by either Rosario or Cascade
Harbor Inn to maintain a cohesive lodging experience
from the perspective of Resort guests. Additional proposed
elements are illustrated in Exhibit 4-1.

Cliffhouse Court Homes

4.3.1 The Moran Club at Rosario

Marina Village Club
Cottages

The Moran Club’s premium Waterfront Cottages, MiniMansion and Penthouse flats will be available to buyers
on a fractional ownership basis, serving the upper end of
the San Juan Islands’ second-home market. Buyers will
likely include wealthy retirees, affluent empty nesters, and
affluent families looking for occasional use of a highquality second or third home. These units will also be
available on a rental basis when not occupied by their
owners. In addition, the 21 hotel suites comprising the
Moran Mansion Inn will accommodate short-term hotel
guests and provide an opportunity for hosting potential
buyers.

staff could dress in period
costume, furnishings and artwork
could be authentic to that era,
and the menu could even include
a limited number of entrees and
drinks popular at that time. The
Moran Mansion could also offer
outdoor recreation activities
popular in that era, such as
badminton, croquet, and archery.
In addition, regular performances
could occur in the Music Room,
and other activities could help to
"bring this history to life."

Resort Component/Market
Segment

Moran Club Penthouses,
Cottages, Mini-Mansions &
Bowman’s Bluff Cottages

Marina Village Club
Condos
Hillside Condos/Cottages
Cascade Harbor Inn

Premium Rental

of the architecture. For instance,

Premium FractionalOwnership

strong early-20th Century theme

Mid to Upper Mid-Market
Rental

Mansion could reinforce the

Premium Whole Ownership

T he operation of the Moran

Moderately Upscale Whole
Ownership

Table 4.3-1: Resort Component by Market Segment.
Moderately Upscale Fractional

Exhibit 4-1: History Brought to Life
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To add value to the planned fractional units, Moran
Club memberships would be tied to ownership of these
fractional units. This Club would offer a variety of
appealing services and amenities, for the exclusive benefit
of Moran Club members including but not limited to:
• Use of the upper floor of the Moran Mansion as a
private clubhouse.
• Preferred rates at the spa.
• Unlimited access to the Mansion’s fitness center
and indoor/outdoor pool.
• A Club concierge, providing a broad range of free
services (reservations, etc.) along with numerous
other services on an á la carte basis (refrigerator
stocking, in-room meal preparation by skilled
chefs, etc.). The Club concierge would also be
in charge of organizing and orchestrating group
events (cocktail parties, kayak tours, bike tours,
organ concerts, etc.).
Moran Club members would also enjoy the shared Club
benefits listed in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.2 The Marina Village Club at Rosario

The Marina Village Club’s clusters of cottages and
condominiums will be available to buyers on a fractional
and whole-ownership basis, serving the upper-middle
range of the market. These units will also be available
on a rental basis when not occupied by their owners. The
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cottages and larger condominium units will likely appeal
to families with children and others attracted to boating,
swimming, and other socially oriented activities. Marina
Village Club members and their guests will also enjoy:
• Unrestricted use of the Cabana Complex consisting
of an attractive outdoor swimming pool and
activities complex.

Like Rosario itself, adjacent Moran State Park
was created by Robert Moran

• A Club concierge, providing a limited range of
free services (reservations, etc.) along with other
cost-effective services on an á la carte basis (room
service, housecleaning, child care, etc.). The Club
concierge would also be in charge of organizing
and orchestrating group events.
4.3.3 Potential Shared Club Benefits and Amenities

Moran Club and Marina Village Club members would
share use of the following services and amenities. The
level of access or use fees may vary between the two clubs.

The Morning Star offers popular excursions
from the Rosario Marina

• A Club yacht (a high-end power boat, perhaps 60
to 75 feet long) to partake in daily sunset/cocktail
cruises, whale watching cruises, and other cruises
around the San Juan Islands for Club members
and their guests. In addition, this yacht could also
be used to provide private passenger ferry service
to and from Anacortes (discussed in Section 5.2.5).
• A fleet of other Club boats, available for use
exclusively by Club members and their guests,
possibly including sea kayaks, small sailboats, and

The Moran Mansion with 1968 restaurant
addition and Honeymoon Suite
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several 18- to 24-foot motor boats. The Club
could sponsor a variety of group events with these
boats, such as sea kayaking tours, sailing lessons
and races, and fishing derbies.
• A fleet of mountain bikes and touring bikes, with
the Club also sponsoring group bike tours around
the island.
• Optional daily maid service, shuttle, and room
service.
• Special arrangement could also be made with
Tony Lee, the owner of the Morning Star, the 48foot Chesapeake "Bugeye" moored at Rosario,
allowing Club members to charter this boat for
regular sailing cruises during the summer (perhaps
one cruise per week for the exclusive use of Club
members).
• Special arrangements with a local charter company
to provide sport fishing excursions for Club
members.
• A small fleet of cars available to Club members for
reasonable daily rates, limiting the need to take
personal automobiles to the property (and allowing
Club members to park in Anacortes and ride the
Club yacht to the property, with the concierge
helping members to transport luggage). These
could either be relatively high-end cars (Saab
convertibles and Jeeps, etc.), or they could be
small, fuel-efficient cars with interesting character

(Toyota Prius, Mini Coopers, etc.), along with other
vehicles to match guest needs such as mini-vans.
• Preferred scheduled use of the tennis courts.
• A wide variety of other recreation activities and
amenities could also be added. Many of these
could help to support the "early 20th Century"
theme. For instance, a "Club lawn" could be
developed adjacent to the Figure 8 Lagoon,
featuring badminton, croquet, lawn bowling, and
archery.
• The Club could also sponsor group hikes, group
bike rides, and group tours of Orcas Island.
Many of these benefits will also be available to Rosario
community members as listed in Exhibit 4-2.
4.4 Mansion Area and Bowman's Bluff

The Mansion area is the site extending from the
Roundhouse in the east to East Sound in the west. This
parcel currently includes the existing Moran Mansion and
adjacent buildings, the Roundhouse, and the 1100, 1200,
and 1300 Buildings. Key features of the Mansion area are
listed below and explained in the sections that follow:
• A restored Moran Mansion with front desk,
concierge, and gift shop on the main floor, with
museum and Music Room and other meeting
rooms on the second floor, and Moran Clubhouse
on the third;
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• A high quality, fine dining restaurant and attractive
bar;
• A high-end spa and fitness center;
• A large, Resort-style indoor/outdoor swimming
pool, also featuring a hot tub built into the rocky
shoreline;
• Approximately 21 high quality guest suites
comprising the Moran Mansion Inn adjacent to the
Moran Mansion, managed and operated as part
of a very upscale boutique hotel, offering topnotch service, gourmet dining, and first-class spa
treatments; and
• Two clusters of Waterfront Cottages, 3 Penthouse
Suites, and 3 Mini-Mansions containing a total of
24 high-end fractional lodging units.
In addition, the Rosario Point Lawn itself would be
preserved and improved as a landscaped area for outdoor
events such as weddings. The scenic quality of this area
would be retained and enhanced through removal of
non-native invasive weed species. Access improvements
such as enhanced connections between the different lawn
terraces will enhance functionality for pedestrians (and in
some locations, electric carts).
4.4.1 Restored Moran Mansion

The restored Moran Mansion will remain the Resort’s
centerpiece; thus, a thorough renovation of the Moran

Mansion will be key to the success of the Resort Master
Plan. The restoration will be conducted in accordance
with the Secretary of Interior's Standards for the treatment
of historic properties to upgrade the historic building’s
contemporary functionality as well as restore its original
early 20th-Century décor. As the Resort’s centerpiece, the
Moran Mansion will continue to house the Resort’s front
desk and other public functions.
Main Floor
The main floor will continue to be open to the public, and
will likely house the concierge, lobby, and Moran Room
and serve as the primary entrance to the restaurant, Inn,
and spa. The existing lobby, lounge, and verandah will be
restored to their original grandeur with the bar relocated
to the Mansion Annex near the restaurant. The gift shop
and an espresso bar could also be located on this level.

Moran-designed game chairs typify Moran's
original design and craftsmanship

Second Floor
The Music Room and adjoining rooms on the second floor
will be open to the general public through guided tours as
well as scheduled performances and lectures, and will also
be available on a rental basis for weddings, meetings, and
other catered gatherings of up to 85 people.

Moran designed the butterfly hinge to support
solid mahogany doors

Upper Floor
Portions of the upper floor of the Moran Mansion will
serve as a private clubhouse for members of the Moran
Club and their invited guests.
Arts and Crafts-style wall sconce designed by
Robert Moran fabricated on site in copper
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Exhibit 4-2: Direct Benefits to the Rosario Community

1. Special Benefits to neighborhood residents such as

through revival of a Resort membership card providing
community members with nominal discounts for meals, hotel
rooms, moorage, spa treatments, and other items selected by
the management.

2. Community Boat Launch for small boats.

Neighborhood

residents would be entitled to purchase access to a
community boat ramp described in Section 5.5-1. Nominal
access fees would cover installation and maintenance of

The shores of Cascade Bay have long been enjoyed
by resort guests and community members alike

these facilities.

3. Waterfront Access to the shores of Cascade Bay, including
the improved waterfront promenade, expanded Marina, and
community beach.

4. Use of Open Space and the improved trail network

6. Continued occasional use of the Moran Mansion for

gatherings such as the Rosario Property Owners Association’s
board meetings. When appropriate, these would be attended
by representative(s) from Rosario’s management to address
operational matters that may be affect the community.

7. Annual Community Events relating to the history of Orcas
Island and Rosario could be held at the Resort. One example
would be a "Rosario Homecoming“ intended to draw past
residents and boaters to return to Rosario.

8. Tranquil dignified ambience has long been Rosario’s
hallmark. Its grounds and quiet demeanor have

attracted many of those who currently live in the Rosario
neighborhood. The Resort will remain committed to the
creation and maintenance of landscaping and the natural
beauty to enhance the Resort’s relationship with its
neighbors.

connecting the Moran Mansion with Moran State Park.

5. Use of Recreational Amenities including the Cabana, spa,
and Cascade Lake tennis courts by neighborhood residents.

Nominal access fees would cover maintenance and staffing of
these facilities.
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Ground Floor
The ground floor spa will be renovated and expanded to
provide new state-of-the-art facilities of various sizes for
exercise, yoga, aerobics, classes, hydrotherapy, massage
therapy, wraps, beauty salon, and other treatments. The
Spa's expansion will facilitate generous locker rooms for
men and women, and separate bathrooms for the spa and
pool. These facilities will likely extend to the ground floor
of a new Mansion Annex building. The spa is envisioned
as an oasis of serenity that optimizes its waterfront location
with view windows and access to the adjacent gardens
and terrace.
The existing indoor swimming pool could be connected
to the proposed infinity-edged pool creating an indoor/
outdoor pool complex.
4.4.2 Mansion Annex

Upper Floors
The Mansion Annex will function as the main lodge
building, housing the fitness center, the restaurant/bar,
and kitchen, as well as the Inn’s guest suites (Figure 4.41). The Annex will be accessed through the Mansion,
connecting to the west end of the Mansion’s ground,
first, and second floors. From the exterior, the Annex will
appear distinct from the Mansion in order to preserve the
latter’s historic identity; however, the interior will appear
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integral in order to capture the experience of Mansion
life. The Annex will extend from the Mansion on one
end to the restaurant. Building heights will vary with the
natural topography, and variations in massing will reduce
the apparent scale of the structure so the Annex will not
compete for dominance with the Mansion.
Ground Floor
The existing dining room/kitchen/spa addition will be
demolished to make room for a new building which will
occupy roughly the same footprint. The ground floor of
the new Mansion Annex building will house a new fitness
center and other portions of the spa not suitable for the
ground floor of the Moran Mansion. A generous terrace
will extend toward the water on this level with an adjacent
lawn where spa-related activities (such as a juice bar) that
can take place outdoors in favorable weather. A portion
of this terrace could also be configured as a row of open
air treatment rooms facing the water. Stairs leading down
from this terrace will lead to a dramatic hot tub built into
the rocks with sweeping water views. The portion of the
ground floor facing the driveway will include an enclosed
loading bay for deliveries of food and beverage supplies.
Main Floor
The main floor of the Mansion Annex will connect to the
main floor of the Moran Mansion and will house the
art gallery, sales center, executive offices, and possibly
additional retail function, or guest rooms opening onto a

Rosario's 1100, 1200, and 1300 Buildings will be demolished
to make room for open space and the Mini-Mansions
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Mansion Attic

terrace overlooking East Sound. This floor will also provide
an indoor connection between the Mansion and the
restaurant/bar.
Upper Floors

Penthouse 3

TOP FLOOR

Guest Suites
Music Room

Moran Clubhouse
Kitchen

THIRD FLOOR

Guest Suites
Penthouse 2
Museum
Music Room

Outdoor Dining
Indoor Dining & Bar

Meeting Rooms
Guest Suites

Storage

Elevator
Penthouse 1

SECOND FLOOR

Moran Room

Executive Offices

Front Desk

Elevator

Espresso Bar

Utility Room

Gift Shop and Art
Gallery

Receiving

FIRST FLOOR

Flexible Function
Rooms or Guest
Suites
Outdoor Terrace
Spa

Utility Room

GROUND FLOOR

Fitness Center

The upper two floors of the Mansion Annex will house up
to 21 generously proportioned guest rooms accessed by a
partially double-loaded corridor connecting the Mansion
Annex with the second floor of the Moran Mansion. Three
generous fractionally owned Penthouse units will also be
located in this building. Guests will access these floors
through the Moran Mansion to create the feeling that
guests are actually staying in the Mansion itself. This
quality could be reinforced through such physical design
treatments as custom-replicated lighting fixtures and door
and window hardware, as well as furniture based on
Moran’s own designs. Room decorations could include
prints of photographs from the Moran and Asahel Curtis
collections; however, the water views will be the defining
feature of these luxurious guest rooms.
Three luxurious Penthouse-style flats will be located within
the Mansion Annex, overlooking East Sound. These highend condos will average approximately 2,000 square feet
in size and contain the equivalent of two bedrooms each.
One bedroom of each of these units will be configured as
a lock-off bedroom for potential use as hotel rooms. The
interior of the Penthouse-style flats will be comparable to
the Mini-Mansions described in Section 4.4.3 below.

Figure 4.4-1: Conceptual Diagram of Mansion Annex
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Due to the existing grades, the restaurant will be located
at a higher elevation than the main floor of the Mansion,
requiring an elevator and stairs. The restaurant and stateof-the-art kitchen facilities will occupy the west end of the
Annex, overlooking Rosario Point and East Sound. The
new restaurant and adjacent bar will capitalize on both
their proximity to the Mansion and the site’s outstanding
views. The restaurant will be appropriately sized for the
redeveloped Resort. This will include the equivalent of
approximately 35-45 4-person tables in the dining room
plus an additional 15-25 tables on the deck during the
more popular summer season. Additional tables could be
located on a roof deck above the spa/fitness center/pool.
Both the dining room/deck and bar will feature panoramic
summer sunset views over East Sound.
4.4.3 Mini-Mansions

Three "Mini-Mansions" – rustic two-story/four-unit
craftsman-style buildings designed for compatibility with
the Moran Mansion – will be built to the east of the
Moran Mansion on the site of the existing 1100, 1200,
and 1300 Buildings (which will be demolished). Each
Mini-Mansion will consist of two single-level condos on
the ground floor and two on the upper floor. The exterior
of this building could feature an early 20th Century
craftsman character, possibly resembling double versions
of Moran’s brothers’ "twin houses," while unit interiors
could be designed to meet modern-day tastes. All twelve
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of these units would be very upscale in terms of design
and construction quality. Each of the six ground-floor units
will contain approximately 2,200 square feet, including
three bedrooms. The second floor will consist of 1,700
square-foot two-bedroom units with cathedral ceilings
and skylights. The Mini-Mansions will be configured as
stacked flats arranged in a four-plex configuration with
unobstructed views of East Sound (so each unit only has
one shared wall, and all have wide great rooms with
outstanding water views). These units will feature wood
and stone exteriors, large decks, stone and hardwood
floors, and large great rooms with stone fireplaces. They
could also offer high ceilings, gourmet kitchens, twin
master suites with soaking tubs, and other attractive
features. Units could also include small storage closets
for owners with access from the outside, so owners can
still access storage when staying in different units. These
units would include daily maid service and room service,
provided by Rosario, and would be packaged with Moran
Club memberships.
The Mini-Mansions will face south across a generous
quadrangle of open space that will include areas of both
native grasses and irrigated lawn (Figure 4.4-2). This
open space will provide an attractive foreground framing
expansive views down East Sound and buffer public foot
traffic on the waterfront promenade. The opposite side
of the Mini-Mansions will face a conveniently located
landscaped parking area.

Well-designed Craftsman-style cottages clustered
at Poet's Cover Resort, Pender Island B.C.

Rosario Resort Master Plan

Existing Honeymoon Suite
Restored Moran Mansion

Luxury Waterfront Cottages

Moran Mansion Annex
New Restaurant

Existing Rosario Point Lawn

Figure 4.4-2: Detailed Site Plan of Mansion Area

Figure 4.4-2

4.4.4 Waterfront Cottages

The premier fractional properties would be the Moran
Club’s nine Waterfront Cottages. Two of these are existing
structures (the Honeymoon Suite and the Roundhouse)
that would be remodeled prior to fractional sales. Another
two would be a pair of adjoining cottages between the
Roundhouse and the Mini-Mansions. These two will be
located at least 75 feet from the shoreline. The other five
will be located at least 50 feet from the shore south of the
Moran Mansion Annex.
These units would be small and romantic, but very upscale
in design and construction. The Waterfront Cottages would
range in size from 900 square feet for single-story, single
bedroom cottages (possibly with a loft) to 1,500 square
feet for two-bedroom 1-1/2 story cottages. Architectural
styling would reflect Moran’s preference for a nautical
interpretation of the Arts and Crafts movement, employing
wood and masonry exteriors, large decks, and covered
porches, for example. Interiors would feature stone and
hardwood floors; relatively large great rooms with stone
fireplaces, high ceilings, and gourmet kitchens; master
bathrooms with walk-in showers and soaking tubs; and
dramatic water views from most windows. However, to
limit their overall size, they could be designed to include
very small, "cabin-style" bedrooms (preserving space for
the great room area). Moreover, the 900-square foot
units could include a single bedroom, plus a small loft
designed for children (possibly even accessed by a rustic
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wooden ladder). If space permits, units should also share
small outbuildings with storage for owners. All cottages
would include daily maid service and room service,
provided by the Moran Mansion and be packaged with
"Moran Club" membership benefits.
4.4.5 Bowman’s Bluff Cottages

Bowman’s Bluff is a small but spectacular rock outcrop
next to the seasonal cascade at the terminus of Bowman’s
Creek. This site is elevated approximately 40 feet above
sea level, offering dramatic views over the Marina toward
East Sound, the Mansion area, and the village. This site
was previously graded for condominium construction
and could accommodate up to three cottages. These
units would be ideal for cottage buyers seeking larger,
3-bedroom units on a spectacular waterfront setting in a
slightly more secluded location than the other Waterfront
Cottages. The Bowman's Bluff Cottates will be located at
least 50 feet from the shoreline.
4.5 Marina Village

The Marina Village site occupies the remaining lower
portion of Rosario between the Mansion area (described
in Section 4.4) and the Hillside (described in Section 4.6).
This area includes: (1) the small quarry adjacent to the
existing jetty; (2) the parking lots, lawn, Cascade Bay Grill
building, and the outdoor pool; and (3) the waterfront
area to the east of the Figure 8 Lagoon. This entire area
is envisioned as a relatively dense, vibrant, family-oriented
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village, configured in a development pattern reminiscent
of early 20th Century beach resorts (Figure 4.5-1). Key
components are listed below and described in the
following sections.
• A centrally located village comprised of 17
freestanding and attached craftsman style cottages
overlooking the marina with shared lawns accessed
by a network of pathways;
• 14 condos on the Jetty Site at the foot of the jetty
on three levels overlooking the marina;
• 18 Cabana Condos on the Discovery House site
(to be demolished) at the foot of the pier on three
levels overlooking the Marina;
• A Cabana Complex providing swimming and other
family-oriented activities at the head of the pier;
• A Marina Activity Center in or on the site of the
Boatel housing marine-related functions and retail;
• A generous manicured public green surrounding
the Figure 8 Lagoon; and
• Two large single-family homes between Cliffhouse
Court and the main access drive with direct
pedestrian access to the Resort.
4.5.1 Marina Village Cottages

The Marina Village Cottages would be somewhat more
basic than the Moran Club units, but still offer a very

Clever use of hillside terracing facilitates water view
and pedestrian paths at Poet's Cove Resort, Pender
Island B.C.
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Marina Village Cottages

Pedestrian Promenade
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Marina View Condos (Jetty Site)
Shared Parking Lots

Historic Roundhouse
Mini-Mansions (Stacked Flats)
Restored Natural Landscape
Figure 4.5-1: Detailed Site Plan of Marina Village Area

Figure 4.5-1

attractive "island craftsman" theme with attractive finishes.
Their design could reflect the heritage of Rosario’s
craftsman-style bungalows built by the Moran Brothers with
generous front verandahs, decks, and windows to optimize
water views. They could share many of the design features
and finishes similar to the Poets Cove units on Pender
Island, or the neo-traditional cottages and townhomes at
Roche Harbor. These cottages are anticipated to range
in size from about 850 to 2,400 square feet (with the
majority in the 1,200 to 2,100 square foot range). These
units would also feature attractive decks, stone fireplaces,
upscale kitchens, soaking tubs, and other amenities,
but living rooms would be smaller, bedrooms would be
notably smaller, and kitchens would be less extravagant.
These units are designed to appeal to a mix of secondhome and retirement buyers, including couples, families,
empty nesters, and other buyers. A high proportion would
likely be placed in the Resort’s rental program, and it
is anticipated that they would enjoy reasonably strong
demand as vacation rentals.
Central Village
The largest concentration of cottages at the Resort will be
a cluster of up to 17 cottages that form a village cluster
in the hollow west of the Green including the site of the
Cascade Bay Grill building and existing Rosario parking
lots. These cottages would be generally configured in
rows parallel to the Cascade Bay shoreline. The first row
of smaller, single-story cottages would be set along the
waterfront at the north end of the harbor with unobstructed
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views of the Marina and direct access to the waterfront
promenade. A second row of cottages would be located
upslope offering views of the Marina. This would be
accomplished with careful site planning and by regrading
the site into terraces to take advantage of the 15-20
vertical feet of grade change between the low waterfront
area and the upper part of the site near the Resort
entrance. Accordingly, each row of cottages would be
built on separate terraces that step downward from the
shared parking lots toward the water. Pedestrian paths
would run parallel to the bottom of landscaped retaining
walls, providing an attractive walk from all of these units
to the Green. Stairs would also descend from the parking
lots toward the waterfront units providing each cottage
with relatively convenient auto access while preserving the
village’s child-friendly, pedestrian orientation. Parking for
the village would be located in a lot that would be easily
accessed from Rosario Road and screened from view with
landscaped buffers.
Cliffhouse Court Homes
Two large single-family homes could be built on two small
parcels (Rosario Estates lots 20E and 21E) on a ridge
west of the driveway to the Mansion. This ridge is elevated
approximately 30 feet, affording interesting views over
the Marina Village toward the Marina on one side and
partial views of East Sound on the other. The relatively
steep slope would allow the construction of three-story,
3- to 5-bedroom homes with ground-level entrances
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on two levels, ideal for larger families. Primary access
to the rest of the Resort would be facilitated by stairs
and pathways descending the slope toward the Moran
Mansion. Vehicular access would be from the west via
Cliffhouse Court, a narrow unpaved lane that may require
improvements to facilitate additional capacity.
4.5.2 Marina View Condominiums

All of the Marina View Condominiums would be designed
and priced as fractionally owned weekend and vacation
retreats, and managed through the Resort rental program
the rest of the time. The Marina View Condos would
consist of two groupings of attached condominiums, each
with expansive views of the harbor. Located only steps
from the docks, these units would likely be popular with
boating enthusiasts.
Jetty Site Condos
One condominium structure containing 14 units
configured as three levels of stacked flats would be
located west of the harbor at the foot of the jetty. The
ground floor units would face onto the marina and have
small private rock gardens on the back side (Figure 4.5-2).
The second floor would be set back slightly so that the roof
of the ground floor would serve as an elevated terrace
for the second floor oriented toward the Marina. The
top floor would be set back in the other direction so that
the roof of the second floor would serve as an elevated
terrace for the third floor oriented toward East Sound. By
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being located atop the ground floor units, the upper level
units could be elevated sufficiently to enjoy unobstructed
views of the Marina on one side and East Sound on the
other. These condos would consist of 1,700 square foot
three-bedroom ground floor units, 1,300 square foot twobedroom second floor units, and 900 square foot singlebedroom Penthouse units. Design and construction would
be reasonably high quality, including craftsman-style
exteriors and attractive interiors.
Cabana Condos
The other grouping of 18 condos would occupy the
approximate footprint of the existing Discovery House
in the vicinity of the Cabana Complex (Figure 4.5-3).
Because this location at the base of a steep Hillside
would have little if any impacts on existing views, these
condominiums would stand at least three stories in height.
Vehicular access to these condominium buildings will
be from the existing Rosario Road, and pedestrians are
expected to utilize the waterfront promenade. Parking
for these units would be located in surface-level parking
stalls along the access road. These units are envisioned
as reasonably high quality stacked flats ranging in size
from 1,400 square feet for two-bedroom units, to 1,700
square feet for three-bedroom flats. These buildings
would have craftsman-style exteriors and attractive interiors
(comparable to the Jetty Site Units). Units would offer
sufficient width to allow great room areas (living/dining/
kitchen), and master suites would open onto terraces with

full water views. The proximity of these condos to the
Marina and Cabana would place them in the center of
the Resort’s activity, making them popular with families
seeking activity and convenience.
4.5.3 Marina Village Cabana and Green

Marina Village Cabana
The center of activity for the Marina Village would be
the Cabana - an attractive outdoor swimming pool and
activities complex with a variety of other amenities oriented
toward family activity. The Cabana will serve Marina
Village Club members, Resort guests, visiting boaters,
condominium owners, and eligible local residents of
all ages seeking outdoor activities such as swimming,
sunbathing, soaking, and casual dining and drinking.
The new Cabana will feature a casual outdoor bar and
grill with patio seating oriented around a new pool with a
water slide and adjacent hot tub. This facility would also
include fitness equipment, showers, restrooms, lockers,
and a small refreshment stand. Additional amenities will
include a teen center, children’s play area, and a variety of
outdoor patio and lawn games (Figure 4.5-4).
The Green
The Green is the largest open lawn area in the Resort,
located between the Cabana and the rest of the Marina
Village. The Green is connected to the rest of the Resort
by the main Resort drive and the waterfront promenade.
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Providing a grassy foreground for the Figure 8 Lagoon,
the Green will also be a recreation area open to the
public, with croquet, bocce ball, badminton, horseshoes,
and other lawn games for use by Club members. As
the largest flat lawn area on the Resort, the Green is
one of the best sites for large outdoor gatherings such
as concerts, craft fairs, or farmers’ markets. The area is
large enough to accommodate a tent used to host evening
events such as yacht club rendezvous and other boatingrelated activities. The Green is a major view corridor for
upland sites to the water, extending the open lawn that is
part of the historic twin bungalows north of the harbor.
4.5.4 Marina Center Retail

Retail venues designed and scaled to complement the
Resort will be incorporated into the renovated Boatel
building located at the foot of the pier. This space would
likely include:

Figure 4.5-2: Section through Jetty Site Condos

• A small marine chandlery that could also house
the Marina administration and the offices for boat
charters, scuba operator, kayak guide service,
sailing lessons, etc.
• A small but attractive "general store" facility
(perhaps 1,500 to 2,000 square feet), catering to
residents, boaters, and Resort guests. This store
would offer essentials such as beer, soft drinks,
milk, eggs, coffee, ice, bread, bait and tackle, etc.,
along with a small selection of baked goods, fruit,
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Figure 4.5-3: Section through Cabana Condos
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Historic Powerhouse
Historic Boatel Renovated
as Marina Activity Center
Figure 8 Lagoon
Marina View Cabana Condos
Cabana Complex & Swimming
Pool
Community Recreational Open
Space (The Green)
Kayak Launch Beach
Community Boat Launch
Harbormaster
Dinghy Dock
165 Slip Marina
Figure 4.5-4: Detailed Site Plan of Boatel/Cabana Complex

wines, and cheeses. If possible, this general store
should also stock a variety of fresh seafood (which
fractional and whole-ownership property owners
could then prepare in their units). It could also
include a casual café and ice cream parlor which
would offer outdoor seating along the jetty in the
summer. This facility could prepare sandwiches,
pizza, simple breakfasts, and other light meals.
Possible models for this facility include the Little
Portion Store on Shaw Island or the Mazama
General Store in the Methow Valley.
• One to two small storefronts (900 square feet
each) such as the existing gift shop that could be
relocated from the Moran Mansion to facilitate spa
expansion (if it cannot be relocated to the Mansion
Annex.)
• Rosario could also follow the example of Roche
Harbor by providing seasonal/semi-outdoor space
and facilities that could be leased to seasonal
vendors, creating an "outdoor marketplace"
atmosphere in the summer.
4.5.5 The Marina

Figure 4.5-4

The Marina is envisioned as a major destination for
boaters cruising the San Juan Islands and a principal
locus of activity at Rosario as well as a transportation hub
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for the Resort. The harbor will become a major activity
area due to a significantly expanded and modernized
Marina. In addition to providing a variety of moorage
slips, the Marina will serve as a major gateway to the
Resort, as an increasing percentage of guests are expected
to arrive from the mainland by float-plane, water shuttle,
or private boat. To achieve this vision, the existing facilities
will be replaced with new docks and related shore-side
facilities. The Marina will include the equivalent of 165
berths, comprising a mixture of long-term rental slips,
condominium yacht slips, property owners’ slips, and
transient moorage for boats ranging from dinghies to
large yachts. Supporting facilities will include a centralized
Harbormaster’s office, fuel dock and pump-out, along
with trash and recyclables disposal, showers, laundry, and
marine-related retail. Other marine-based concessions
and recreation opportunities at the Marina will likely
include sailing instruction, kayaking trips, fishing, diving,
water taxis, seaplanes, whale watching excursions, and
other water-dependent activities. A new community boat
ramp will be constructed adjacent to the pier to facilitate
launching of small craft such as kayaks, and dinghies,
skiffs, and sailboats from the Resort and surrounding
neighborhood.
The shoreline along the inner section of the harbor will
be restored to natural conditions to enhance shoreline
and intertidal habitat quality. A waterfront promenade
will encircle the harbor, providing an elegant pedestrian
connection between the Marina, Cabana, Marina View
Condominiums, and the rest of the Resort. (See also
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Section 5.5 for more complete discussion of the harbor.)
4.6 The Hillside and Cascade Harbor Inn

The Hillside includes the portions of the Resort on the
Hillside northeast of the Green. This area is the site of
most of the Resort’s current lodging including the Cascade
Harbor Inn and the 1500, 1600, 1700, 1900, 2000, and
2100 Buildings. Key features of the Hillside area are listed
below and described in the following sections:
• Continued use of the existing condominium
buildings as Resort rental lodging;
• Continued operation of Cascade Harbor Inn as a
stand-alone motel with future expansion options;
• Development of up to 16 new cottage units on
previously graded development pads including the
Satellite Hall site;
• Creation of a new village of up to 21 Woodland
Cottages with new road access from Palisades
Drive; and
• Improved pedestrian connections between the
Hillside, Moran State Park, and the rest of the
Resort through an improved trail system.
4.6.1 Hillside Condominiums

Much of the existing Hillside guest accommodations,
including the 1500, 1600, 1900, 2000, and 2100
Buildings, will likely remain relatively unchanged. These
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buildings are currently configured as 78 motel rooms
in private condominium ownership managed as guest
accommodations by Rosario. An additional 3-room
privately owned condominium is not currently used as
Resort lodging. With their convenient parking, forested
setting, excellent views, and private balconies, these units
will likely remain popular with budget-conscious couples
and small families seeking vehicular convenience and
relative solitude. Improvements proposed for this area of
the Resort will include new trails and other improvements
to better facilitate pedestrian connections to the rest of
the Resort. The existing condominiums will likely remain in
the rental pool and continue to benefit from membership
privileges.
The 1700 Building is currently configured as motel rooms,
but is currently used as employee housing. Depending
on market factors, this building will either will be sold
as condominiums to private owners and managed as
guest accommodations similar to the other Hillside
condominiums or, alternatively, be reconfigured to their
former layouts, which originally included two bedrooms
and a kitchen in each. In the latter case, these units would
be sold as condominiums to private owners and may be
managed by the Resort or possibly by a separate operator.
4.6.2

Cascade Harbor Inn

Cascade Harbor Inn currently operates 48 guestrooms
and two suites in twin waterfront buildings with motelstyle parking. Both of the existing Cascade Harbor Inn

buildings will remain as currently configured. Like the
Hillside Condominiums, the Cascade Harbor Inn will
likely remain a relatively affordable option for families and
other budget-conscious guests. In the future, the Cascade
Harbor Inn may exercise its option to double its capacity
by developing up to two identical buildings on an adjacent
site across the road from the existing facilities, adding
a total of 48 guest rooms. Following this expansion,
Cascade Harbor Inn would contain as many as 96 guest
rooms.
4.6.3 Hillside Cottages

Rosario expects to add up to 16 new cottages on
previously graded pads in the vicinity of the existing
Hillside Condos. Six of these cottages will be tightly
clustered on a narrow but spectacular view site west of
the 1700 Building, four will occupy the site of the former
Satellite Hall, and the remaining three will utilize the
site immediately up-slope of the Cascade Harbor Inn
expansion pad. Most of these units are expected to have
views through the trees overlooking the Resort and Marina
below, and East Sound beyond.
4.6.4 Woodland Cottages

A small neighborhood of up to 21 additional cottages
may be developed in the forested basin above the
Cascade Harbor Inn and 2100 Building as part of a later
development phase, depending on demand. This would
create an attractive enclave of cottage-style vacation
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homes situated to take advantage of woodland seclusion
and forested views of the Resort and East Sound below.
Pedestrian access to this and other parts of the Resort
will be improved through a system of new pathways and
a proposed circulator system. Vehicular access will be
facilitated by landscaped private roads connecting with
Palisades Drive. Architecturally, these cottages will likely
be similar to those in the Marina Village and on the
Hillside below, as illustrated in Figure 4.6-1. The majority
of the cottages will probably contain three bedrooms for
sale and rental to couples and small families.
The Woodland Cottages are envisioned as an integral
part of the Resort by providing a Resort experience for
those seeking the advantages of the Resort’s amenities,
but with a more secluded setting. Residential amenities
such as kitchen and laundry facilities will be tailored to the
demands of families and other multi-generational groups.
Buyers of these cottages will be eligible for Marina Village
Club membership and other Resort benefits such as use
of Marina facilities, as well as housekeeping, property
management, and valet service operated by Rosario.
These benefits would also be available to guests renting
these cottages through the Resort’s rental pool.
4.7 Support and Utilities

Additional food service support facilities will be
incorporated into development of the new restaurant, bar,
and Cabana facilities. New facilities will be provided for
functions such as housekeeping, laundry, maintenance,
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storage, and landscaping that were previously located
at Satellite Hall. The preferred location for such support
functions would be the Hilltop, which is ideally situated
and has ample space. In the interim, such functions will
continue to occupy the Satellite Hall site until they can
be accommodated at a permanent location within the
Hilltop tract. Existing employee housing and parking
facilities located at the Hilltop parcel will be enhanced
and expanded. A potential redevelopment concept for the
Utility Tract is diagrammed on Figure 4.7-1.
The Utility Tract will continue to serve its primary function
of water and sewer treatment. Treatment capacity
for both will be expanded as required to meet growth
demands associated with Resort redevelopment and other
customers.
4.7.1 Tennis Courts Site

The tennis courts on the shore of Cascade Lake will
continue to be used for tennis and other court sports.
4.7.2 The Utility Tract

The Utility Tract will continue to provide a site for potable
water treatment and storage, and sewer treatment facilities
for the Resort and neighboring residential areas.

Figure 4.6-1: Rendering of Woodland Cottages
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Figure 4.7-1: Utility Tract Redevelopment Concept
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Exhibit 4-3: Hilltop Redevelopment Site Planning Guidelines

1.

To protect views of the Moran State Park entrance and

historic Moran archway, Rosario operations, maintenance
and parking facilities will be set back from the Eastsound to
Olga Road as shown in Figure 4.7-2. In addition, a sight
obscuring native vegetative buffer shall be maintained
between Olga Road and development on the Hilltop parcel. If
the existing vegetation does not provide a year round visual
barrier, additional native plants shall be planted in a
naturally appearing arrangement that provides a year-round
visual barrier.

2.

A naturalistic system of bio-filtration swales and settling

ponds with planted wetland vegetation will be used to treat
stormwater rather than a visually obtrusive engineered
basin.

3.

Native vegetation consistent with that which currently

exists at Moran State park will be planted within and
around the detention basin to provide vegetative screening.

4.

All buildings at the Hilltop will be designed to blend into

their wooded surroundings through the use of non-reflective
building materials, dark exterior colors, etc.

Figure 4.7-2: Hilltop Redevelopment Concept
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4.7.3 The Hilltop

The 39-acre Hilltop parcel is currently occupied by 20
units of employee housing. Following inclusion in the MPR
designation (as discussed in Sections 6.1.4), the existing
employee housing complex would be expanded with the
addition of a new two-story dormitory housing up to 80
employees in 40 bedrooms. This expansion would also
include a kitchen, cafeteria, recreation area, and laundry
facilities. As illustrated in Figure 4.7-2, the Hilltop will
also contain the Resort’s employee parking lot as well as
a site for remote parking serving the Marina and other
Resort functions. The Hilltop could also house the Resort’s
administrative, laundry, storage, parking, maintenance,
landscaping, recycling, housekeeping, employee housing,
and other support functions. As shown in Exhibit 4-3, Site
Planning Guidelines for the Hilltop have been included as
required by condition 14 of the San Juan County Council
Conditions of Approval (see Appendix I).

to be associated with Resort operations regardless of
ownership.
As a consequence of the adoption of this Resort Master
Plan by San Juan County, two privately owned parcels
(Parcels 173143001000 and 173134002000) were
removed from the MPR boundaries and redesignated
Rural Residential with a density of "5."

4.8 Land in Other Ownership

As described in Section 2.2.3, three parcels that are not
wholly owned by Oly Rose, LLC or Cascade Harbor Inn
containing slightly more than 3 acres are in condominium
(mixed) ownership. All three parcels (Patos/Rosario,
Skipjack/Rosario, and Sucia/Rosario) are currently
occupied by lodging facilities including the 2000,
2100, 1500, and 1600 Buildings managed by Rosario.
Individual condominium units within each building are
leased by Rosario Resort and are expected to continue
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5.0 DESIGN AND FUNCTIONAL STATEMENT

The overall strategy for Resort design will be to provide
an appropriate distribution of Resort products in a
way that is complementary to both the site and the
market. Accordingly, the highest levels of activity will be
concentrated near the shoreline, with less active uses
distributed to the upland parts of the Resort.
The magnitude of long-term growth for the Resort was
determined by several factors, including operational
efficiencies, historical and natural integrity, the scenic
capacity of the site, the volume of available treated
water, anticipated market demand, and ratio of projected
revenues to redevelopment costs.
The site analysis process included an Environmentally
Sensitive Areas review and an opportunities and
constraints assessment of available development areas
within the Resort area. Important natural features such as
character-defining trees and rock outcrops were identified
and geo-located using GPS technology. The visual
characteristics of the available site were also considered.
The scenic character of the Resort area, East Sound, and
Orcas Island is an irreplaceable amenity that is highly
valued. When considering new development, views from
existing development to the water and views from the
water back toward the Resort were considered. Building
site locations and heights were evaluated to produce
minimum visual impact and maximize potential views.
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Existing significant site features and views overlain by
proposed building footprints are mapped on Figure 5.0-1.
The optimal size for the Resort is a compact village of 79
cottages and flats plus 21 guest suites occupying the lower
part of the site closest to the Moran Mansion, with the
remaining 206 guest suites and cottages located on the
surrounding hillsides. This concept will create a nucleus
of activity easily accessible to all guests and will facilitate
efficient services, protect important view corridors, preserve
valuable open space, and protect historic resources.
Ancillary facilities and infrastructure will support the
proposed cottages and condos. The most important
and costly element will be the restoration of the Moran
Mansion. Other examples include an improved system
of paths and trails to facilitate walking, new interpretive
signage, restaurant and spa facilities, an enlarged Marina,
landscaping upgrades, centralized and satellite parking,
expanded water and sewer treatment systems, and other
improvements.
This chapter provides guidance on key issues related
to Resort development necessary to accomplish the
program of use based on the goals and objectives. The
chapter includes development plans for Resort and harbor
facilities, access, circulation and parking, landscape
treatments, architecture, and utilities along with numerous
environmental mitigation measures.
Figure 5.0-1: Existing Site Features and Proposed Development
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5.1 Circulation and Parking

Walking is intended to be the primary mode of
transportation throughout the Resort. Guests, many
of whom arrive by air or water, will not need to
depend on motorized transport to get between Resort
accommodations and activities. The network of planned
trails, roads, and parking is illustrated in Figure 5.1-1.
5.1.1 Pedestrian Circulation

The existing network of sidewalks, trails, and pathways
will be upgraded concurrent with redevelopment of the
Resort. Consistent with the landscape principles discussed
in Section 5.3 below, a system of separate trail networks
will support different uses such as primary circulation and
access routes throughout the Resort, secondary pathways,
and recreational trails. All pathways and trails within the
Resort will be between 4 and 10 feet wide, in compliance
with Section 18.60.110 of the Unified Development
Code and employ pervious materials to allow stormwater
infiltration.
Main Pedestrian Route
A main pedestrian route is proposed to link all key
activities on the site. This route will extend from the Moran
Mansion to Cascade Harbor Inn and the 2100 Building.
Much of the route will parallel the shoreline, functioning
as a waterfront promenade. This route will have a firm,
slip-resistant surface to accommodate public access in all
weather conditions and to provide universal accessibility
Figure 5.1-1: Site Access, Circulation, and Parking
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to the extent possible. The western portions of the main
pedestrian route, which follow more gentle grades and
will be heavily used, will be wheelchair and stroller
accessible. Stairs and handrails will be constructed to
assist pedestrians on steeper portions of the route adjacent
to Buildings 1500, 1600, 1700, 1900, 2000, and 2100,
as well as the Cascade Harbor Inn.
Although its purpose is utilitarian, as the Resort’s
primary connector, walking this route is envisioned as
an aesthetically pleasing experience. Amenities such as
benches, drinking fountains, house phones, shade trees,
public art, interpretive signage, night-time lighting, and
viewing spots will enhance the experience and increase
apparent proximity. In addition, grades on the steeper
portions of the site will be moderated through the use of
switchbacks and stairs to heighten the appeal of the trail.
Where feasible, the trail could bridge Bowman’s Creek,
providing scenic interest to walkers. Connector pathways,
discussed below, will branch off from this route to provide
access to destinations off the main route as well as to
recreational trails, also discussed below.
Connector Pathways
Access to the main pedestrian route in more remote
portions of the Resort, such as the Woodland Cottages
area, will be provided by a network of connector
pathways. These secondary pathways will have a firm and
slip-resistant surface (such as crusher fines), appropriate
drainage, stable and attractive stairs, and night-time
lighting.
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Recreational Trails
The primary purpose of the recreational trail network is to
provide linkage to specific facilities and use areas. The
recreation trails are also intended to provide a place for
leisurely strolling, jogging, or hiking. The recreational trail
network is comprised of existing trails along the water as
well as trails climbing the Hillside through the woods. In
its entirety, this trail network will link Rosario Point with the
tennis courts and Moran State Park. These soft-surfaced
trails will be narrower than the other two trail networks
and support walking, running, and, where possible,
wheelchairs and strollers, although not necessarily during
adverse weather conditions. Trail design standards
will specify appropriate drainage to minimize erosion
potential.
Commuter Trail
To facilitate commuting by foot between the Hilltop and
workplaces within the Resort Core and Utility Tract, Rosario
will explore the development of a non-motorized trail. This
trail could allow employees to walk or potentially bicycle
between the employee housing and parking at the Hilltop
and their jobs elsewhere at the Resort. The trail could
follow the existing utility alignment that runs alongside the
upper part of Rosario Road, through the edge of Moran
State Park, connecting the Hilltop parcel with Palisades
Drive. From there, trail users would follow Palisades Drive
a short distance to Cascade Lake Trail, which leads down
to the Resort Core.

3-D model employed to evaluate horizontal and
vertical site relationships
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5.1.2 Wayfinding

5.1.4 Parking

Guests and visitors should never feel lost when visiting
different parts of the Resort. Wayfinding will be assisted by
strategically located directional signs, distribution of Resort
maps, and using views to the harbor as an orientation
device. Signage is addressed below in Section 5.3.3 of
this plan.

Adequate parking is essential to Resort operations; the
quantity of parking will be sufficient but not excessive.
Parking will balance convenience with aesthetics; thus,
stalls will be located as close to activities as possible
without having a negative aesthetic impact. Accordingly,
parking will be distributed in several small lots rather
than concentrated in large lots, especially within the
Resort Core. Surface parking will be screened from sight
with vegetation, buildings, or outdoor art. Parking lot
runoff could drain into bioswales to prevent water quality
degradation.

5.1.3 Roads

This plan anticipates limited new road construction,
including several short roads accessing the Woodland
Cottages and the interior of the lower Resort. In addition,
some road areas or intersections may be reconfigured
slightly to improve access and safety or facilitate new
construction, parking, or maintainability. In addition,
certain road segments could be widened or sidewalks
added to facilitate pedestrian and bicycle use, especially
where grades prohibit construction of separate trails.
New roads within the Resort would be private. Consistent
with the County Comprehensive Plan, these roads will
be designed to provide adequate vehicular safety, low
maintenance, and meet anticipated vehicular demand.
Road improvements must also comply with San Juan
County Road Standards (Sections 18.60.080 through
18.60.140 and Table 6.3 of the Unified Development
Code), including San Juan County’s Scenic Roads
Manual.

In the future, a satellite parking lot may be needed for
long-term guest or Marina parking as well as surge events
such as larger weddings, festivals, concerts, and other
popular events. The preferred location for this function
would be in a screened location at the Hilltop. Likewise,
employee parking capacity at the Hilltop will likely be
expanded to reduce parking demands within the Resort
Core.
The proposed number of parking stalls is closely based
on San Juan County’s parking requirements (SJCC
18.60.120, Table 6.4). Because of the relatively large
(and growing) percentage of Resort guests arriving without
personal automobiles, a reduction factor of 20 to 30% has
been applied to all Rosario lodging. For related facilities
such as the restaurants, conference, spa, Marina, and
recreation facilities, a reduction factor has been applied
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to adjust for the integrated nature of Resort operations.
The specific number of stalls and their location within
the Resort is summarized in Table 5.1-1. Key parking
requirements are summarized in Exhibit 5-1.

neighbors. The proposed parking quantities should be
more than sufficient since a large proportion of Resort
guests arrive without personal vehicles, and personal
vehicles will not be necessary for most guests.

Exhibit 5-1: Parking Requirements

For example, hotel guests typically dine in the restaurants
and thus do not need parking stalls at both lodging and
dining facilities. Specifically, hotel dining room patronage
is comprised of 70% Resort guests; thus, a 30% factor
is applied to provide parking for restaurant patrons who
are not Resort guests. The reduction factor ranges from
0% for the Woodland Cottages and Cascade Harbor
Inn to 90% for the Marina Village Cabana, which will be
used nearly exclusively by Resort and Marina guests and

5.1.5 Circulator

(from the San Juan County

The Resort is designed to be an automobile-free
experience for as many guests as possible. To address
the steep grades and geographic distribution of guest
lodging, restaurants, and other activities around the
Resort, a mini transit system or circulator will convey guests
around the Resort. Like other components of the Resort,
getting around the Resort should be a fun and convenient
experience for guests and cost-effective for the Resort

Consistent with the San Juan County
Comprehensive Plan, all parking facilities
at Rosario will meet the following criteria
Comprehensive Plan Parking Policies):

S afe ingress and egress
T creened or well set back from roads
A dequate design for ease of use
P rovide for the physically impaired
P rovide for alternative forms of
transportation

Table 5.1-1: Summary of Future Parking.
Stalls Required

Parking at the Resort must also comply

Location

Parking Generators

Mansion Area

Hotel rooms, penthouses, restaurant, Spa, Cottages, Mini-Mansions

63

Marina Village West

Cottages, Condos, Cliffhouse Court Homes

50

Marina Village East

Condos, Cabana, Marina & Marina Retail Center

67

Hillside Condos

Existing Condos and Proposed Hillside and Bowman’s Bluff Cottages

99

must also comply with SJCC 18.50.090,

Cascade Harbor Inn

Existing and proposed hotel rooms

95

parking requirements. Bicycle parking

Upper Basin

Proposed Woodland Cottages

42

Hilltop and Utility Tract

Employee Housing and work sites

60
Total Stalls:

Source: SJCC 18.60.120, Table 6.4 and Rosario Resort and Cascade Harbor Inn employment and occupancy data.
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with Section 18.60.120 of the Unified
Development Code, including Table 6.4,
which specifies a minimum of one stall
per 300 square feet of building area.
Parking within 200 feet of the shoreline
which stipulates shoreline-specific
must comply with Section 18.60.130 of
the Unified Development Code. All parking
must be landscaped in compliance with
SJCC 18.60.160.

Rosario Resort Master Plan

Figure 5.1-2: Electric People Mover

operators. During periods of peak Resort activity such
as summer weekends and holiday periods, the circulator
will operate continuously around the main Resort loop,
connecting the Cascade Harbor Inn and the Hillside
Condos with the Moran Mansion. The circulator will also
provide periodic trips to the remote parking on the Hilltop
and the tennis court. The circulator will also make runs to
the Hilltop, shuttling employees between the Resort Core,
the Utility Tract, and employee housing and parking during
shift changes. During slower periods, the circulator will
operate less frequently or on an on-call basis. Electric
people movers are being considered for this role since they
have the advantage of being easy to load and unload and
are relatively narrow, making them suitable for the Resort’s
narrow roads, paths, and docks (Figure 5.1-2). Electric
motors also have the high torque needed to ascend the
steep grades on the upper part of the site, and are quiet
and non-polluting.
5.2 Access

Visitors are expected to arrive at the Resort using the
three existing modes (ferries, private boat, and aircraft).
However, the modal split is likely to shift away from driveon ferry passengers due to the lack of additional vehicular
capacity on the Washington State Ferry Service. In
addition, an increasing percentage of guests is expected to
take advantage of a proposed water shuttle service.

5.2.1 Ferry Access

The Washington State Ferry Service currently operates
three "super“ class ferries (Illahee, Kaleetah, and the
Hyak) on the San Juan route. The super class ferry has
a vehicle capacity of 100 and a passenger capacity of
1,200. During the summer months, the vessels typically
run at vehicle capacity, and long waiting times for
vehicular traffic are common during the weekends. For
walk-on traffic, the vessels typically run under passenger
capacity, with trip growth available in this mode. As the
Washington State Ferry System plan does not anticipate
expanded vehicle capacity, Resort growth will depend on
walk-on ferry passengers and alternative access modes in
the future. Rosario is one of the few resorts in San Juan
County and the only one on Orcas Island that operates
either a shuttle van service or a fleet of vehicle and bicycle
rentals. As a result, the walk-on option is expected to
become increasingly popular for Resort visitors wishing to
spend more time enjoying themselves and less time waiting
for ferries.
5.2.2 Aircraft Access

The fastest and most glamorous mode of travel to the
Resort will continue to be by float-plane. Joint marketing
efforts by Rosario and Kenmore Air including package
deals will continue to entice increasing numbers of the
Resort’s more affluent guests as well as guests with
restrictive schedules. In addition to regularly scheduled
Kenmore flights, charter flights can be arranged, offering a
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relatively affordable and fast option for small group travel.
The Marina expansion will be designed to improve floatplane operations at the Resort.
5.2.3 Road Access

All vehicular access to the Resort will continue to be via
Rosario Road. Accessed from Olga Road just west of the
entrance to Moran Sate Park, Rosario Road winds its way
down the steep hillside, providing access to the Resort
and surrounding neighborhood. Rosario Road averaged
1,163 daily trips in 2003 and has experienced relatively
high accident rates due to steep grades, lack of shoulder,
and limited line of sight. Proposed mitigation measures
that could improve the safety of Rosario Road include:
additional warning signage near the intersection with
Olga Road, placement of type II (reflectorized) buttons
on the center and edge lines, chevron signage along the
curves, and establishment of a trail system to and from the
employee housing. The selection of traffic control devices
needs to be balanced with the principles outlined by the
San Juan County Scenic Roads Manual.
Vehicular safety and traffic capacity improvements along
this road network are addressed in further detail as part of
the concurrency analysis (FEIS, Appendix C). Pedestrian
improvements will include new pathways and trails
described in Section 5.1.1.
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5.2.4 Boat Access

The proposed harbor expansion will greatly increase the
capacity for marine access. A significant portion of the
new slips will be available for transient use. In addition,
a new floating concrete breakwater will facilitate visits
by larger yachts and commercial vessels capable of
transporting larger numbers of passengers.
5.2.5 Water Shuttle

As discussed under Section 4.3, a large power yacht
would be one of the amenities of membership in either the
Moran or Marina Village Clubs. One of this yacht’s most
important functions would be to provide scheduled sailings
from the mainland, most likely Anacortes, but possibly
Bellingham or even the Seattle area on certain occasions.
The concept is to provide a dependable, convenient,
fast, scenic, and fun alternative transportation mode for
conveying Club members and their guests to the Resort.
In one possible scenario, Moran Club members and
Marina Village Club members could have a designated
parking area in Anacortes where, during the peak summer
season, the concierge would meet them at a specified
time each day and load all luggage onto the Club
yacht, which would then sail directly to the Resort, where
passengers would disembark and the concierge would
then have all luggage transported directly to each unit. All
Club members and Moran Mansion Inn guests would be
required to pay a nominal fee to offset the costs of offering
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Exhibit 5-2: Natural Integrity Guidelines

N ew development should be sited on

D evelopment areas should include clear

this service. Depending on demand, this service could
be offered year-round; however, it would likely only be
critical during the peak summer months when congestion
on the State ferries results in extreme waits. Not only
will this improve the Resort experience, but it will reduce
dependence on limited-capacity public infrastructure such
as Washington State ferries and County roads.

surrounding land areas.

5.2.6 Valet Service

C onstruction should follow best management

Rosario plans to continue to operate its fleet of shuttle
vans, offering scheduled valet service between the Resort,
the Orcas landing ferry terminal, and Orcas Island Airport.
These vans are also used for shuttling guests and their
belongings around the Resort, reducing guests' need for
automobiles. Following employee housing expansion
at the Hilltop, the vans will also be used to transport
commuting employees who live or park at the Hilltop.
These vans can also be used for shuttling drivers to and
from the remote parking lot at the Hilltop.

previously developed or modified sites (rather
than on undeveloped land) with adequate
setbacks from shorelines, riparian corridors,
and critical wildlife habitat.

definition of building zones and undisturbed

practices (BMPs) consistent with the

Washington Department of Ecology Storm
Water Management Manual for the Puget
Sound Basin, as amended, to avoid excessive
runoff, siltation, and suspended particulates.

L andscaping should prioritize native,

drought-tolerant, and deer-resistant plants.

R oads, parking, roofs, and other impervious
surfaces should be kept to a minimum.

N ew construction and rehabilitation should

maximize opportunities for water conservation
and reuse.

D evelopment should maximize compliance
with the U.S. Green Building Council’s

Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) rating system.

5.3 Landscape and Site Design

The Resort’s character is determined as much by its
landscape as it is by its architecture. In addition to
complying with Section 18.60.160 of the Unified
Development Code, the Resort’s landscape design and
maintenance will be based on the Olmstedian Principles
evident in the original landscape design.

Frederick Law Olmsted developed guiding design
principles that influenced his designs and that of his
successors, son Frederick Law Olmsted Jr. and stepson
John Charles Olmsted. The Olmsted Brothers of
Brookline, Massachusetts were hired by Moran in 1907
to lay out the Rosario grounds and waterfront. John
Charles Olmsted first visited Rosario during the Mansion’s
construction in April 1907. During his visit, Olmsted
made careful notes and numerous recommendations
which later resulted in Rosario’s first site plan. Moran’s
design aesthetic was influenced both directly and indirectly
by the Olmsteds. Accordingly, it is appropriate that the
design principles inspired by Olmsted and listed in Exhibits
5-2 and 5-3 continue to guide the design of the Resort’s
landscape.
The Resort has a number of specific landscape conditions
that warrant more detailed treatment. These include:
Entrances, Open Space, Signage, Public Art, Lighting,
Vegetation, Shoreline Protection, and Historic Landscape
Elements, as discussed below.
The following landscape design issues should be explored
in more detail in separate design guidelines proposed in
Section 7.2.3.
5.3.1 Entrances

The Resort has always had two entrances, one by land
and the other by sea. Both will be treated equally in
importance and given high priority since first impressions
are everlasting.
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From Water

Exhibit 5-3: Olmstedian Principles

Visitors and guests arriving by boat or float-plane will be
greeted by well-designed and maintained docks. Getting
from the dock to the front desk will be easy and obvious
and preferably not require a vehicle.

P lant Selection - Biodiversity and

From Land
After driving down a well-maintained Rosario Road, guests
and visitors will be greeted by a welcoming sign at the foot
of the hill that clearly heralds their arrival at the Resort.
The sign will point the way to the Mansion, which will be
made more visible by design modifications to the entrance
alignment and landscaping and to Cascade Harbor Inn.
Coordinated signage will indicate other destinations such
as the Marina, Spa, restaurant, Cabana Complex, Resort
concessions, and private homes also accessed by this
shared entrance.
5.3.2 Landscape and Site Design - Open Space and Shoreline
Access

The Resort’s busiest season is during the summer months
when fair weather makes outdoor activity most appealing.
Outdoor open spaces serve both as centers of activity as
well as places of refuge and solitude. The most popular
activity spots include the lawn on Rosario Point, which is
popular for wedding ceremonies, the Mansion’s terraced
lawn overlooking Cascade Bay and the swimming pool,
the Green by the Figure 8 Lagoon where volleyball and
other sports take place, and the lawn and deck by the
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the use of native plants are
important to landscape design.
Incorporate native tree species such
as the Pacific madrona and Garry
oak that exemplify San Juan Island
vegetation into the landscape.

S cenery – Employ “passageways of
scenery” and the balanced use of
grass, wood, and water to enhance
visual interest.

S uitability - Incorporate existing

topography and limit grading that
distorts the natural sense of place.
For example, a rock outcrop may be
used by a landscape designer for its
sculptural elements.

S anitation - Design the landscape

to promote the physical and mental
health of the user. This is
particularly true of Rosario, which
was built, in Moran's words as “a

wonderful place to get back to
nature…to regain health—physical,
mental, and spiritual.” As a
destination resort, Rosario continues
to attract guests seeking those same
qualities.

S ubordination - Whenever possible,
architecture should be integrated
into the landscape instead of
remaining separate from it.

S eparation – Separate different

modes of use such as walking and
driving. For example, use gradeseparated trails to allow guests and
visitors to walk anywhere at Rosario
without fearing vehicle conflicts.

S paciousness - Use design to make
the landscape seem larger and draw
the visitor in a definite direction.
This will be particularly important
as Resort facilities are added to the
limited site.
Source: Massachusetts Land Trust Website
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Exhibit 5-4: Open Space Guidelines

I mprove pathways to better link indoor and
outdoor spaces to increase apparent
proximity between different parts of the
Resort.

L ocate plantings to buffer roads and views

that do not enhance the Resort experience.

S trategically locate shade trees to provide

cover for those trying to avoid sun exposure.

P lace vegetation and structures to block
excessive wind exposure.

I ncorporate outdoor lighting to improve
personal safety and assist wayfinding.

P rovide improved landscape maintenance.
S eparate new buildings with usable

courtyards allowing light and air to
penetrate each building and allow spaces
for gatherings between them.

P reserve all significant trees whenever

possible, especially those with historic
significance.

C ontrol invasive weeds and plant native
vegetation.

Discovery House Conference Center which are used in
conjunction with functions there. More contemplative
spaces include the beach and other waterfront areas with
their majestic water views toward distant islands.
Some open space will inevitably be lost to development,
but this loss can be offset if the remaining open space
is improved to better serve Resort guests and visitors.
Landscape enhancements to open space are listed in
Exhibit 5-4.
The majority of Rosario’s shoreline has always been
accessible to the public, thanks to a concrete walkway
that parallels the shore of Cascade Bay, extending
from the Discovery House to the Mansion. Under this
RMP, access to these same portions of the Cascade Bay
shoreline will be enhanced and maintained for the benefit
of resort guests and the general public alike. Restored
and enhanced pedestrian facilities that provide access to
Rosario’s shoreline shall be designated and signed for
public access.
5.3.3 Signage

Signs at the Resort will assist wayfinding, notify guests and
visitors about Resort activities, and provide interpretive
information about the site’s history and natural
environment. Signage within the shoreline zone, which
includes most of the Resort Core, is subject to SJCC
18.50.120.

Wayfinding
Tastefully designed directional signs for motorists and
pedestrians will be located at appropriate intersections
and be illuminated for night-time use. These signs will
contain a Resort map with a "you are here“ marker as
well as the location of all key activities and distances
to them clearly marked. Lettering for motorists will be
large enough to be able to read them from a stationary
vehicle but not so large as to create aesthetic impacts. In
addition, buildings will have names rather than numbers to
help guests remember where they are staying. In general,
signage will be pedestrian-oriented in design and scale
and constructed of a uniform, high quality design using
durable materials. Road signs must conform with design
standards listed in Section 18.40.370-18.40.400 of the
Unified Development Code.
Activity Kiosks and Bulletin Boards
Information kiosks and indoor bulletin boards will be
strategically located at popular activity nodes to inform
guests of upcoming activities. These are to remind visitors
and guests of the many opportunities at the Resort, from
the spa to the restaurant to the outdoor recreational
opportunities. The times and days of regularly scheduled
events such as the Friday night concert/lecture or Saturday
morning nature walks will be listed. Information kiosks will
be placed at appropriate locations such as intersections
of major trails and other key nodes such as the Marina,
Cabana Complex, and Mansion.
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Interpretive Displays

5.3.5 Lighting

The natural and social history of Rosario will be
expressed in museum exhibits and other interpretive
displays throughout the site. Historical interpretation of
the Resort grounds and historically significant features
(see Section 4.2.1) will be explained using interpretive
displays. Complete with historical photographs, quotes,
and technical information, these display panels will bring
Rosario’s history alive for guests and visitors of all ages.
Interpretive displays will also be installed to provide
guests and visitors with information about the site’s
natural environment and prehistoric human activity and
archaeology. For example, signs should be erected along
trails connecting the main Resort to Cascade Lake and
Moran State Park informing hikers of the importance of
wildlife habitat and connectivity.

Outdoor lighting will be used where needed to improve
the safety of guests and visitors, enhance aesthetics,
and assist security. Lighting is particularly critical along
pedestrian pathways as well as outdoor terraces, lawn
surfaces, and play areas. Softer accent lighting will also
be used to illuminate significant visual features such
as the Moran Mansion, gardens, specific trees, and
signage. Luminaries will be shielded to avoid glare and
light pollution consistent with the provisions of SJCC
18.60.170 and be located discreetly so as not to create
visual clutter during daylight conditions. Also, in areas
where additional night lighting is proposed, directional
lighting designed to reduce ambient reflection or night
glare will be used to reduce potential impacts to nocturnal
animals. The historic lighting in the Resort Core will be
retained to maintain the site’s historic integrity, and new
exterior lighting will be of a compatible design.

5.3.4 Public Art

The Resort is an ideal venue for displaying outdoor art.
Art would be a low maintenance and cost-effective way
to attract a sophisticated clientele. Landscaping will
create opportunities to highlight sculptural displays with
designated spaces and in-place outdoor lighting, as well
as pre-installed structural supports. Due to the Resort’s
unique surroundings, art displayed at the Resort will be
site-specific to complement local features.
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5.3.6 Vegetation

The Resort’s planting scheme will generally remain
informal, consistent with Robert Moran’s design aesthetic
and San Juan Island traditions. Plant selection and
landscaping design will consider the Resort’s limitations
on maintenance resources and irrigation water; thus, the
majority of plants will be drought-tolerant. In general,
native plants are best suited to these conditions and also
offer the best habitat value; however, resistance to deer
browsing is also important. Plants such as manzanita,

Several trees remain from Moran's original
plantings such as this apple tree. As
described below, as many of these trees as
possible will be preserved

Rosario Resort Master Plan

Exhibit 5-5: Design and Historic Preservation

I n historic preservation, there is often a very
difficult balance between new design that is

architecturally balanced and compatible and
forms that mimic or replicate historic
characteristics of significant properties. For
these reasons, the design team for new
facilities at Rosario should include a qualified
historic preservation architect with an
understanding of the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards as they apply to
rehabilitation, new construction, and setting.
Likewise, it is very important that the design
team include a qualified professional in
historic cultural landscape design to assist in
identifying historic and other significant
landscape features that should be preserved
and integrated into the site plans. Rosario
will also participate in informed design review
of construction and landscape plans. Rosario
supports the formation of a historic
preservation commission or landmarks board
by San Juan County to perform such review
as Rosario recognizes the importance of
historic preservation on attracting visitors to
Orcas Island. Alternatively, Rosario would
support and facilitate creation of an
independent design review committee modeled
after the advisory committee but with
additional specialized expertise in design and
historic preservation of architecture and

madrona, garry oak, Oregon grape, foxglove, native
rhododendron, ornamental grasses (Cerixes), and salal
are good examples of plants that are visually suited to
the Resort’s specific aesthetics. In addition, a number of
plantings established by Moran that have naturalized to
the site, such as German iris and Japanese peonies, would
be appropriate plantings due to proven success and their
aesthetic and historical continuity.

restoration of intertidal habitat. To prevent longshore
sediment transport from filling in the harbor, small groins
may need to be constructed along the shoreline. In
general, the least amount of shoreline modification
possible is preferable. All shoreline protection measures
are required to comply with the County’s Shoreline Master
Program, especially SJCC 18.50.200, which regulates
breakwaters, jetties, and groins.

As required by SJCC 18.60.190 A.11, all significant trees
within the project area and its buffer areas will be retained
whenever feasible.

5.3.8 Historic Landscape Elements

In addition, removal of snags and down woody material
will be restricted to that necessary to meet safety standards.
Snags will be removed only where they pose a safety
hazard. Where possible, snags will be topped instead of
removed. Large down woody material will be left where
felled whenever feasible.
A Vegetation Management Plan will be developed
prior to ground-disturbing activities. The plan will
include vegetation removal techniques and restrictions,
revegetation techniques, and appropriate plant species,
and will be used as guidance for maintaining vegetation
during construction and operation phases.
5.3.7 Shoreline Protection and Restoration

The need to protect the shoreline from erosion must
be balanced with design aesthetics and protection and

Historic landscape elements are discussed above in
Section 4.2.1. Protection of these resources is important
to maintain the Resort’s historic identity and ensure
continued listing on the National Register of Historic
Places (Exhibit 5-5). Restoration of these features will be
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties with guidelines for the
Treatment of Cultural Landscapes.
5.3.9 Utility Infrastructure

Resort redevelopment offers an exceptional opportunity to
improve the aesthetics of the site through removing existing
visual clutter in the form of propane tanks, electrical
transformers, sewer lift stations, vaults, and other utility
structures. While essential to the Resort’s operations,
these facilities will be located in less visually prominent
locations, preferably underground or within buildings. If
this approach is not feasible, these facilities will be painted
to blend into the landscape and be screened from view
with vegetation or other methods.

landscape architecture.
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Personal wireless communications service facilities
(commonly known as cellular telephone antennas)
are needed within the Resort Core to provide wireless
communication services for Resort guests and employees.
Because standard cellular tower designs are not visually
compatible with the Resort’s desired aesthetic character,
future personal wireless communications service facilities
must be disguised within new Resort construction or
adequately camouflaged.
The MPR will be buffered and visually screened from
neighboring properties. For example, the Resort Core
will be screened from Rosario Road by a 20’ wide
vegetative buffer consistent with SJCC 18.60.190 A.11
and SJCC 18.60.160 D & E and the Hilltop will be
screened from view from the road in compliance with
SJCC 18.60.190. A.13 to protect the entrance to Moran
State Park. In addition to compliance with these code
provisions, vegetative screening will help delineate the
Resort boundaries and provide privacy for Resort guests
and neighbors alike. Visual screening between land uses
is required by SJCC 18.60.160. Applicable screening
includes Screen-A landscaping (i.e., the “full screen”)
between residential and non-residential uses, and ScreenC landscaping between the multiple family developments.
5.4 Architecture

From an architectural perspective, the Resort's
redevelopment offers an opportunity to remove numerous
buildings that detract from Rosario's historic character
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and dramatic waterfront setting. These non-contributing
buildings will be replaced with new construction that
complements the Moran Mansion and other surviving
historic architecture, better serves their intended uses,
is more sensitive to the environment, and enhances the
Resort’s image. The following architectural design issues
will be explored in more detail in the design guidelines
proposed in Section 7.2.3.
5.4.1 Historic Compatibility

It is critical that restoration of the Resort’s historic elements
comply with the Secretary of Interior’s Standards For
Historic Rehabilitation and Restoration (Exhibits 5-6 and
5-7) and that all new construction be compatible with
the Moran Mansion and other historic architecture built
by Robert Moran. For example, to ensure compatibility
with its historic neighbor, the exterior of the Mansion
Annex will be constructed of similar building materials
and employ complementary proportions, but will clearly
delineate old from new construction. The Annex should
not, however, include new treatments or elements, such
as towers or cupolas, that may compete with or draw
attention away from the historic Moran Mansion. Historic
compatibility does not mean that Moran’s designs should
be duplicated but rather reinterpreted with consideration
for contemporary building materials and lifestyle. For
example, the general building forms and attention to detail
of craftsman-style cottages would be appropriate at the
Resort. Nevertheless, new cottages and condos need to

The general proportions, roof forms, and siding
materials of the Twin Craftsman Bungalows will inspire
the design of the cottages

The roof pitches, gables, chimneys, and archways
of the Moran Mansion could be reinterpreted in
the design of the Mansion Annex and other new
construction
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Exhibit 5-6: The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation

1.

A property shall be used for its
historic purpose or be placed in a new
use that requires minimal change to the
defining characteristics of the building
and its site and environment.
The historic character of a property
shall be retained and preserved. The
removal of historic materials or
alteration of features and spaces that
characterize a property shall be avoided.
Each property shall be recognized as
a physical record of its time, place, and
use. Changes that create a false sense of
historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not
be undertaken.
Most properties change over time;
those changes that have acquired
historic significance in their own right
shall be retained and preserved.
Distinctive features, finishes, and
construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a
historic property shall be preserved.
Deteriorated historic features shall
be repaired rather than replaced. Where
the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the
new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Source: 36 CFR Part 67

Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical,
or pictorial evidence.
Chemical or physical treatments,
such as sandblasting, that cause damage
to historic materials shall not be used.
The surface cleaning of structures, if
appropriate, shall be undertaken using
the gentlest means possible.
Significant archaeological resources
affected by a project shall be protected
and preserved. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures shall be
undertaken.
New additions, exterior alterations,
or related new construction shall not
destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and
shall be compatible with the massing,
size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the historic integrity of the
property and its environment.
New additions and adjacent or
related new construction shall be
undertaken in such a manner that if
removed in the future, the essential form
and integrity of the historic property and
its environment would be unimpaired.

7.

8.
9.

1 0.

address today’s preference for light-flooded, open interior
floor plans, large view windows, and easy access to
uncovered outdoor decks.
5.4.2 Appropriate Scale and Massing

The relatively large numbers of new units on the rather
constrained site will increase unit density. This can work
well in a resort setting like Rosario with modest-scale
buildings such as the proposed cottages. Massing can
be architecturally softened with details such as welldesigned fenestration, bracketed soffits, slight variation
in roof heights, articulated facades, a variety of colors
and contrasting exterior building materials. For example,
contrasting colors and generous decks on the water-side
of the Marina View Condos would help break up the
massing of these relatively large structures.
5.4.3 Materials

Moran’s aesthetic largely resulted from his choice of
materials—poured-in-place concrete walls and walks;
solid teak and mahogany doors, floors, and furniture;
cast bronze hardware; heavy plate glass windows; and
standing seam copper roofs. Such choices were not
surprising considering his history as the mayor whose term
in office included the great fire or a battleship builder.
Moran’s masculine materials palate could be reinterpreted
today with similar materials along with such contemporary
materials as stainless and galvanized steel, cast
aluminum, and a variety of masonry products. Moran’s
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environmental concerns could also be incorporated into
the selection of reused/recycled content building products
and energy efficient lighting, glazing, and insulation.
In addition, building materials used in renovation and
new construction need to be selected so as to minimize
potential toxins and pollutants from entering fish
habitat. Examples include replacement of the Mansion’s
deteriorating copper roofing with non-polluting substitute
materials and use of porous paving rather than impervious
surface materials, etc.
5.4.4 Building Heights and Rooflines

Buildings height will be appropriate to the specific setting;
thus, the Mansion Annex will be subordinate to the
adjacent Moran Mansion and the Waterfront Cottages will
not block the views of their landward neighbors. Rooflines
will reflect building function and architectural style;
therefore, cottages will have peaked roofs with pitches
of mimicking those on the Moran Mansion or the Twin
Craftsman Bungalows.
5.4.5 Fenestration

One particular design challenge will be fenestration. A
careful and appropriate balance must be sought between
the desire to maximize water views and interior light with
energy efficiency, historical compatibility, and privacy. In
recognition of these potential conflicting demands, larger
view windows should be oriented toward preferred views
while other walls should have more modest fenestration.
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Exhibit 5-7: The Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Restoration

1.

A property will be used as it was
historically or be given a new use that
reflects the property’s restoration period.
Materials and features from the
restoration period will be retained and
preserved. The removal of materials or
alteration of features, spaces, and spatial
relationships that characterize the period
will not be undertaken.
Each property will be recognized as a
physical record of its time, place, and
use. Work needed to stabilize,
consolidate, and conserve materials and
features from the restoration period will
be physically and visually compatible,
identifiable upon close inspection, and
properly documented for future research.
Materials, features, spaces, and
finishes that characterize other historical
periods will be documented prior to their
alteration or removal.
Distinctive materials, features,
finishes, and construction techniques or
examples of craftsmanship that
characterize the restoration period will
be preserved.
Deteriorated features from the
restoration period will be repaired rather
than replaced. Where the severity of

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature will
match the old in design, color, texture,
and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features from
the restoration period will be
substantiated by documentary and
physical evidence. A false sense of
history will not be created by adding
conjectural features, features from other
properties, or by combining features that
never existed together historically.
Chemical or physical treatments, if
appropriate, will be undertaken using
the gentlest means possible. Treatments
that damage historic materials will not
be used.
Archaeological resources affected by
a project will be protected and preserved
in place. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.
Designs that were never executed
historically will not be constructed.

7.

8.
9.

10.
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In addition, historically appropriate window styles and
materials will be selected for most applications; however,
operable roof windows would be an appropriate method
of providing natural ventilation and daylighting to the
cottages and other modestly proportioned buildings.
Contemporary glass walls should be limited to viewdependant applications such as the restaurant/bar and
other semi-public commercial applications.
5.5 Harbor Facilities

The Rosario Marina will continue to function as a port
of call for San Juan Island excursion vessels such as the
Viking Star

The existing harbor facilities will be enhanced to
improve the Resort as a popular boating destination.
All improvements will comply with SJCC 18.50.190,
which regulates boating facilities. The most substantial
improvement will be an enlarged Marina occupying much
of the central portion of Cascade Bay. In recognition of
the exposure of Cascade Bay to prevailing wind and fetch,
the Marina probably needs to be oriented so that most
slips face directly into the prevailing wind. In addition, the
Marina’s docks will be augmented with appropriate shore
facilities.
The Marina design process is expected to begin
subsequent to submittal of this RMP to San Juan County.
The design process will address engineering feasibility
and environmental considerations while integrating as
closely as possible the Resort planning and design concept
presented in this RMP. Two preliminary conceptual design
alternatives are illustrated in Figures 5.5-1 and 5.5-2 and
described below.

5.5.1 Marina

A range of potential Marina configurations are under
consideration, as illustrated in Figures 5.5-1 and 5.52. The Marina docks and finger piers will be constructed
of treated wood or concrete and will be anchored by
pilings of concrete or steel or anchored to the bottom. In
general, smaller (30- to 40-foot) slips will be closer to the
shore, while the larger (50- to 60-foot) slips will be farther
out.
An Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)-accessible
gangway will provide access to the main walkway docks.
Moorage slips will be aligned in a northwest-southeast
orientation, corresponding to prevailing winds to provide
for ease of handling and maneuvering of vessels within
the harbor. All slips will be provided 30 or 50 amp power
and water service. A dinghy float will be installed parallel
to the shoreline.
The proposed Marina expansion will contain
approximately 165 moorage slips, including side-tie
moorage for a variety of sail and power boats. The total
moorage capacity can be expanded during calm weather
with additional side-ties on the outside of the proposed
floating breakwater and by rafting during popular boating
events such as class rendezvous and regattas. End-tie
moorage can accommodate multi-hull or longer vessels,
while the largest vessels would use the outside of the
floating breakwater. A breakdown total of moorage
slips is shown in Table 5.5-1 for two potential Marina
configurations.
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Float-Plane Facilities
Movable wooden float-plane docks will be attached to
the western end of the floating breakwater. This design
and placement will allow for seaplanes to approach and
tie up to the dock in different directions depending on
weather and sea conditions. In times of adverse weather,
seaplanes could tie to the inside of the breakwater and be
afforded more protection from the chop.
Fuel Dock
Rosario Marina’s fueling facility will consist of a single
concrete dock on the main walkway dock. In this location,
protection from wind and wave elements for fueling vessels
will be provided by the breakwater and slips. Both diesel
and gasoline will be available to boaters. Fuel will be
stored in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
approved, double-walled storage tanks located upland
from the Marina.
Sanitary Pump-Out Facilities
An approved sanitary pump-out station will be located
at the fuel dock. Pumped sewage will be transported
via new sewage lines to treatment facilities on the Utility
Tract. A number of the transient slips will be plumbed
with a vacuum sewer terminal, allowing boats to couple
in and constantly drain their tanks, or even flush directly
to Rosario’s sewer system. In addition, a rolling, portable
supplemental pump-out unit will be provided to go directly
to berthed boats and pump them out without the need to
move to the fuel dock.
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Table 5.5-1: Proposed Marina Slips.
Concept A
Slip
Length

30’
40’
50’
60’
Over 60’
Total:

Approx
Quantity

24
53
38
38
12
165

Approx
%

15
32
23
23
7
100

Concept B
Approx
Quantity

12
70
42
32
12
168

Approx
%

7
41
25
19
7
100

Marina Office
The existing Marina office on the pier would be expanded
to two stories to allow close monitoring of fueling and
other marine activities throughout the harbor. This
building will provide customer counter space, a small
waiting area, storage, and a Marina office. Power, water,
and telephone service will be provided to the building.
Marina Activity Center
A multi-purpose Marina Activity Center will be co-located
with other facilities near the shoreward end of the pier or
jetty to house facilities needed by visiting boaters, including
showers and restrooms, a small coin-operated laundry,
and a repository for solid waste and recyclables, as well as
a variety of Resort-operated or leased marine businesses.
As discussed under Section 4.5.4, these businesses will
likely include kayak tours, sailing instruction and charters,
a dive shop, Marina market, seaplane service, and fishing

Rosario Resort Master Plan

Under this configuration, the Marina
would include a main central dock
connecting the existing pier on the
shore-side with a proposed floating
breakwater on the seaward end
as diagrammed in Figure 4.1-1.
Secondary docks will connect to
this central spine, each supporting
individual finger piers.
Note: Approval of the Marina
expansion with an upper limit of
164 slips should not be construed as
approval of a 164-slip marina. The
upper limit of 164 slips is for planning
purposes only. The actual number of
slips to be developed shall be based
on the additional environmental
studies and review, including
environmental review under SEPA, that
will need to be completed to obtain
the necessary Federal, State and
local permits required for the Marina
expansion. However, regardless of
the results of future environmental
analysis no more than 164 slips shall
be developed.

Figure 5.5-1: Marina Concept A
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Under this configuration, three
separate floating docks including
the proposed floating breakwater
all connect to the existing stone
jetty on the west side of the harbor.

Note: Approval of the Marina
expansion with an upper limit of
164 slips should not be construed
as approval of a 164-slip marina.
The upper limit of 164 slips is
for planning purposes only. The
actual number of slips to be
developed shall be based on
the additional environmental
studies and review, including
environmental review under SEPA,
that will need to be completed to
obtain the necessary Federal, State
and local permits required for
the Marina expansion. However,
regardless of the results of future
environmental analysis no more
than 164 slips shall be developed.

Figure 5.5-2: Marina Concept B
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and whale watch charters. These businesses and services
are intended to expand the marine-related activities
available to Resort guests and visitors. Small kiosks will be
located on the floating breakwater so the different vendors
can service their operations from a location near their
vessels.
Floating Breakwater
Protection of the Marina and other marine facilities will be
provided by the installation of a concrete floating wave
attenuator. This structure, commonly called a floating
breakwater, will provide all-season protection from wind
and wave attack, allowing year-round operation of
the marine facilities. It will be oriented in a northeastsouthwest alignment to provide maximum protection for
the harbor. Due to the depth of the water, the breakwater
will be anchored to the bottom of the seabed, as opposed
to being secured with pilings. The protected side of the
breakwater will support the majority of the Marina’s 60foot moorage slips. The water-side will contain movable
wooden seaplane floats and a covered waiting area
for the convenience of seaplane, ferry, or water taxi
passengers who will load and disembark on the outside of
the breakwater. These facilities will allow for transportation
of guests and luggage from ferries and seaplanes via
electric carts. The outside of the breakwater will also
provide side-ties and possible fueling for large private
vessels.

A community boat launch will be built and maintained
for use by the Rosario Resort community (Resort guests,
cottage/condo owners, Rosario Property Owners
Association, etc.). To minimize consumption of waterfront
land or generating excessive activity, this boat launch
would likely be limited to a single lane for small hand and
trailer-launched boats and be limited to community use.
The ramp would follow the natural grade and be located
adjacent to a float alongside the exiting pier. Limited
trailer parking would be provided at the Hilltop with access
provided by the Resort shuttle.
5.5.2 Protection of the Marine Environment

A number of measures are necessary to minimize net
loss of habitat function and values in Cascade Bay.
These include the use of Best Management Practices
to control erosion and protect water quality during the
project’s construction phase, a Conceptual Stormwater
Management Plan to intercept, detain, and treat
stormwater runoff before it enters Cascade Bay and a
proposed shoreline restoration program for the Cascade
Bay shoreline. Additional environmental measures will
be incorporated into the marina’s design to ensure
proper techniques and work windows are observed. For
example, to minimize shading impacts on nearshore
habitat, slips will be generally oriented north/south and
located in deeper subtidal waters. Gratings will be used
for gangways and floats exceeding 6’ in width. Also, the
existing marina contains 44 aging creosote pilings and
another 80 that support the historic pier. In addition,
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many of the existing docks contain Styrofoam floats. All
of these will be replaced with non-polluting replacement
materials such as steel, concrete or recycled plastic.
5.5.3 Shoreline Treatment

The harbor layout would minimize environmental and
pedestrian impacts to the shoreline and enhance its
aesthetic appeal and habitat value. To ensure proper
techniques and work windows are observed, shoreline
restoration program will be developed in conjunction
with Friends of the San Juans, WDFW, USFWS, and other
appropriate agencies and stakeholders. The primary
objective of this plan will be to restore and maintain
the natural quality of the shoreline and to manage it for
long-term natural conditions. The current state of the
shoreline presents an excellent opportunity for Rosario to
work together with the local agencies and local citizens
to improve the natural qualities of the area that bring
people to this island community. Guided by the shoreline
restoration program, the existing rip-rap lining Cascade
Bay will be removed and replaced with a soft shoreline
once the floating breakwater is installed as part of the
proposed marina expansion.
5.5.4 Site Preparation

Minimal site preparation would be required to construct
the new harbor facility. Limited dredging in the existing
inner basin would occur with accumulated sediments
excavated from shore; however, no dredging is anticipated
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as part of construction of the floating breakwater and
docks. The historic wharf would be rebuilt and possibly
shortened to reduce underwater shading. The Marina
office and all existing docks and pilings would be replaced
to improve function. Sediment transportation into the
harbor would be controlled with groins, and the sand
beach built up in this area would become a recreational
and environmental benefit to the area. Upland
construction would employ Best Management Practices
to control erosion and protect water quality during the
project’s construction phase. Methods such as Silt Fencing,
Straw Bale Sediment Barriers, Water Bars, Drainage
Ditch/ Swales, Rock Check Dams, Sediment Traps, Outlet
Protection, Straw Mulch and Erosion Control Blankets are
described in Appendix I of the FEIS.
5.6 Utilities

Utilities supporting the Resort will be expanded as required
to meet the needs of Resort redevelopment. Consistent
with requirements addressed in the Capital Facilities
element of the San Juan County Comprehensive Plan,
utilities expansion will be concurrent with Resort and
background demand growth in order to prevent level of
service impacts. The proposed utilities improvements are
described and analyzed for concurrency in FEIS, Appendix
C: Concurrency Analysis.
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5.7 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

A Conceptual Stormwater Management Plan (CSMP) has
been developed according to the standards and guidelines
contained in the Stormwater Management Manual for
Western Washington and the San Juan County Unified
Development Code. This CSMP (Appendix G of the FEIS,)
provides a basis for the location and sizing of stormwater
management facilities as Rosario Resort is redeveloped.
The CSMP presents strategies for meeting the federal,
state and local stormwater requirements as individual
resort redevelopment projects are undertaken. Stormwater
issues specific to Rosario addressed by the CSMP include
building and roof surfaces; roads and parking lots;
shallow soils; shorelines; fertilizers and pesticides. The
CSMP also includes conceptual treatment alternatives
and stormwater facility designs for proposed development
within the Resort Core; the Hillside; the Upper Basin;
the Utility Tract; and the Hilltop. Final design of these
stormwater facilities, and final approval of such designs,
will be included in the site-specific approval process as
individual projects are designed and submitted for agency
review and approval.

5.8

Fire Protection and Emergency 			
Preparedness

As described below, Rosario Resort and Cascade
Harbor Inn share a comprehensive fire protection and
emergency preparedness system that will be updated
through implementation of this Resort Master Plan. The
existing fire protection system consists of fire hydrants in
the Resort Core, Hillside and Hilltop areas; a centralized
smoke/fire alarm system; and fire extinguishers and other
apparatus located in each building and at the marina.
Fire fighting services are provided to the MPR by the Orcas
Fire Department. Specific requirements for updating and
improving the system will be considered with each PUD,
and may include installation of automatic fire sprinklers
and/or lighting of the emergency helicopter landing zone.
Additional actions which will be implemented to reduce
potential fire risk and property damage are listed in Exhibit
5-8.
5.8.1 Fire Flow and Hydrants

The Resort Core and Hillside areas are supplied by a 6”
diameter water main that provides at least 1,000 gallons
per minute (GPM) fire flow. There is also a hydrant by the
Hilltop employee housing supplied by a 4” diameter line.
Untreated water is supplied to this system directly from
Cascade Lake via the Resort’s 10” diameter penstock that
also supplies the Resort’s hydropower and irrigation. An
existing drafting port near the Cascade Lake Dam provides
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a convenient and virtually limitless water source for fire
fighting in the vicinity of the proposed Woodland Cottages
and for re-filling the Fire Department’s pumper and tender.
Hydrants are located in close proximity to the following
buildings and sites:
1. Moran Mansion
2. 1300 Building
3. Twin House Lane
4. Discovery House Parking Lot
5. 1600 Building
6. 2000 Building
7. 2100 Building
8. Cascade Harbor Inn

associated with structural fires, the renovated Mansion and
all new development shall be provided with automatic fire
sprinklers.
5.8.3 Orcas Island Fire Department

The Rosario Master Planned Resort is within San Juan
County Fire District No. 2, known locally as the Orcas
Island Fire Department. Orcas Island Fire Department’s
Station No. 3 is centrally located adjacent to the Utility
Tract, and between the Resort Core, the Hilltop and the
Tennis Courts, on a site originally donated by Rosario
Resort. Fire Station No. 3 is well staffed by volunteers
from the Rosario neighborhood and equipped with a Class
A pumper with a 1,000 gallon tank and a 2,000 gallon
tender. A new self-filling 2,600 gallon tender is on order,
with delivery scheduled for May of 2007.

5.8.2 Building and Marina Fire Protection

5.8.4 Automatic External Defibrillators

All existing Rosario Resort buildings are connected to a
centralized smoke/fire alarm system that is connected
to the Orcas Island Fire Department and Resort
administration. These buildings are also equipped with
fire extinguishers. In addition, the marina is equipped with
the standard number of fire extinguishers, an emergency
fuel shutoff on the fuel pier and a large, rolling foam fire
extinguisher used especially for fuel fires. As required
by San Juan County regulations, all new construction
will comply with the International Fire Code. As required
by San Juan County Condition 22, to reduce the risks

Automatic External Defibrillators (AEDs) can make a
critical difference in the outcome of heart attacks and
other cardiac events. At a minimum, AEDs will be
provided in the Mansion, the Mansion Annex and at the
Marina.
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Exhibit 5-8: Rosario Fire Protection Guidelines

A

ccording to the Orcas Island Fire Department, Orcas Island experiences a low number
of wildland fires. These are usually small and expand slowly due to the typically moist
conditions, even during the dry summer season. Because of this, natural fuel sources
have accumulated over the years, increasing the risk of fire. To diminish the potential
risks, the following precautions will be implemented, with the concurrence of the Fire
Chief, the Building Code Official and the Fire Marshal. Note: These are intended as
suggestions and guidelines for the future design team and they should not be construed
to limit the flexibility of agency officials in prescribing actions to minimize the risk of fire.
Fuel Load Management
Dead trees and shrubs surrounding buildings provide fuel sources for fire. Rosario
management will take the following actions to manage natural fuel sources:
• Within 100 ft. of developed portions of the site
a) All dead plants, trees and shrubs will be removed;
b) Dead wood, debris and tree branches below 10 ft. will be removed; and
c) Dense, flammable plants will be removed or replaced with more fire-resistant
vegetation.
• No firewood or other exposed fuel sources will be stored within 30 feet of buildings.

1.

2.

Fire-safe Landscape Design
The building layout and landscape design will include the following:
• “No Smoking” and “Fire Hazard” signs will be posted at trail heads to discourage
smoking, open fires and other unsafe behavior during periods of elevated fire risk.
• A perimeter of defensible space will be created by thinning trees and brush within 30
feet surrounding each building.
• To prevent ground fires from jumping into tree crowns, small trees and plants growing
under trees will be removed on a regular basis.
• To effectively break-up continuity of vegetation, at least 10 to 15 feet of separation will
be maintained between islands of shrubs and plant groups.
• Fire-safe zones free of fuel sources such as masonry walls, patios, swimming pools,
decks and roadways will be used to divide vegetated areas.
• Rock, mulch, flower beds and gardens will be used as ground cover for bare spaces to
serve as effective firebreaks.
• To serve as a green belt and protect against fire, the Resort’s landscape will be
irrigated and well-pruned during the dry season.
• Grass within 100 feet of buildings will be trimmed on a regular basis.

3.

Fire-resistant Vegetation
To prevent fire from spreading quickly, plants with fire-resistant characteristics will be
selected for ground cover, shrubs and trees:
• To prevent ignition, only drought-tolerant vegetation will be selected for planting
within three feet of structures, and shrubs will be pruned regularly. Plants will be
selected, spaced and maintained to maximize defensible space and minimize fire
hazards.
• High moisture plants that grow close to the ground and have a low sap or resin
content will be used as ground cover.
• Fire-resistant species such as hedging roses, bush honeysuckles, cottoneaster,
Western azalea, currant, ocean spray, snowberry, sumac, vine maple and Western
spirea will be used as shrubs.
• Hardwoods, such as garry oak and big leaf maple are less flammable and will be used
rather than pine, fir and other conifers.

4.

Fire-resistant Building Design
Where permitted by State adopted building and fire codes as administered by San Juan
County, the Resort will use the following building design and construction techniques:
• New and renovated buildings will be constructed in compliance with applicable
provisions of the International Fire Code, International Residential Code, and
International Building Code.
• Only roof covering assemblies rated Class A, B, or C shall be used.
• Overhanging projections such as porches, decks and balconies shall be constructed of
heavy timber.
• The underside of overhanging buildings shall be constructed of heavy timber, 2-hour
fire-resistive-rated material, or noncombustible materials.
• Structures located within 100 feet of forested areas shall have exterior vertical walls
constructed with a 20-minute fire-resistive-rated assembly.
• Exterior, glass windows, doors, and skylights potentially exposed to wildland fires
shall have a fire resistance rating of no less than 20 minutes.
• Exterior doors potentially exposed to wildland fires shall be approved noncombustible
construction, solid core wood no less than 1.75 inches thick, or have a fire protection
rating of no less than 20 minutes.
• Every chimney, flue or vent for a solid fuel burning fireplace, stove or similar device
shall be provided with an approved spark arrestor.
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5.8.5 Emergency Helicopter Operations

Rosario shall continue to permit use of its existing
helicopter landing zone for emergency flight operations.
This currently consists of a concrete-paved area located
on the center of the jetty. It is marked with a painted
cross and is clearly visible from the air. To enhance
operational safety, this site marker will be re-painted, the
flag pole will be relocated, and the landing zone area
will be maintained by the Resort as stipulated by Airlift
Northwest and the Orcas Island Fire Department. This
maintenance includes (but is not limited to) removal of
debris, unsecured materials and tall vegetation. When
flight conditions require, the grass lawn areas between
the Figure-8 Lagoon and Cascade Bay can continue to
function as alternate landing locations. Airlift Northwest’s
emergency helicopter landing zone guidelines are included
in Exhibit 5-9 and diagrammed in Figure 5.8-1.
5.8.6 Wildfire Safety Zone

The entire Cascade Bay waterfront from the Discovery
House to the jetty functions as a natural wildfire safety
zone due to the firebreaks provided by the waters of the
Figure-8 Lagoon and Cascade Bay, as well as the lack
of ladder fuels (large dry vegetation) in this area. This
waterfront area shall continue to serve as a wildfire safety
zone under this RMP.
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Figure 5.8-1: Rotary Wing Aircraft Landing
Zone Requirements

Exhibit 5-9: Emergency Landing Zone Guidelines

H

elicopter Landing Zone (LZ) Information
The Resort will implement the following helicopter landing
zone guidelines for use by emergency flight operations by
Airlift Northwest or other agencies and operators:
efore Helicopter Arrives
a. Conduct an inspection of the landing zone. The
landing zone should be clear of:
• Debris and unsecured materials
• Brush taller than knee high
b. Prepare a brief description of the landing zone.
• Note flagpoles, overhead wires, light standards, radio
towers, fences, obstructions, or other hazards in
relation to compass bearings (N,S,E,W).
• Note surface winds and visibility.
c. Ensure the safety and security of the landing zone.
• Fire department personnel should maintain a 200 foot
perimeter for bystanders, from aircraft arrival
through departure.
• Personal protective equipment (vision and hearing
protection) should be utilized.
d. Landing zone lighting issues.
• No white strobe lights
• Red lights assist in noting location
• Flares OK if not a fire hazard due to the helicopter
downwash
• All white lights (headlights) OFF during landing and
takeoff, to protect pilot's night vision
• Do not spotlight overhead hazards

B

• Remain clear of the aircraft unless signaled
•

•
•
•
•

by flight crew.
Approach the aircraft from the front, in
view of the pilot. Never approach from
the rear.
No unauthorized persons within 100 feet
of the aircraft.
No smoking near the aircraft.
No loose articles near aircraft.
Do not approach the aircraft carrying
anything above your head.

H elicopter Arrival and Landing Procedures

• Brief the pilot prior to arrival, noting locations of
known hazards in the LZ area.
• Remain in two-way radio contact throughout landing.
Be prepared to call off landing if LZ or helicopter
approach becomes unsafe.
hile in the landing zone
• Do not approach the helicopter until the rotor blades
have stopped.
• Approach the helicopter only from the front, once
directed by the flight crew.
• Do not walk around the tail, even when aircraft is
shut down.
• Maintain the LZ security and light restrictions at all
times.
• Review known hazards with the pilot before aircraft
departure.
elicopter Departure
• Clear all ground personnel away from the helicopter
before engine start.
• No one may approach after engine(s) started.
• Re-establish two-way radio contact with pilot and
confirm the LZ is secure.
• Notify the pilot immediately if an unsafe situation
develops.

W

H
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5.9

Shoreline Protection

As a historically water-related resort, Rosario has a special
obligation to protect the shoreline and waters of Cascade
Bay. Aesthetic and environmental quality protection
measures for application within 100 feet from the shoreline
are summarized below.
5.9.1 Protecting Views from Cascade Bay and East Sound

Rosario occupies a premier site on a prominent point at
the head of Cascade Bay, overlooking East Sound. The
stately Moran Mansion, which can be seen from several
miles to the south, dominates a boater’s view of the Resort
as he or she approaches from East Sound. As the Resort
is redeveloped, it is important that the Moran Mansion
continues to dominate the landscape of the Resort and
that other buildings remain modest in scale and visually
subordinate. This can be achieved by removing existing
visual clutter along the waterfront such as the Mansion’s
kitchen and dining room wing, the Mansion swimming pool
and deck structure, the 1300 Building, and the Discovery
House. The Mansion can also retain its visual dominance
by limiting the density and scale of new buildings proposed
along the waterfront. Buildings themselves will require
careful siting, complementary architectural design, and
adequate vegetative screening. Specific methods to ensure
the visual subordination of future construction within 100
feet of the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) of the
shoreline are presented in Exhibit 5-10.
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5.9.2 Low Impact Development Practices

A number of Low Impact Development (LID) practices
will be followed during development along the shoreline,
and in many cases throughout the MPR, to provide
additional protection to the waters of Cascade Bay. LID
is an ecologically friendly approach to land development
designed to minimize changes to watershed hydrology and
reduce impacts to aquatic resources through innovative
stormwater management. LID is based on the premise
that nature knows best. Rather than collecting and
concentrating stormwater, native vegetation, landscaping,
and small-scale hydrologic controls capture, treat and
infiltrate the stormwater in small quantities. LID-designed
sites will help protect the marine environment of Cascade
Bay by preserving natural flow patterns and peak volumes
of runoff. Trees and other native vegetation will also be
preserved to help store and retain stormwater. Specially
designed landscaped gardens will then be built to treat
and infiltrate stormwater. Alternatives to asphalt and
concrete roads, driveways and parking areas will also be
used to infiltrate stormwater and improve groundwater
recharge. Together these measures will not only help
maintain site hydrology and reduce runoff, they will also
reduce overall development costs and make the Resort
more attractive and harmonious with its Orcas Island
setting. Specific LID methods for application to future
construction within 100 feet of the OHWM of the shoreline
are listed in Exhibit 5-11.
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Exhibit 5-10: Shoreline Aesthetic Guidelines

N ote:

These are intended as suggestions and guidelines for the future

design team and they should not be construed to limit the flexibility of
agency officials in prescribing actions to minimize the visual and
environmental impacts.

A chieving Visual Subordination: The following menu of design

considerations will be used to ensure that new additions to the Resort
are visually subordinate to the Moran Mansion.

1.

Building Locations: New buildings will be sited as far from

shoreline and ridge-top locations as possible to appear set into the
landscape rather than protruding from the landscape.

2.

Grading: Areas between new and existing land forms will be

graded so as to gradually blend them in a natural appearing manner.
This will be far less visually evident than abrupt geometric slopes or
terraces. Where retaining walls are necessary for safety or desirable as
a means of minimizing overall grading, the shape of the wall and
material used on the exterior face of the wall will be designed to blend
with the surroundings.

3.

Architecture and Massing: As is discussed in Sections 4.2.6 and

5.4, new Resort architecture will be historically compatible and well
designed and constructed. This is particularly true of buildings visible
from the water that will help define the Resort’s character and make
an important first impression on guests arriving by boat and seaplane.
Massing should be modest and well articulated in order to be
subordinate to the Moran Mansion and existing terrain features such
as Rosario Point and Bowman’s Creek Falls.

4.

Reflectivity and Exterior Colors: While colors can be changed, the

reflectivity and texture of an exterior material is often determined by
initial material selection and can be difficult or costly to alter once it is
in place. Selection of dark earth tone colors present in the natural
landscape is essential for development to blend with its surroundings.

Light colors reflect more light and appear even lighter when applied to
most building surfaces. Even bright, open portions of the landscape
include a lot of shadowing, richness in texture, and color variation that
most structures and exterior materials do not or cannot mimic. To
avoid selecting an earth tone color that is too light, one can look to
shadows and other dark areas in the surrounding landscape for
guidance. Generally speaking, the larger the area to which color is
applied the lighter it appears. Colors that blend with the shadows and
other dark colors in the landscape allow a development to recede rather
than stand out. For these reasons, the Moran Mansion will remain
relatively brightly painted while other waterfront buildings will be
painted in darker, more subdued tones.

5.

Building Materials: The selection of exterior materials significantly

affects the visibility of a structure. Appropriate siding for buildings
visible from the water include: rock masonry; rock veneer; board and
batten wood plank; mill cut plank siding (V- groove, channel, shiplap
etc.); concrete or stucco, and pre-weathered metal. Appropriate roofing
for buildings visible from the water include: high profile composite
shingle; slate or faux slate; Faux oxidized copper metal roofing, and
green roofs planted with moss, sedum or grasses. Appropriate windows
for buildings visible from the water should be limited to modestly sized,
separated panes, shaded by overhangs, screened by vegetation and
utilizing glass with an exterior visible light reflectance rating of 12% or
less.

6.

Exterior Lighting: Exterior lighting within 100 feet of the shoreline

will be limited to low-level pedestrian lamps directed toward the ground
and away from the water.

7.

Vegetative Screening: Vegetation will be planted between new

construction and the water to provide partial screening of buildings
when viewed from the water. Salt-tolerant species native to Orcas
Island shoreline areas are preferred for these locations.
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Exhibit 5-11: Environmental Quality Protection Guidelines

L ow Impact Development Practices

6.

impacts to the water quality of Cascade Bay and East Sound.

set on piles rather than poured concrete foundations. With the

These are intended as suggestions and guidelines for the future

building sub-structure firmly anchored on bedrock, roof drains

design team and they should not be construed to limit the

can be connected to level spreaders which will distribute and

flexibility of agency officials in prescribing actions.

infiltrate runoff. In areas with shallow soils, individual building

The following menu of design options will be used to reduce

1.

Elimination of Roads, Parking and Outdoor Storage: Existing

Low Impact Foundations: In locations within 100 feet of the

shoreline where relatively deep soils exist, new buildings will be

pads may be prepared by pouring footings directly into bedrock

parking and outdoor storage areas will be removed and no new

or by placing a blanket of crushed rock directly on the bedrock

roads, parking lots or large outdoor storage areas will be

and forming the footings on top of the crushed rock. This will

permitted within 100 feet of the shoreline. Even with the

allow for migration of runoff along natural flow paths.

structures proposed for this area, there will be a reduction in the
amount of of impervious area.

2.

Pervious Pavements: New trails, walkways and patios

7.

Water Storage: Downspouts draining roofs may also be

directed to cisterns or to vaults in sub-structure spaces which
will temporarily store runoff for release between storms. The

throughout the Resort will be constructed of pervious concrete,

area within the footings can be filled with amended soil or sand

wooden boardwalks and other materials that allow infiltration of

to store water and release it slowly. To prevent moisture from

stormwater.

damaging the overlying the wooden floor joists, etc., the earth

3.

Protection and Replacement of Vegetation: Pre-construction

underneath the structure should be covered with a vapor

clearing will be minimized throughout the Resort and building

barrier. This will prevent evaporation of groundwater, maximize

sites will be quickly re-planted with native plant species,

storage, and minimize the risk of mold and mildew growth.

preferably specimens salvaged from the site.

Water collected and stored can be used for irrigation during the

4.

Bioswales: Bioswales will be located to fit into the existing

topography and be aesthetically pleasing . When necessary,
bioswales can be elevated above grade within berms, or
constructed with amended soils to better absorb and treat storm
water and support attractive xeriscaping.

5.

Green Roofs: The use of green roofs will be considered for

buildings close to the shoreline. This is an an excellent way to
provide visual camouflage and reduce stormwater impacts.
Green roofs should be planted with mosses, sedum or grasses
tolerant to salt spray and annual summer drought conditions.
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summer and emergency uses or discharged slowly back into the
environment between storm events.

8.

Building Siting to Maintain Groundwater Flow and Prevent

Surface Erosion: To the extent possible, cottages will be located
on rocky knobs or previously graded sites such as Bowman’s
Bluff where excavation will have minimmal impacts on
groundwater flow and surface erosion.

Beautiful cottages can be fit intimately
among the trees with minimal impacts
to the surroundings and maximum
aesthetic appeal to the occupant.
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6.0 LAND USE REQUIREMENTS

The San Juan County Code allows a certain degree of
flexibility with regard to the development standards for
Master Planned Resorts under 18.60.190 B. Likewise,
specific land use and development standards for each
component of a Master Planned Resort are a key
requirement of the San Juan County Code, which requires
"a listing of the proposed additional allowable uses
and maximum density of the MPR…and a discussion
of how these uses and their distribution meet the
needs of the Resort and its patrons" (SJCC 18.90.060
C.4). Accordingly, this chapter identifies and explains
development density requirements and allowable uses for
each salient portion of the Resort.
6.1 land use and Development standards

With the exception of the two Cliffhouse Court singlefamily residences and the employee housing units,
all of the proposed Resort units are planned as either
vacation rentals (hotel units) or seasonal condominium
units potentially available as vacation rentals when
not occupied by the owner or an owner in the case of
fractionally-owned units. Density as it applies to the
Rosario MPR includes a combination of vacation units
and employee housing units. The total number of nonemployee units proposed is 319. This includes the two
Cliffhouse Court units, the hotel units in the proposed
Mansion Annex and the existing and proposed vacation
condominium units planned for the Resort Core and the
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Hillside areas. In addition, the Plan proposes a total of
60 employee housing units, which includes the existing
20 units plus 40 new units. The total number of units
combined is 379 units. The total land area within the
boundary of the area covered by this Master Plan is about
99 acres, including the Hilltop parcel and excluding the
Scharnhorst and Geiser/Meade parcels. The result is an
overall unit density of about 3.8 units per acre over the
entire proposed Master Plan Resort area. This density
is not a residential density. Residential density does not
apply to this MPR since all the proposed units are either
vacation condominium units, guest rooms or employee
housing units, none of which are intended for long-term
residential occupancy.
For planning purposes, the Resort has been divided into
four areas, the Resort Core, the Hillside, the Utility Tract
and the Hilltop, (see Figure 6.1-1). A description of the
number and type of units proposed for each of these areas
is provided below and in Table 6.1-1. The unit density per
planning area varies from no units per acre in the Utility
Tract to about 8 units per acre in the Resort Core. For
the purposes of establishing development limits under this
Master Plan, a maximum number of units by type for each
planning area has been established and is shown in Table
6.1-1. The total maximum number of units is 379, which
is the combined total of single-family homes (2 Cliffhouse
Court units), vacation units (317 hotel rooms and condos)
and employee housing (60 units), resulting in a gross
density of about 3.8 units per acre within the Master
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Planned Resort.
Development standards and limits, including the maximum
allowable number of units by type for each planning
area, amount of required open space, and bulk and
dimensional standards are set forth below. Allowable uses
by planning area are described below and set forth in
Table 6.2-1, which is adapted from Table 3.1 in the San
Juan County Unified Development Code.
6.1.1 Resort Core - 16 acres.

The 16-acre Resort Core will remain the center of activity
for the Master Planned Resort (see Figure 6.1-1). Existing
uses in the Resort Core include restaurant, bar and Spa
facilities and museum located in the Moran Mansion, a
bar and grill type restaurant near the Green, 44 guest
accommodations adjacent to the Mansion, and a small
convenience grocery serving boaters and resort guests
located near the conference center. A 34-slip marina
is located on the shoreline adjacent to the Resort Core.
The Resort Core is also the site of most of the remaining
historic elements from the days of the Moran ownership.
Existing recreational activities that regularly take place in
the Resort Core area include boating, swimming in one of
the three pools (two outdoor and one indoor), picnicking
and sunbathing along the beach or on the Green adjacent
to the Figure 8 Lagoon. Event-related activities include
weddings and private and Resort sponsored indoor and
outdoor social events.
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Figure 6.1-1: Land Use and Development Zones
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The Resort Core continues to function as the center of
activity for the Resort. When completed, the Resort Core
will have up to 97 guest accommodations including guest
rooms and vacation condominiums, additional resortrelated retail space and two single-family residences
(Cliffhouse Court). An expansion of the marina to a total
of 165 slips is also planned subject to approval of the
necessary federal, state and local permits.
The range of existing recreational and event-related
activities would continue under this Plan and the Resort
Core will remain the location of the greatest range
of activity. Allowable uses include: Resort lodging;
commercial dining and refreshments; lectures; live
entertainment; Spa; automobile and bicycle rental; retail
shops; personal services; catered conferences; personal
wireless communications service facilities; and other
recreation.
Facilities that meet the particular needs of boaters will be
provided at the Marina, such as fuel and provision sales,
showers and laundry, and vessel services such as holding
tank pump-out, limited repairs, and yacht cleaning. In
addition, the Resort and concessions will offer sailing
instruction and competition; kayaking tours and rentals;
scenic tours such as whale watching, sailing, and scuba
diving instruction; and equipment and other commercial
ventures. Other outdoor recreational activities will be
provided at the Marina Activity Center, such as bicycle
rentals.
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Development within the Resort Core will be located
generally as shown on the Resort Conceptual Plan, Figure
4.1-1. The vacation accommodations will be clustered at
the Mansion end and at the existing conference center end
of the Resort Core (the conference center will be removed).
The area in the middle will remain as community
recreation open space (The Green). The existing lawn,
pathways and Figure 8 Lagoon will be retained and
renovated as necessary to assure their continued function.
A small cluster of Resort commercial retail and service
retail space is planned at the existing conference center
end of the Resort Core. Master Plan development
standards for the Resort Core are provided in Tables 6.11 and 6.2-1 and in Chapter 5 of this Master Plan. In
addition to the standards in the Master Plan, development
in the MPR is subject to the applicable provisions of Title
18 of the San Juan County Code and Conditions of
Approval listed in Appendix I of this RMP and in Chapter
7.
6.1.2 The Hillside - 36 acres

The 36-acre Hillside area is currently developed with a
total of eight two-story buildings that together contain
135 vacation condominium units each configured for
the most part as a guest room. Of these eight buildings,
Cascade Harbor Inn operates two buildings with a total of
48 condominium units all owned by one individual. The
remaining six buildings include a total of 87 units, all of
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which are in individual single ownership with most owners
owning more than one unit. Most of the units in these six
buildings are managed as transient accommodations by
Rosario Resort.
In addition to the eight buildings described above, a ninth
building located on what is referred to as the Satellite Hall
tract, houses Resort support services, including the laundry
and maintenance services. There are no guest rooms in
this building.
This Master Plan proposes a total of 220 units on the
Hillside property. The 220 units would include the
existing 135 units plus a 48-unit expansion of Cascade
Harbor Inn, plus 37 cottage style vacation or seasonal
condominium units. Twenty-one of the cottage style units
would be detached cottages (Woodland Cottages) located
in the upper basin with separate driveway access and
greater privacy. The remaining 16 units would consist of
four clusters of detached or attached cottage-style units.
One of these clusters will replace the Resort support
building on the Satellite Hall tract. At full build-out, the
Hillside area would have a gross density of about 6 units
per acre.
With the removal of the Resort support structure on the
Satellite Hall tract, and its conversion to vacation/seasonal
condominium uses, the Hillside area will generally be
limited to vacation/seasonal condominiums, community
open space, trails, and recreational activities, including the
existing tennis court.

Development within the Hillside area will be located
generally as shown on the Resort Conceptual Plan,
Figure 4.1-1. With the exception of the Woodland
Cottages, vacation condominiums will be clustered to take
advantage of existing relatively level bench-type features
that were created for a previously approved condominium
development on the otherwise steeply sloping terrain of the
Hillside area. Community open space areas will generally
be left natural. Existing trails will be maintained and
improved, as necessary, and new trails will be developed
to improve access from the Hilltop area through the
Hillside area to the Resort Core.
Master Plan development standards for the Resort Core
are provided in Tables 6.1-1 and 6.2-1 and in Chapter
5 of this Master Plan. In addition to the standards in the
Master Plan, development in the MPR is subject to the
applicable provisions of Title 18 of the San Juan County
Code and Conditions of Approval listed in Appendix I of
this RMP and in Chapter 7.
6.1.3 Utility Tract - 8 acres

The eight-acre Utility Tract is currently the site of the
Rosario Utilities sewer treatment facilities and water
treatment plant. Rosario Utilities is a privately owned
sewer and water utility that serves the Resort and adjoining
residential areas and Moran State Park. No vacation units
or resort related development is proposed on the Utility
Tract. Under this Resort Master Plan, the Utility Tract will
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continue to be used for utility purposes. Expansion of the
sewer treatment plant and the water works is anticipated
and planned for on the Utility Tract site. No other uses are
planned on this site.
6.1.4 The Hilltop - 39 acres
The 39.8-acre Hilltop area is currently developed with
20 units of employee housing in a single-story dormitory
building occupied by up to 40 employees. Additional
development includes a parking area and informal
outdoor recreation area with a fire pit. The site is accessed
by a gravel road off of Olga Road. The Hilltop area is the
proposed site for 40 units of additional employee housing,
which would bring the total number of employee housing
units to 60. Each unit will house up to two employee
occupants. No other types of resort lodging units are
planned on this site. The gross density of the employee
housing at build-out will be about 1.5 units per acre. In
addition to employee housing, the Hilltop area will include
on-site employee support services, including food and
related service, indoor recreation facilities, and parking.
An existing trail that would be improved as part of the
Resort expansion connects the employee housing area to
the Resort Core.
In addition to employee housing and support services,
the Hilltop area is planned as the location for other
Resort support services including Resort and utilities
administration, laundry, indoor and outdoor storage,
maintenance, housekeeping, and landscaping. In addition,
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remote/long-term/fleet/surge parking for Marina and
Resort users will be available at the Hilltop.
Master Plan development standards for the Hilltop are
provided in Tables 6.1-1 and 6.2-1 and in Chapter 5
of this Master Plan. In addition to the standards in the
Master Plan, development in the MPR is subject to the
applicable provisions of Title 18 of the San Juan County
Code and Conditions of Approval listed in Appendix I of
this RMP and in Chapter 7.
6.2 development approvals and Allowable Uses

The types of uses proposed in each of the four planning
areas of this Master Plan are described in the previous
sections. In addition to these anticipated uses, other uses
may be appropriate for location in the Rosario Master
Planned Resort in the future. Table 6.2-1 contains a
list of uses that could be located in specific areas of the
Resort with appropriate County review and approval. No
amendment to the Master Plan would be needed to add
uses from this list as part of a Planned Unit Development
application. However, while no amendment to the
Plan would generally be required, the incorporation of
additional uses from the table requires Planned Unit
Development approval and possibly, shoreline permit
approval, as described below. Planned Unit Development
review would require that any uses proposed from the
table be generally consistent with the Plan and compatible
with existing and proposed uses under the Plan.
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Development Approvals
Under the provisions of the County’s Uniform Development
Code, Planned Unit Development approval is required
for all development in the Master Planned Resort area. In
addition, County Shoreline permit approval is required for
all development located within 200 feet of the shoreline
of Cascade Bay or Cascade Lake, unless otherwise
exempt. Both of these approvals are subject to Notice of
Application requirements, additional environmental review
under SEPA, and a public hearing before the County
Hearing Examiner. Development approvals are described
in greater detail in Section 7.2 of this RMP.
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Table 6.1-1: Rosario Resort Master Plan Development Standards
Development Standards

Maximum number of vacation/seasonal units:

Units/Acre:
Maximum Number of Employee Housing Units:

Resort Core

Hillside

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Resort Total

15.8 ac
99

36.1 ac
220

8.0 ac
0

39.2 ac
0

99.11
319

6.2

6.1

0

0

3.2

0

0

0

60

60

1.5

1.5

Units/Acre
Minimum Lot Area2

Area Appropriate to

Area Appropriate to

N/A

Area Appropriate to

Proposed Use

Proposed Use

Front Yard - Private Road (feet)

5

5

5

5

Front Yard - Public Road (feet)

20

20

20

2011

Side and Rear Yard (feet)

5

10

10

10

35

35

35

Proposed Use

Minimum Building Setbacks:3

Building Massing:

Maximum Building Height (feet):4
Maximum Floor Area New Building Construction5:
5

Maximum Building Foot Print New Building Construction :
Maximum Building Envelope Size:

7

Maximum amount of impervious surfaces8:

Percent Coverage
Minimum Required Community Open Space9:

Community Open Space Percent:
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35

35

6

50,000 sf

455,000 sf
245,000 sf

289,000 sf

112,000 sf

4,000 sf

124,000 sf

92,000 sf

4,000 sf3

25,000 sf

100 %

100 %

N/A

100 %

7.1 ac

9.0 ac

3.2 ac

5.8 ac

25.1 ac

45%

25%

40%

15%

25%

6.3 ac

21.6 ac

N/A10

27.4 ac

55.3 ac.

40%

60%

70%

56%
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Table 6.1-1: Rosario Resort Master Plan Development Standards (continued)
NOTES:
Total equals original MPR area (59.9 ac.) plus Hilltop area (39.2 ac) minus
Scharnhorst (1.4 ac) and Geiser/Meade properties (0.4 ac.). Acreages based on
Assessor’s tax parcel records.
2
With the exception of the two Cliffhouse Court units, no single-family residential
lots are allowed. Condominium tracts, open space and other non-residential tracts
may be approved either by subdivision or binding site plan as part of the Planned
Unit Development approval for a phase or phases of the Resort. Lot or tract size
shall be appropriate to the purpose for which it is being created.
3
Pursuant to the notes in Table 6.1 of the SJCC Unified Development Code,
setbacks do not apply to mailboxes, wells, pump houses, bus shelters, septic
systems and drainfields, landscaping including berms, utility apparatus such as
poles, wires, pedestals, manholes, and vaults, and other items approved by the
administrator. Fences are also exempt from setback requirements, except when
impairing safe sight lines at intersections, as determined by the County engineer.
Setbacks from roads shall be measured from the edge of the road right of way or
easement in the case of private roads. This measurement shall be to a line parallel
to and measured perpendicular from the appropriate line. Side and rear yard lines
are measured from the edge of the property in the same manner as street setbacks.
Notwithstanding the side and rear yard setbacks shown in the table, side and rear
yard setback from the exterior boundary of the MPR shall not be less than 10 feet.
4
Maximum building heights shall be as set forth in this table provided that where
the height limits of the shoreline program are more restrictive, the height limit of
the shoreline program shall prevail, and provided further that notwithstanding any
other height limitations, the height of the Mansion Annex may be greater than 35
feet but no higher than the height of the roof ridge of the existing Moran Mansion
structure.
5
Floor area and building footprint estimates based on redevelopment program plus
25% overage factor to account for data inaccuracies as well as design-required
modifications such as decks, utility structures, storage buildings, etc.
6
Buildings only. Exterior water and sewer treatment facilities such as storage tanks,
ponds, sand filters are not included.
7
Maximum building size (three dimensional building envelope) is measured as a
percentage of the largest existing structure on October 3, 2000 that is located
within a particular activity center. Structures larger than the maximum allowed
may be authorized as part of the Planned Unit Development approval process.
1

Impervious surfaces are defined in the San Juan County Unified Development
Code. The design of new buildings and structures and of the stormwater
management system shall conform to the Best Management Practices set forth
in the most current edition of the Washington State Stormwater Management
Manual and in addition shall include, to the extent practicable, the Low Impact
Development techniques and Innovative Stormwater Management Practices
promulgated by the Puget Sound Water Quality Action Team.
9
Community open space is an open space area(s) for use by resort visitors and
guests. Community open space may be undeveloped natural open space or
open space developed with lawns, paths, benches and picnic shelters but free
of buildings and generally free of impervious surfacing except for paths, picnic
shelters, promenades, plazas and similar outdoor community spaces. Limitations
on the hours of use or type of use of community open space may be imposed for
safety or security purposes, such as limiting use after dark or use by motorized
vehicles; or for privacy concerns to reserve a portion of the community open space
from time to time for a private or resort sponsored event not open to the general
public such as a wedding. Not all areas free of impervious surfacing would be
designated as community open space. Areas free of impervious surfacing around
buildings, adjacent to decks and patios, along roadways and at similar locations
considered private or semi-private would not be considered community open
space. These areas make up the difference between the maximum amount of
impervious surfacing allowed and the minimum amount of community open space
required. The nature and character of individual community open space areas will
be established as part of the PUD approval process.
10
No community open space is provided at the Utility Tract. Public safety and water
quality concerns require that access to the Utility Tract be limited to utility purposes
only.
11
A sight obscuring vegetative buffer shall be maintained between Olga Road
and development on the Hilltop parcel. If the existing natural vegetation does
not provide a year round visual barrier, additional native plant materials shall
be selected and planted in a naturally appearing arrangement that provides the
required year-round visual barrier.
8
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Table 6.2-1: Rosario Resort Master Plan Land Uses 1,2,3
Commercial Uses

Resort Core

Hillside

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Bed and Breakfast Inn or Residence

PUD2

PUD

No

No

Hotel/Motel/Condominiums (vacation, seasonal and transient units only)

PUD

PUD

No

No

PUD

PUD

No

No

PUD

PUD

No

No

PUD

PUD

No

No

PUD

PUD

No

No

PUD

PUD

No

No4

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Director

Director

Director

Director

Marina7(maximum 164 slips)

PUD

No

n.a.

n.a.

Float-Plane Dock

PUD

No

n.a.

n.a.

Fuel Dock

PUD

No

n.a.

n.a.

Marine Services and Activities

PUD

No

No

No

Tour Boat Terminal

PUD

No

n.a.

n.a.

Owner and Guest Accommodations:

Visitor and Guest Goods and Services:
Restaurants (eating/drinking establishments)
Light Food Restaurants (eating establishments)
Resort and Guest Oriented Retail Sale and Personal and Professional Services
Outdoor Events, Sales, Shows and Vendor Stands with Non-Resort Exhibits or Sellers.
Day Care Services
Personal Wireless Communications Facilities
Unnamed Resort Related Commercial Uses1
Marina and Marine Related Services:
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Table 6.2-1: Rosario Resort Master Plan Land Uses 1,2,3 (continued)
Industrial Uses

Hillside3

Resort Core

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Maintenance and Resort Support Facilities:
Non-commercial Composting

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Fuel Storage and Dispensing (resort or marina use only)

PUD

No

PUD

No

Outdoor Storage Yards

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

3

Repair and Light Manufacturing

PUD

No

PUD

PUD

Warehouse

PUD

No

PUD

PUD

Recycling Center

No

No

PUD

PUD

PUD

No

PUD

PUD

Director

Director

Director

Director

Recycling Collection Point
1

Unnamed Industrial Uses
Institutional Uses

Resort Core

Hillside

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Resort Related Institutional Uses:
Employee Cafeteria

PUD

No

No

PUD

Community Facility (including Community Club or Community Organization Assembly Facility)

PUD

No

No

No

Emergency Services

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Interpretive Center

PUD

PUD

No

No

Museum

PUD

No

No

No

Post Office

PUD

No

No

No

PUD

No

No

No

Director

Director

Director

Director

Religious Assembly Facility
Unnamed Institutional Uses

1

Recreational Uses

Resort Core

Hillside

Hilltop5

Utility Tract

Resort Recreational Areas (see also Commercial and Transportation uses):
Indoor Recreation Facilities
Outdoor Recreation Facilities (tennis courts, swimming pools, paddleboats, playing fields etc.)
1

Unnamed Recreational Uses

PUD

PUD

No

No

PUD

PUD

No

No

Director

Director

Director

Director
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Table 6.2-1: Rosario Resort Master Plan Land Uses 1,2,3(continued)
Residential Uses

Resort Core

Hillside

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Caretaker Apartment (residence for resort management such as within the hotel)6

PUD

PUD

No

PUD

Employee Housing (dormitory style w/ or w/o private bathroom facilities, no kitchens)

No

No

No

PUD

Director

Director

Director

Director

Unnamed Residential Uses

1

Transportation

Resort Core

Hillside

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Helipad (emergency use only)

PUD

No

No

PUD

Parking Lot, commercial

PUD

No

No

PUD

Parking Lot, non-commercial

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Streets, Private and Public

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Tour and Excursion Facilities

PUD

No

No

No

PUD

PUD

No

PUD

Director

Director

Director

Director

Trails and Paths, public
Unnamed Transportation Uses

1

Utilities

Resort Core

Hillside

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Commercial Power Generation Facilities

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Sewerage Treatment Plant

No

No

PUD

No

Water Utility Treatment Plant, Headworks, and Storage Tanks

No

PUD

PUD

PUD

Sanitary Waste Pumpout for Boats

PUD

No

No

No

Utility Transmission and Distribution lines

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Utility Facilities

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Director

Director

Director

Director

Utility Substation
Unnamed Utility Uses

1

Agricultural Uses and Activities

Resort Core

Hillside

Utility Tract

Hilltop

Forest Practices Associated with Approved Development Activity Only.

PUD

PUD

PUD

PUD

Plant Nursery

No

No

No

PUD

Retail Sales of Agricultural Products

PUD

No

No

No

Unnamed Agricultural and Forest Uses1

Director

Director

Director

Director
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Table 6.2-1: Rosario Resort Master Plan Land Uses 1,2,3(continued)
NOTES:
1
As provided in section 18.30.060A SJCC, allowable uses and their
locations within a Master Planned Resort are determined during the
development of the Master Plan. Subsequent changes in uses or in
the location of allowable uses within Master Planned Resorts (MPR)
are handled through amendment to the Master Plan. This table
lists the allowable uses and their possible location by planning area
for the Rosario Resort MPR. Pursuant to section 18.30.060E any
new development and any new phase of development in a Master
Planned Resort requires Planned Unit Development approval. Uses
in the table that are identified by the letters “PUD” may be allowed in
specifically identified area within the Rosario Resort MPR with Planned
Unit Development approval. Uses identified as No are not allowed
in the specifically identified area without a plan amendment. Uses
identified as n.a. are not applicable and therefore are considered as
not allowed. Uses listed in the table are representative of uses allowed
within the MPR. The unnamed use category in the table contains the
designation Director. Unnamed uses are uses not named in the table
but that the Director may find are sufficiently similar to a named use
that the use is allowable with PUD approval. When such a finding
cannot be made, a master plan amendment pursuant to SJCC
18.90.190D.4 is be required to make the use allowable in the PUD.

Day care facilities for employees are allowable in the Hilltop Area
with PUD approval.
4

Employee indoor and outdoor recreational facilities are allowable in
the Hilltop Area with PUD approval.
5

No more than two caretaker employee residential units are
allowable. Caretaker units must be owned by resort or other business
entities and designated for caretaker use.
6

Approval of the Marina expansion with an upper limit of 164 slips
should not be construed as approval of a 164-slip marina. The upper
limit of 164 slips is for planning purposes only. The actual number of
slips to be developed shall be based on the additional environmental
studies and review, including environmental review under SEPA, that
will need to be completed to obtain the necessary Federal, State and
local permits required for the Marina expansion. However, regardless
of the results of future environmental analysis no more than 164 slips
shall be developed.
7

Existing uses not consistent with the uses in the table and/or
their location may continue at their current location until they are
relocated in accordance with the approved Master Plan, or cease to
operate. Timing of the closure or relocation of existing uses not in
conformance with the Plan shall be established in the first Planned
Unit Development application.
2

All land area within 200 feet of the shoreline of Cascade Bay or
Cascade Lake is within the jurisdiction of the County Shoreline
Master Program, Chapter 18.50 SJCC. All new development and
redevelopment in any shoreline area is subject to the applicable
provisions and permit requirements of that chapter in addition to any
other applicable regulations of the San Juan County Code.
3
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7.0 DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
7.1 Growth and Phasing

As required by 18.90.060 6. SJCC, this RMP must
include:

A

description of the intended phasing of

development of the project, if any. The initial
application for an MPR shall provide sufficient
detail for the phases such that the full
intended scope and intensity of the
development can be evaluated. This shall also
discuss how the project will function at interim
stages prior to completion of all phases of the
project, and how the project may operate
successfully and meet its environmental
protection, concurrency, and other
commitments should development cease before
all phases are completed.

Resort redevelopment will occur over a multi-year period
as dictated by financing, market absorption, construction
efficiency, Resort operations, and regulatory requirements.
In order to provide sufficient water treatment capacity,
allow time for permitting and market absorption, the
RMP will be implemented in at least two phases. Phasing
Resort redevelopment will also reduce impacts on Resort
operations should the Resort continue to operate during
redevelopment.
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As required by condition 5 of the San Juan County
Council Conditions of Approval (see Appendix I),
development under the Master Plan will proceed in the
phases described below, unless a change to this phasing is
approved by the San Juan County Council. The Council
may allow changes in this overall phasing, including
smaller phases and phasing within a single PUD, if
concurrency standards, the criteria in SJCC 18.90.060.
H.1.c, and other applicable requirements are met.
The first phase, which could begin following aquisition of
the Resort by a qualified developer, will include support
functions at the Hilltop and Utility Tract, infrastructure
upgrades, and redevelopment of the Resort Core. This
phase is anticipated to be initiated in 2007 or 2008
with expansion of employee housing in order to provide
temporary lodging for construction crews. This will be
followed by demolition of the restaurant/kitchen addition
to the Mansion; 1000, 1200, and 1300 Buildings;
Cascade Bay Grill; outdoor swimming pool complexes;
and the Discovery House, followed by renovation of the
Moran Mansion and construction of the new Mansion
Annex with 21 hotel rooms, 3 penthouse condos, an
expanded Spa with new fitness center, and replacement
of the existing restaurant and bar. Phase I will also
include construction of 38 new cottages and houses, 12
bungalow units, 32 condos, and replacement of both
outdoor swimming pools, and associated landscaping,
circulation, drainage and utility infrastructure, and other
support facilities.
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Specific timeframes have yet to be refined for future
development phases since they will require approval
of Substantial Development Permits for construction of
conditional uses within the shoreline zone, involving
a lengthy and often unpredictable review process. In
addition, all new facilities will require demonstrated
provision of adequate infrastructure, especially roads,
sewer, and water treatment capacity addressed in FEIS,
Appendix C. In addition, project-level environmental
review will be required prior to construction of each
project component. Proposed redevelopment phasing is
summarized in Table 7.1-1.
Phase II will most likely begin around 2010 to 2015 and
will upgrade the upper portions of the Resort and expand
the Marina. The second phase will add 34 additional
cottages and add approximately 131 additional boat
slips when the existing Marina is replaced with a 165-slip
Marina. In addition, 48 more hotel rooms are expected to
be added to the Cascade Harbor Inn in Phase II.
Resort expansion is dependent on increased water and
sewer treatment capacity. As is explained in detail in
Appendix C of the FEIS, the water treatment will be
expanded in two phases and the sewer treatment in
one. Engineering for the first phase of water treatment
facility expansion began in 2005 and completion of plant
upgrades was scheduled for late 2006. This expansion
provided sufficient treatment to supply the water demands
of the first phase of Resort expansion.
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Table 7.1-1: Summary of Resort Development Phasing.
Phase I (Approximately 2007-2010).
Action

Max.
New Units

Demolish existing buildings, prepare site and new infrastructure

Replaced Units

Net Growth in
Units

8 buildings

Increase utility capacity and construct new facilities on Utility Tract
Build additional employee housing and parking
Renovate Moran Mansion and build Mansion Annex

80 beds

N/A

80 beds

21 rooms

44 rooms

-23 rooms

Build new Moran Cottages, Mini-Mansions, Penthouses

27 units

27 units

Build new Marina Village Cottages, Condos, & Cabana

48 units

48 units

Build new Hillside Cottages

8 units

N/A

8 units

Max.
New Units

Replaced Units

Net Growth in
units

Build Marina

165 slips

32 slips

133 slips

Build new Woodland Cottages

21 units

N/A

21 units

Expand Cascade Harbor Inn

48 rooms

N/A

48 rooms

Build new Hillside Cottages

8 units

N/A

8 units

Phase II (Approximately 2007-2015+).
Action

Prepare site and new infrastructure

The second water treatment plant expansion will begin
following completion of the first phase of Resort expansion,
and will be timed to coordinate with increasing water
demand associated with residential growth in Rosario
Utilities’ service area unrelated to the Resort, or Phase II
construction, whichever comes first.
Expansion of the sewer system will occur in a single phase.
Once complete, the expanded treatment capacity will be
sufficient to supply the demand increases associated with
both phases of Resort expansion. This process began in
2005 with re-lining of the secondary treatment lagoon and
engineering design is now underway, to be followed by
permitting by the Department of Ecology and ultimately by
construction of the new treatment facilities.
Rosario’s redevelopment could take place while the
Resort continued operations or it could close down for
reconstruction. The advantages of continued (albeit
limited) operations during reconstruction would be
continued revenues and reduce impacts on the Resort’s
employees and island economy. The advantage of
temporary closure would be an expedited construction
period. In either case, the majority of reconstruction
would occur during the Resort’s slow off-season. Both
potential scenarios are described below, beginning with
continued operations.
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7.1.1 Continued Operations During Redevelopment

Phase I:
Even before the first component of Resort redevelopment
could begin, the applicant will need to obtain numerous
approvals from San Juan County including a Planned
Unit Development (PUD) as addressed in 18.90.060
(D)(2) SJCC to cover each phase of the proposed Resort
development; Shoreline Substantial Development Permits
and Shoreline Conditional Use Permits, as required by
18.80.110 SJCC. Project permitting, including project
level environmental review, will also be required for
clearing, grading, demolition and construction of each
Resort building. This will require numerous mitigation
measures identified in the FEIS and technical studies
described in Section 7.2.3 of this RMP.
Following permitting, the first component of Resort
redevelopment would consist of preliminary preparations
including worker housing and construction staging
facilities. To achieve this, expansion of employee housing
at the Hilltop would need to be completed. The proposed
employee housing facilities would include kitchen, laundry
and other support functions that would be used during
the redevelopment period to house construction crews,
reducing costs and increasing efficiency. The Utility Tract
and Hilltop would be prepared for use as construction
staging areas. This would include construction of delivery
warehouses and administrative offices and outdoor
storage could be provided on graded pads. As both the
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Hilltop and Utility Tract sites are not directly adjacent to
the Resort Core, construction activities here would have
limited direct impacts on Resort operations, allowing these
developments to precede those on the Resort Core.
The next activity would consist of preparations for
construction of the Moran and Marina Village Clubs. This
would require relocation of all functions currently located
in the Moran Mansion before renovation and restoration
of the historic building could begin. Most of these
functions, including the front desk, restaurant, bar, kitchen
and retail could be accommodated by the Discovery
House through conversion of this large conference center
into temporary hospitality facilities.
If salvageable, the Boatel would be renovated at the
same time to house the Marina Activities Center. On
the ground floor, this would include the retail, light
food service, and laundromat to be relocated from the
Dockside, as well as showers and lockers to be relocated
from the poolhouse. Upper floors of the Boatel would
be renovated for the Resort’s executive offices while
other administrative offices could be moved to new
facilities. The Spa would likely need to scale back its
service offerings during construction and remaining Spa
operations could also be housed temporarily in the lower
floor of the Boatel following its renovation and adaptive
reuse. If the Boatel cannot be reused, it will be razed and
replaced with historically compatible new construction.
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With the Resort no longer dependent on the Mansion,
restoration and renovations could begin on the Mansion
itself while the kitchen/dining room addition, the carriage
house, the Dockside, and the 1100, 1200, 1300
buildings and family swimming pool would be demolished
and replaced with new utility and transportation
infrastructure, landscaping, and buildings. During this
time, the 1500, 1600, 1900, and 2100 Buildings and
Cascade Harbor Inn could continue to host guests who
could continue to use the temporary facilities in the
Discovery House and the existing Marina. Rosario Road
would remain unaffected and efforts to minimize impacts
on the guest experience would be taken during Phase I
construction.
Upon completion of the Mansion’s renovation and
construction of the Annex wing with its new restaurant and
Spa, the Discovery House would be demolished to make
room for the Marina Village condos and adjacent Cabana
Center swimming pool.
By the completion of Phase I, the core of the Resort will
be redeveloped and fully operational. The restored
Mansion will resume its function as the Resort’s
centerpiece with its new wing housing the restaurant,
kitchen, function space, guest lodging, and Spa. The
cottages and condos comprising the Moran Club and
Marina Village Club will be available for occupancy by
owners and guests. Other than maintenance upgrades,
the Marina will remain relatively unchanged through

Phase I and will continue to provide guest moorage,
charter operations and seaplane service. As it has in the
past, the existing Marina will also be used for commercial
water shuttle service including the private water shuttle to
the mainland proposed as transportation mitigation. As
Phase I contains all critical Resort amenities, the Resort
could continue to operate independent of the Phase II
upgrades, however, the additional unit sales from Phase
II would be required to recoup the substantial Phase I
investments. For this reason, the Resort’s owners will likely
pursue implementation of Phase II as soon as the required
environmental review, permitting and design are complete.
Phase II:
The second phase of Resort redevelopment could
commence once the second round of water treatment
plant upgrades are underway and environmental review
and permitting for the Hillside Cottages, Marina expansion
and Cascade Harbor Inn expansion are complete.
During Phase II upgrades, Resort operations would be
limited to the redeveloped Resort Core, just as Phase I
construction activities would have limited resort operations
to the southeastern portions of the Resort. During this
construction phase, new roads and infrastructure will be
built to serve the Woodland Cottages, which will likely be
constructed at the same time as the Hillside Cottages. The
1700 building used for employee or construction worker
housing during Phase I, will be upgraded in Phase II. The
existing marina pilings, floats and mooring buoys will be
removed to make room for the new pilings, floats, and
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floating breakwater comprising the proposed expanded
Marina. This construction will also facilitate restoration of
the Cascade Bay shoreline along with other environmental
mitigations. Expansion of the Cascade Harbor Inn may
take place at the same time or separately, as this motel is
owned and operated independently of Rosario.
7.1.2 Temporary Closure and Redevelopment

If Rosario opted to close during Phase I reconstruction,
the process would be similar to that described above,
however redevelopment would likely employ a compressed
construction schedule, requiring a larger work force. As
a result, additional construction worker housing and
other support space will likely be required. As a result,
the Discovery House would likely be used on a temporary
basis for construction administration and construction
worker mess hall and possibly additional housing,
instead of being used as a temporary front desk, kitchen,
restaurant, bar and retail. In addition, the 1700 building
and possibly the existing Hillside condos could also be
used for construction worker housing. The 1100, 1200
and 1300 buildings could also house construction workers
prior to their demolition and replacement with new 4-plex
construction. As described above, at the completion of
Phase I, the Resort would contain all the critical Resort
amenities, thus the Resort could continue to operate
during Phase II redevelopment.
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7.2 Implementation Actions
7.2.1 Shoreline Master Program Compliance

A land use or development proposed to be located entirely
or partly within 200 feet of the Ordinary High Water Mark
(OHWM) of a regulated shoreline is within the jurisdiction
of San Juan County’s Shoreline Master Program,
subject to the applicable provisions of Section 3 of the
Comprehensive Plan and of Chapter 18.50 SJCC, as
well as the applicable provisions and permit requirements
indicated in Table 6.2-1 of this RMP and shoreline permit
requirements addressed in 18.80.110 SJCC. The Resort
Core area is located within the County’s Rural shoreline
designation, which allows commercial developments such
as those proposed under this RMP as a Conditional Use,
subject to a 100-foot setback from the OHWM. A small
section of the Upper Basin area is within the Conservancy
shoreline designation, which allows more restrictive uses
within the same setback.
According to the County’s Shoreline Permit and exemption
procedures (18.80.110 SJCC), Resort development within
the 100-foot setback from the OHWM will require both
Shoreline Substantial Development Permits and Shoreline
Conditional Use Permits prior to construction. Since these
are typically lengthy procedures, these permits should be
sought as early in the project-level development planning
process as possible.
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The following additional provisions that apply to
development within the shoreline jurisdiction are required
by conditions 4, 20, and 21 of the San Juan County
Council Conditions of Approval (see Appendix I):
When required, applications for shoreline development
or uses for the portions of a PUD within shoreline
jurisdiction shall be submitted at the same time as the PUD
application and shall also be processed along with the
PUD application. A complete application for preliminary
subdivision or binding site plan approval, as appropriate,
shall be submitted with each PUD application. (Condition
4)
To meet the requirements of the Shoreline Master
Program, and to provide for adequate short term visitor
accommodations, only commercial structures may be built
within 200 feet of the ordinary high water mark of the
shoreline. Structures owned by the Resort, and operated
to provide retail sales and services related to the Resort,
shall be considered commercial. For condominium units
to be considered commercial the units must be included
in, and remain in the Rosario Resort or Cascade Harbor
Inn Rental Programs. For all property located within 200
feet of the ordinary high water mark, the applicant must
include these requirements in a “Notice to Title”, and
provide a copy of the recorded notice to the Community
Development and Planning Department before a building
permit will be issued. Following is the language that must
be used in the Notice to Title:

Notice to Title
Rosario Resort Shoreline Structures. To meet the
requirements of the San Juan County Shoreline Master
Program within the Rosario Resort Master Plan land use
zone, only commercial structures may be built within 200
feet of the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) of the
shoreline. Commercial structures include a) structures
owned by the Resort and operated to provide retail sales
and services related to the Resort, and b) condominium
units included in the Rosario Resort or Cascade Harbor Inn
Rental Programs. Commercial structures located within
200 feet of the OHWM may not be converted to noncommercial uses. (Condition 20)
The following minimum requirements are established
for the sections of the Resort subject to the requirements
of the Shoreline Master Program. These minimums do
not supersede requirements that may subsequently be
imposed by the Hearing Examiner or the Department
of Ecology, and if there is a conflict, the more restrictive
requirement shall apply. If the applicant is unable to meet
the required setbacks they may relocate and/or combine
units in upland areas, without a loss in the total number of
approved units. (Condition 21)
The Bowman’s Bluff Cottages shall be located at least
50 feet from the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM),
shall be screened with native vegetation, and shall be
designed using non-reflective surfaces, dark colors and
other architectural techniques to help them blend into the
hillside. These techniques are described in Exhibit 5-10.
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The Luxury Waterfront Cottages shall be located at least
50 feet from the OHWM, shall be landscaped with native
vegetation to provide partial visual screening and will
use the architectural techniques described in Exhibit 510 to make them less visible from the water. In addition,
the two eastern most cottages will be set further back as
shown in Figure 4.4-2 to reduce the developed footprint
near the shoreline and allow stormwater to be more easily
managed.
Changes in the location of the OHWM as a result of
shoreline restoration approved by the County shall not
result in an increased setback requirement (i.e. the
OHWM prior to restoration will be used to determine this
setback).
7.2.2 Land Use Permitting

For a new Resort Master Plan for an existing MPR, San
Juan County requires preparation of a Planned Unit
Development (PUD) application as addressed in SJCC
18.90.060 (D)(2)) to cover each phase of the proposed
Resort development. The PUD application for the first
phase of development will be prepared following adoption
of the RMP by San Juan County. The San Juan County
Permit Center administers a number of permits and
approvals that are required by State law and implemented
by County code.
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The following additional permitting provisions are required
by conditions 6, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 18 of the San Juan
County Council Conditions of Approval (see Appendix I):
Each PUD or phase of a PUD shall be subject to
environmental review under SEPA. The environmental
documents for the Master Plan may be adopted by
reference or supplemented as allowed by SEPA. Each
application submitted for approval shall identify which
mitigation measures identified in the FEIS have been
adopted and incorporated into the proposal and which
mitigation measures identified in the FEIS are not
adopted and incorporated into the proposal. The County
Department of Community Development and Planning and
the County Engineer shall review the adopted mitigation
to determine whether those measures adequately address
the impacts of the proposal. Nothing shall prevent the
applicant from substituting different but equally effective
mitigation measures than those identified in the FEIS to
address a specific impact, nor shall the requirement to
adopt mitigation measures from the FEIS prevent the
County from imposing additional or different mitigation
measures in response to potential environmental impacts
identified during environmental review of the specific
Planned Unit Development proposal and/or Shoreline
Permit application. (Condition 6)
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At least one public meeting shall be held by the applicant
in the Rosario Resort area prior to the submittal of a
Planned Unit Development application for any phase of
development. The meeting shall be for the purpose of
explaining the development proposed in the Planned Unit
Development application and soliciting comments on the
development proposal. (Condition 7)
The Hilltop access road and Olga Road intersection
Traffic Study/Design shall be provided with the application
for any PUD that proposes development on the Hilltop,
and that study shall be reviewed by the County Engineer.
Any improvement required by such Traffic Study shall
be completed prior to issuance of final approval of any
building constructed on the Hilltop Parcel. (Condition 11)
Rules of conduct for the people living at the employee
housing facility shall be provided at the time of application
for any PUD that proposes development on the Hilltop.
(Condition 13)
The Moran Mansion is an integral component of the onsite recreational amenities necessary for this Master Plan.
To assure that the Moran Mansion is renovated in a timely
manner, the first PUD application for development of more
than the two Cliffhouse Court homes shall include, for
approval of the County, a) a proposed plan for renovation
of the Mansion adequate to ensure a life of at least 50
years, and b) a proposed construction schedule for the
Mansion and the other development proposed under the
PUD. This schedule may allow for construction of the

21 rooms and 3 suites proposed in the Mansion Annex,
and up to 40 new and replacement Resort units including
condominium units. The 48 units to be constructed on
the 9.13 acre Rosario Harbor Tract shall not be counted
toward this limit, so this will allow construction of 66 of
the remaining 134 rooms and units. Once the limit of
66 units is reached, no building permits will be issued
until the Moran Mansion renovation, as set forth in the
schedule, is completed and final approval is granted by
the Building Official. If the Moran Mansion renovation is
not completed in accordance with this schedule, or any
extension which may be granted, the County may suspend
issuance of building permits within the MPR for noncompliance with this condition, with notice. (Condition 17)
With the first PUD application, the applicant shall submit
a proposed schedule for shoreline rehabilitation actions
for County review and approval. Proposed rehabilitation
of the shoreline will occur during construction proposed
for that area as described in the Resort Master Plan and
Final EIS, and this rehabilitation will be included in future
shoreline permit applications. (Condition 18)
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7.2.3 Technical Studies and Implementation Plans

A number of specialized technical studies will be required
as part of RMP implementation. These include, but are
not limited to, the following:
• As required by condition 11 of the San Juan
County Council Conditions of Approval (see
Appendix I), the intersection of the Hilltop access
road and Olga Road shall be studied and
designed.
• A wetland delineation (or boundary estimation
reconnaissance) prior to siting development in the
vicinity of the potential Environmentally Sensitive
Area wetland adjacent to the Hilltop area.
• A structural evaluation of the Boatel building to
determine feasibility for adaptive reuse for Marina
retail center and related functions.

growth coniferous forest, large (dbh >12 inches)
coniferous tree species, or significant (dbh >12
inches) tree snags.
• Coordination with San Juan County and WDFW
to develop appropriate strategies using mitigation
sequencing per SJCC to minimize impacts to
breeding populations of bald eagle and osprey
prior to site development in the vicinity of the
Resort.
• Feasibility studies will be needed to determine the
practical and financial feasibility of reclaimed water
re-use for irrigation and possibly other purposes.
• Test wells will need to be drilled on the Hilltop to
evaluate the capacity of existing springs to supply
existing and expanded employee housing.

• A stream delineation prior to siting development
in the vicinity of San Juan County Environmentally
Sensitive Area Freshwater Habitat Areas.

• A professional archaeological study including a
records review and field inspection resulting in a
completed report as well as consultation with DAHP
and the Lummi Tribe. Archaeological procedures
are summarized in Exhibit 7-1.

• A geotechnical analysis study prior to siting
development in the vicinity of San Juan County
Environmentally Sensitive Area Geologically
Hazardous Areas.

• As required by SJCC 18.60.190 A.11, a
landscaping plan shall be prepared consistent
with the requirements of, and incorporating the
development standards of San Juan County Code.

• A field survey to identify bald eagle and osprey
perch sites, nest sites, and communal roost
sites in the project vicinity prior to removing or
disturbing significant stands of mature second-

• Tree protection plan based on inventory of
significant trees as required by SJCC 18.60.190.
A.II.
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Exhibit 7-1: Archaeological Procedures
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Historic Preservation Officer
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other activity, the following
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promote proactive preservation and
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writing and given 30 days to

management of archaeological

•

Stop work in the area of

comment. Upon receipt of SHPO

resources, a professional

discovery and protect discovery

concurrence, work in the area

archaeological study (see Section

from potential damage. Any
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human remains should be left

or likely archaeological sites such

undisturbed to ensure
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consistency with the Indian
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•
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• In order to deal with the aesthetics more
dynamically to fit well with the rural setting and the
cottage architecture performance-based design
guidelines will be required for all new development
within the MPR. These design guidelines will
address architecture, landscape architecture,
signage, screening, and other design issues.
• Prior to any construction activities, protocol-level
surveys for threatened, endangered, and sensitive
species will be conducted by a qualified wildlife
biologist in order to determine the presence of
these species. If species are found to be present,
WDFW and/or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service would
be consulted as to the proper course of action.
• Surveys to determine the proximity of nesting birds
on Cascade Lake will need to be conducted by a
qualified wildlife biologist prior to any construction
activities in order to minimize effects to breeding
individuals.
• The topography of the bedrock will be evaluated
in a geotechnical or engineering geology study to
determine how infiltration can occur in a manner
that maximizes the saturated blanket of soil.
• A comprehensive Transportation Management Plan
(TMP) will be needed to mitigate the increased
traffic, pedestrian, and parking demand that will be
generated by Resort expansion. The TMP should
consist of a combination of policies, programs
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and physical improvements. These should include
the appointment of a Transportation Management
Coordinator; emphasizing and creating incentives
to encourage the use of alternate transportation
modes and reduce demand on the Washington
State Ferry System and San Juan County road
network; and physical improvements to Rosario
Road in order to improve vehicular safety.
7.2.4 Concurrency and SEPA Mitigation

While this RMP is intended to be self-mitigating, San
Juan County has the authority under SEPA to require the
Resort to mitigate any significant adverse impacts to the
environment determined to result from implementation
of this RMP. SEPA mitigations are intended to correct
impacts on specific elements of the environment such as
traffic or noise that could be impacted as determined by
the County during the Threshold Determination process.
Accordingly, required mitigation measures may take the
form of fees or provision of additional services or facilities,
land buffers, design modifications, etc. Likewise, SEPA
mitigation is also used by the County to address Level
of Service degradation identified during the County’s
concurrency review. Concurrency (i.e., provision of
sufficient infrastructure capacity for each phase of the RMP
by the time the development begins to make additional
demands) is required of all developers. County-operated
facilities such as roads and public services and Washington
State Ferry Service are of particular concern to the County
during concurrency analysis. Applicable SEPA mitigation
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measures have been included in this RMP. All SEPA
mitigation measures are included in the Environmental
Impact Statement for this RMP.
The following additional provisions related to concurrency
are required by conditions 8, 9, 10 and 12 of the San
Juan County Council Conditions of Approval (see
Appendix I):
The Resort shall be operated in a manner which assures
that adequate capacity exists for short term use of
condominium units, in a manner consistent with the
operational objectives stated in the Master Plan. Except
for the Cliffhouse Court residences, and also except for
housing for employees of the Resort, the condominium
units that will be developed under the approved Plan shall
not be occupied as a primary residence or main home.
The limitation on the use of condominium units as a
primary residence or main home shall be included in the
conditions of any subsequent Planned Unit Development
approval. (Condition 8)
When the first PUD application is filed the County
Public Works Department and the County Engineer shall
review the State approved Rosario Utilities Sewer System
Plan, prepared by an engineer licensed in the State of
Washington. The Sewer Plan shall include specifications
for a sewer treatment plant of sufficient size to serve the
anticipated demand from the build-out of the Resort. The
specifications shall include sufficient detail to identify the
amount of land needed to support the expanded treatment

plant and to determine whether sufficient land is available
within the Utility Tract. (Condition 9)
The preliminary stormwater analysis prepared for the
Rosario Resort Master Plan FEIS identified the natural
drainage basins that affect and are affected by the
Resort. Under the County’s Unified Development Code,
applications for PUD approval include a requirement
that a stormwater management analysis be submitted in
support of the application. To assure that sufficient longterm planning for stormwater management is included in
the analysis, and to assure that short-term construction
is coordinated with long-term stormwater management
needs, the stormwater analysis for the first PUD application
shall include a description of the stormwater management
strategy for all the drainage basin(s) in which the Master
Planned Resort is located. The sizing of stormwater
facilities shall be based on long term anticipated
stormwater management needs. For planning purposes,
this stormwater management plan shall assume full
development under the Master Plan within areas in the
basin(s) covered by the Master Plan, and shall assume
development at existing densities or maximum allowable
densities for areas outside the Master Plan (whichever is
greater). The stormwater plan shall be certified by an
engineer to show evidence that it is technologically sound,
and the plan shall be reviewed by the County Engineer.
(Condition 10)
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The employee food service and recreation building
planned for the Hilltop parcel shall be constructed
concurrently with or before new dormitory buildings are
constructed. The food service and recreation facility shall
be sized to adequately serve the needs of all employees
who will live at the dormitory buildings. (Condition 12)
7.2.5 Construction Permitting

Ultimately, implementation of this RMP will require
significant building, landscape, and marine construction.
Construction in San Juan County is regulated by the
Uniform Building, Plumbing, and Mechanical Codes,
which are administered by the San Juan County Permit
Center. San Juan County Code 15.04.515 (Ordinance
80-1992) states: "Permits issued for construction of
structures shall be for a period of one year, renewable
for four additional years... Construction, including all
required life safety inspections under new permits, shall
be completed within 5 years from the date of issuance. If
construction is not completed within 5 years the owner/
builder shall be required to obtain a new permit and also
pay full permit fees."
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7.2.6 Marina Requirements

The Marina is expected to be expanded in Phase II.
This component of the RMP will need to be permitted
separately from other components of the project due to
the nature and scope of this effort. Because of the unique
issues regarding Marina construction, separate projectlevel environmental review will be necessary to ensure that
all applicable resource issues are considered and analyzed
consistent with phased environmental review as stipulated
by WAC 197-11-060(5). This analysis would include a
separate threshold determination process and would likely
address environmental, engineering, and other issues
related to the marine environment. Because the Marina
expansion would require permits issued by the Army Corps
of Engineers, future review must comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In addition, compliance
with shoreline and land use regulations administered by
San Juan County would require compliance with the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). Specific reviews and
permitting actions required as part of Marina approval are
listed in Table 7.2-1.
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Table 7.2-1: Marina Review and Permitting Requirements.
Review Process or Permit

Administering or Lead Agency

SEPA (Project-Level EIS)

San Juan County

Clean Water Act Section 10 Individual Permit

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Clean Water Act Section 401 Permit

WA Department of Ecology

Clean Water Act Section 404 Individual Permit

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Shoreline Substantial Development Permit

San Juan County

Coastal Zone Management Consistency Review

WA Department of Ecology

Federal Endangered Species Act Review

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and NOAA Fisheries

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Construction and Stormwater Permits

WA Department of Ecology

Use of Aquatic Lands, Lease Review

WA Department of Natural Resources

Puget Sound Dredge Disposal Approval Permit

WA Department of Ecology, WA Department of Natural
Resources, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Building and Grading Permits, Zoning Compliance, Parking

San Juan County

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act Review

Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
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San Juan County Council Conditions of Approval

As part of the County, Rosario staff, and legal counsel’s review process,
Conditions of Approval were developed to address issues that were
identified, and to provide a greater level of certainty on how the
Rosario Resort Master Plan will be implemented. These conditions were
prepared with input from County and Rosario and legal counsel, and are
requirements that must be met. To the extent possible these conditions
and requirements have been incorporated into the Plan and referenced
accordingly. This appendix provides the entire set of conditions as
approved by the San Juan County Council.

3. A Planned Unit Development (PUD) application shall be
approved prior to development of each phase of development
in the Rosario MPR. A Planned Unit Development shall satisfy
the requirements of SJCC 18.60.190 Master Planned Resort
Development and SJCC 18.60.220 Planned Unit Development,
provided that the development standards and allowable land
uses established in Tables 6.1-1 and 6.2-1 of Chapter 6 of the
Rosario Resort Master Plan shall be used in place of similar
provisions contained in or referenced by SJCC 18.60.220.G.

1. All new development, the renovation of existing development,
and the operation and uses of the Rosario Master Planned Resort
(“MPR” or the “Resort”) shall be consistent with the provisions of
the approved Rosario Resort Master Plan dated May 2007 (the
“Master Plan”) and shall follow the mitigation measures identified
as “Option ‘B’” in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and
Final Environmental Impact Statement.

4. When required, applications for shoreline development or uses
for the portions of a PUD within shoreline jurisdiction shall be
submitted at the same time as the PUD application and shall
be processed along with the PUD application. A complete
application for preliminary subdivision or binding site plan
approval, as appropriate, shall be submitted with each PUD
application.

2. Chapters 1 through 3 of the Master Plan provide introductory
and background information about the Resort and about the
development of the Master Plan. These chapters do not establish
standards for design or the location of uses in the Resort but may
be used to interpret or clarify the intent of the requirements in
the redevelopment concept as set forth in Chapter 4 of the Plan,
the design and functional elements as set forth in Chapter 5 of
the Plan, the development standards and land use requirements
of Chapter 6 of the Plan, and phasing and implementation
provisions of Chapter 7 of the Plan.

5. Development under the Master Plan will proceed in the phases
described in Chapter 7 of the Resort Master Plan, unless a
change to this phasing is approved by the County Council, after
receiving a recommendation from the Director of the Department
of Community Development and Planning. The Council may
allow changes in the overall phasing, including smaller phases
and phasing within a single PUD, if concurrency standards,
the criteria in SJCC 18.90.060.H.1.c, and other applicable
requirements are met, without modifying the Master Plan.
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6. Each PUD or phase of a PUD shall be subject to environmental
review under SEPA. The environmental documents for the Master
Plan may be adopted by reference or supplemented as allowed by
SEPA. Each application submitted for approval shall identify which
mitigation measures identified in the FEIS have been adopted and
incorporated into the proposal and which mitigation measures
identified in the FEIS are not adopted and incorporated into the
proposal. The County Department of Community Development
and Planning and the County Engineer shall review the adopted
mitigation to determine whether those measures adequately address
the impacts of the proposal. Nothing shall prevent the applicant
from substituting different but equally effective mitigation measures
than those identified in the FEIS to address a specific impact,
nor shall the requirement to adopt mitigation measures from the
FEIS prevent the County from imposing additional or different
mitigation measures in response to potential environmental impacts
identified during environmental review of the specific Planned Unit
Development proposal and/or Shoreline Permit application.
7. At least one public meeting shall be held by the applicant in
the Rosario Resort area prior to the submittal of a Planned Unit
Development application for any phase of development. The
meeting shall be for the purpose of explaining the development
proposed in the Planned Unit Development application and soliciting
comments on the development proposal.
8. The resort shall be operated in a manner which assures that
adequate capacity exists for short term use of condominium units,
in a manner consistent with the operational objectives stated in the
Master Plan. Except for the Cliffhouse Court residences, and also
except for housing for employees of the resort, the condominium
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units that will be developed under the approved plan shall not be
occupied as a primary residence or main home. The limitation on
the use of condominium units as a primary residence or main home
shall be included in the conditions of any subsequent Planned Unit
Development approval.
9. When the first PUD application is filed the County Public Works
Department and the County Engineer shall review the State approved
Rosario Utilities Sewer System Plan, prepared by an engineer
licensed in the State of Washington. The Sewer Plan shall include
specifications for a sewer treatment plant of sufficient size to serve
the anticipated demand from the build out of the Resort. The
specifications shall include sufficient detail to identify the amount
of land needed to support the expanded treatment plant and to
determine whether sufficient land is available within the utility tract.
10. The preliminary stormwater analysis prepared for the Rosario
Resort Master Plan FEIS identified the natural drainage basin that
affect and are affected by the Resort. Under the County’s Unified
Development Code, applications for PUD approval include a
requirement that a stormwater management analysis be submitted
in support of the application. To assure that sufficient long term
planning for stormwater management is included in the analysis,
and to assure that short term construction is coordinated with long
term stormwater management needs, the stormwater analysis for the
first PUD application shall include a description of the stormwater
management strategy for all the drainage basin(s) in which the
Master Planned Resort is located. The sizing of stormwater facilities
shall be based on long term anticipated stormwater management
needs. For planning purposes, this stormwater management plan
shall assume full development under the Master Plan within areas

Rosario Resort Master Plan
in the basin(s) covered by the Master Plan, and shall assume
development at existing densities or maximum allowable densities for
areas outside the Master Plan (whichever is greater). The stormwater
plan shall be certified by an engineer to show evidence that it is
technologically sound, and the plan shall be reviewed by the County
Engineer.

between the Eastsound to Olga Road and the maintenance yard,
placing the yard about 300 ft. from the road and the buildings
approximately 400 ft. away.
b. A naturalistic system of bio-filtration swales and settling ponds with
planted wetland vegetation shall be used to treat stormwater rather
than a visually obtrusive, engineered basin.

11. The intersection of the Hilltop access road and Olga Road shall be
studied, designed and any improvement required by such Traffic
Study shall be completed prior to issuance of final approval of
any building constructed on the Hilltop Parcel. The intersection
Traffic Study shall be provided with the application for any PUD
that proposes development on the Hilltop, and that study shall be
reviewed by the County Engineer.

c. Vegetative screening within and around the detention basin
shall consist of native vegetation consistent with the findings and
recommendations of the Historic Resources Management Plan.

12. The employee food service and recreation building planned for the
Hilltop parcel shall be constructed concurrently with or before new
dormitory buildings are constructed. The food service and recreation
facility shall be sized to adequately serve the needs of all employees
who will live at the dormitory buildings.

If the Resort ceases to operate as a resort, the uses on the Hilltop
property shall be vacated until the Plan is amended to allow alternate
uses, or until the County Council takes other action.

13. The applicant shall develop rules of conduct for the people living
at the employee housing facility. These rules of conduct shall be
provided at the time of application for any PUD that proposes
development on the Hilltop.
14. At the time an application is submitted for a PUD which proposes
construction on the Hilltop Parcel, the County Department of
Community Development and Planning will review the application for
compliance with the Hilltop Conceptual Site Plan which is included in
the plan as Figure 4.7-2, and the following:

d. Buildings at the Hilltop shall be designed to maximize visual
subordinance through the use of non-reflective building materials,
dark exterior colors (green or brown), large overhangs, etc.

15. The existing emergency helicopter landing zone is currently used and
shall continue to be dedicated for emergency flight operations only.
This landing zone currently consists of a concrete-paved area located
on the center of the jetty, which is marked with a painted cross and
is clearly visible from the air. To enhance operational safety, the site
marker will be re-painted, the flag pole will be relocated, and the
landing zone area will be maintained by the Resort as stipulated by
Airlift Northwest and the Orcas Fire Department. This maintenance
includes (but is not limited to) removal of debris, unsecured
materials, and tall vegetation. When flight conditions require, the
grass lawn area between the Figure-8 Lagoon and Cascade Bay will
continue to be used as an alternate landing location.

a. The overflow parking lot shall be located on the elevated bench
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The entire Cascade Bay waterfront from the Discovery House to the
jetty functions as a natural wildfire safety zone due to the fire breaks
provided by the waters of the Figure-8 Lagoon and Cascade Bay,
and the lack of ladder fuels (large dry vegetation) in this area. This
waterfront area shall continue to serve as a wildfire safety zone
under Section 5.8 of the Master Plan. With application for the first
PUD, the applicant shall provide documentation showing that these,
or other acceptable wildfire safety and the emergency helicopter
landing zones have been approved by the Orcas Island Fire Chief
and a helicopter medivac service provider.
16. The Resort Owner shall pay for all roadway and other traffic related
improvements to mitigate the traffic impacts of new development,
as identified in section 3.9 of the Master Plan FEIS and as may be
modified by the provisions of Condition #6 above.
17. The Moran Mansion is an integral component of the on-site
recreational amenities necessary for this Master Plan. To assure that
the Moran Mansion is renovated in a timely manner, the first PUD
application for development of more than the two Cliffhouse Court
homes shall include, for approval of the County, a) a proposed plan
for renovation of the Mansion adequate to ensure a life of at least
50 years, and b) a proposed construction schedule for the Mansion
and the other development proposed under the PUD. This schedule
may allow for construction of the 21 rooms and 3 suites proposed
in the Mansion Annex, and up to 40 new and replacement resort
units including condominium units. The 48 units to be constructed
on the 9.13 acre Rosario Harbor Tract shall not be counted toward
this limit, so this will allow construction of 66 of the remaining 134
rooms and units. Once the limit of 66 units is reached, no building
permits will be issued until the Moran Mansion renovation, as set
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forth in the schedule, is completed and final approval is granted
by the Building Official. If the Moran Mansion renovation is not
completed in accordance with this schedule, or any extension which
may be granted, the County may suspend issuance of building
permits within the MPR for non-compliance with this condition, with
notice.
18. The shoreline in the Resort Core area shall remain open to the
public, as provided in Plan Objective 2.6 and Section 5.3.2.
Proposed rehabilitation of the shoreline will occur during construction
proposed for that area as described in the Resort Master Plan and
Final EIS, and this rehabilitation will be included in future shoreline
permit applications. With the first PUD application, the applicant
shall submit a proposed schedule for shoreline rehabilitation actions
for County review and approval.
Explanation: The timing of shoreline restoration and enhancement
is described in the RMP and FEIS. In general, the restoration
accompanies the project in that particular area. One restoration,
for example, can only occur during Phase II -- elimination of the
revetment and restoration of the shoreline to natural, soft shoreline
conditions can only occur in coordination with the marina expansion
because the new, natural shoreline has to be protected from
storm damage, which would be provided by the proposed floating
breakwater as part of the marina expansion.

Rosario Resort Master Plan
19. Operation of Rosario Resort under the approved Master Plan shall
include the establishment of uses in the Mansion that provide the
public with the opportunity to see this historic resource. The range of
uses shall be generally consistent with the uses proposed in Section
4.4.1 of the Master Plan including food service, public performances
and tours. With the exception of construction or health, safety or
security concerns, the Mansion will be open during normal business
hours for those types of uses, and under reasonable operational
limitations.
20. To meet the requirements of the Shoreline Master Program, and
to provide for adequate short term visitor accommodations, only
commercial structures may be built within 200 feet of the ordinary
high water mark of the shoreline. Structures owned by the Resort,
and operated to provide retail sales and services related to the
Resort, shall be considered commercial. For condominium units to
be considered commercial the units must be included in, and remain
in the Rosario Resort or Cascade Harbor Inn Rental Programs. For
all property located within 200 feet of the ordinary high water
mark, the applicant must include these requirements in a “Notice to
Title”, and provide a copy of the recorded notice to the Community
Development and Planning Department before a building permit will
be issued. Following is the language that must be used in the Notice
to Title:
Notice to Title
Rosario Resort Shoreline Structures. To meet the requirements of
the San Juan County Shoreline Master Program within the Rosario
Resort Master Plan land use zone, only commercial structures may be
built within 200 feet of the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) of the
shoreline. Commercial structures include a) structures owned by the

Resort and operated to provide retail sales and services related to
the Resort, and b) condominium units included in the Rosario Resort
or Cascade Harbor Inn Rental Programs. Commercial structures
located within 200 feet of the OHWM may not be converted to noncommercial uses.
21. The following minimum requirements are established for the sections
of the Resort subject to the requirements of the Shoreline Master
Program. These minimums do not supersede requirements that
may subsequently be imposed by the Hearing Examiner or the
Department of Ecology, and if there is a conflict the more restrictive
requirement shall apply. If the applicant is unable to meet the
required setbacks they may relocate and/or combine units in upland
areas, without a loss in the total number of approved units.
a. The Bowman’s Bluff Cottages shall be located at least 50 feet
from the Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM), shall be screened
with native vegetation, and shall be designed using non-reflective
surfaces, dark colors and other architectural techniques to help them
blend into the hillside. These techniques are described in Exhibit 510 which has been added to the Plan.
b. The Luxury Waterfront Cottages (Number 2 on Figure A-1, located
between the Mansion Annex and Cascade Bay) shall be located
at least 50 feet from the OHWM, shall be landscaped with native
vegetation to provide partial visual screening and will use the
architectural techniques described in Exhibit 5-10 to make them less
visible from the water. In addition the two eastern most cottages will
be set further back as shown in the attached plan. This will reduce
the developed footprint near the shoreline and will allow stormwater
to be more easily managed.
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c. The Waterview Cottages (Number 5 on the
attached site plan, located near the Roundhouse)
shall be located at least 75 feet from the OHWM,
and may be combined with other upland structures
or configured as stacked flats or town-homes
located at the former quarry (jetty site) to meet
this requirement (see Figure A-1). Relocating
two cottages as shown changes the unit mix from
30 Marina View Condos and 19 Marina Village
Cottages to 32 Marina View Condos and 17
Marina Village Cottages.
d. Changes in the location of the OHWM as a result
of shoreline restoration approved by the County
shall not result in an increased setback requirement
(i.e. the OHWM prior to restoration will be used to
determine this setback).
22. To reduce the risks associated with structural fires,
the renovated mansion and all new development
shall be provided with automatic fire sprinklers.
23. The approved Rosario Resort Master Plan includes
removal of 42 existing rooms and units with
overnight accommodations, and the construction
of up to 182 new and replacement rooms and
units, for a net increase in 140 units with overnight
accommodations.
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24. Violation of these Conditions of Approval may be
considered grounds for the County to withhold
new building permits within the MPR, to initiate
proceedings to revoke or modify approval of the
Master Plan, or to take other enforcement action
as allowed by law.
25. Nothing in these conditions shall be evidence of
the approval of a permit to be issued in the future
or waiver of any requirement of county, state or
federal law.
26. These conditions are binding.

Rosario Resort Master Plan
Figure A-1: Rosario Resort Master Plan
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San Juan County Adopting Ordinance
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